
Alternative View 2012
Date Source Cat. Text

31.07.2005 Spiegel 1 Big Brother’s Reign
01.01.2012 Blog 1 3.5 Million Homeless and 18.5 Million Vacant Homes in the US

04.01.2012 Press.tv 1 The US police have attacked the Global Revolution Livestream office of 

Occupy Wall Street movement in New York, arresting several activists and 

journalists as the crackdown on media intensifies

06.01.2012 Independent 1 President plans to cut half a million troops and says US can't afford to wage 

two wars at once {as Ron Paul said}

07.01.2012 _RT 1 ACLU: “He will forever be known as the president who signed indefinite 

detention without charge or trial into law” … formerly a supporter

11.01.2012 _RT 1 Citgo-Venezuela heating oil program provides free heating oil to 500,000 poor 

Americans living in low-income neighborhoods and shelters throughout [USA] 

… "You know what, Obama? I feel sorry for you,” Chavez said. “You are the 

greatest disappointment of recent years”

12.01.2012 BBC 1 Mississippi [judge] halts pardons amid uproar ... In his final days in office as 

Republican Governor, Haley Barbour gave clemency to more than 200 

people, including convicted murderers … 189 had already completed their 

prison terms

14.01.2012 _RT 1 Govt. could strip citizenship from Americans under Enemy Expatriation Act

15.01.2012 Rian 1 The U.S. new security law allowing the military to detain American terrorist 

suspects without trial may entail grave consequences and contradicts 

international law, the Russian Foreign Ministry said

18.01.2012 Rian 1 Russian national Vladimir Zdorovenin, accused of financial cybercrimes, 

faces up to 142 years in prison in the United States, where he was extradited 

from Switzerland

19.01.2012 _RT 1 Jack Abramoff: 'Congress corrupt to core' {he must know}

20.01.2012 _RT 1 Pentagon outsources War on Drugs to Blackwater {making the goat to 

gardener}

24.01.2012 Blog 1 The Supreme Court ruled unanimously that law enforcement authorities need 

a probable-cause warrant from a judge to affix a GPS device to a vehicle and 

monitor its every move {unexpected}

25.01.2012 _RT 1 George Soros predicts riots, police state and class war for America ... a 

period of “evil” is coming to the western world {it’s already here}

25.01.2012 _RT 1 Following an episode that left his son, Sen. Rand Paul, stranded in a 

Nashville airport, Ron Paul is asking for help to finally end the TSA

30.01.2012 Press.tv 1 police in the US city of Oakland have fired smoke and teargas canisters at 

anti-corporatism activists, arresting at least 500

30.01.2012 _RT 1 New Mexico driver arrested and forgotten in jail for two years

02.02.2012 _RT 1 US Air Force punished whistle-blowers for exposing mishandling of the [own] 

fallen ... Armed Forces’ mortuary in Dover, Delaware … the Air Force had a 

pattern of failing “to acknowledge culpability for wrongdoing”

04.02.2012 nydailynews 1 the cost of processing a formal renunciation of U.S. citizenship skyrocketed 

from $0 to $450 {too many want to be free of the ‘free’}

04.02.2012 _RT 1 Marine's failed suicide attempt lands him jail sentence [6 mo] … In 2009, the 

number of attempts exceeded the number of battlefield casualties

08.02.2012 Press.tv 1 The Canadian govt. has given the country's spy agency the green light to use 

information extracted from suspects through torture {torture them till they take 

it back!} 

09.02.2012 Blog 1 Anyone who … speaks out against the government’s policies could be 

declared an ‘unlawful enemy combatant’ and imprisoned indefinitely. That 

includes American citizens

15.02.2012 Raw Story 1 In exchange for keeping at least a 90% occupancy rate, the private prison 

company CCA has sent a letter to 48 states offering to manage their prisons 

for the low price of $250 million per year {Amr. Gulag}

16.02.2012 _RT 1 Jailing Americans becomes a profitable business {American Gulag}

20.02.2012 Blog 1 Canada plans to set up a military base in Germany under a deal that will allow 

the expanding Canadian military to increase its global reach
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22.02.2012 Fox 1 A New Hampshire man who fired his handgun into the ground to scare an 

alleged burglar he caught crawling out of a neighbor's window is now facing a 

felony charge -- and the same potential prison sentence as the man he 

stopped … charging the victim

25.02.2012 Independent 1 Orange jumpsuit for nine-year- old who's accused of shooting girl … put his 

backpack on his desk and a gun inside accidentally discharged. The bullet 

pierced the abdomen of [an 8-yr-old girl]

25.02.2012 BBC 1 A Briton being extradited to the US for allegedly selling batteries for Iranian 

missiles … faces trial in El Paso and a possible 35-year jail sentence {65-yr-

old man against world police }

28.02.2012 Rian 1 The U.S. will ensure that a Mexican drug lord Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman 

will face the fate of Osama bin Laden {world police}

05.03.2012 Press.tv 1 Obama adm. is set to offer legal backing for the targeted killing of American 

citizens suspected of terrorist activities

06.03.2012 _RT 1 US Attorney General Eric Holder has presented the White House’s 

justification for killing American citizens on foreign soil without trial … 

because America is “at war with a stateless enemy”

08.03.2012 Blog 1 Last year the President gave the death order for New Mexico born cleric 

Anwar al-Awlaki ... The President has refused to explain why A. was assas-

sinated, and all attempts to get him  to reveal the evidence he had, failed

10.03.2012 _RT 1 Obama signs anti-protest Trespass Bill - essentially criminalizing protest

17.03.2012 _RT 1 The biggest-ever data complex, to be completed in Utah in 2013, may take 

American citizens into a completely new reality where their emails, phone 

calls, online shopping lists and virtually entire lives will be stored and 

reviewed {only Americans?}

25.03.2012 Guardian 1 Cheney undergoes heart transplant {a new brain would be appropriate}

25.03.2012 Telepolis 1 USA haben "das Recht und die Pflicht", Terrorverdächtige weltweit zu jagen 

und zu töten {World police}

26.03.2012 Blog 1 more people under ‘correctional supervision’ in America - more than 6 million - 

than were in the Gulag Archipelago under Stalin at its height”

29.03.2012 _RT 1 Senator Rand Paul summoned the US Constitution in an attempt to block 

even harsher sanction against Iran in fears of another war America could 

potentially be involved in

02.04.2012 _RT 1 A new case of police shooting an unarmed black teenager is underway in 

Pasadena, California, sparking anger while controversy over the similar killing 

of Trayvon Martin in Florida still persists

12.04.2012 Telepolis 1 Obama: Reiche sollen mind. 30% ihres Einkommens an Steuern zahlen

14.04.2012 _RT 1 state officials in Arizona have determined life to begin before conception … 

can now officially involve itself in your sex life

25.04.2012 _RT 1 TSA is once again in hot water after it accused an innocent four-year-old girl 

of attempted gun smuggling

26.04.2012 Blog 1 A lawsuit has forced the FAA to reveal the location of 63 Secret Drone bases 

located inside the United States some of which will be the starting point for a 

massive deployment of airborne robots flying over the United States for 

spying on citizens which will eventually conduct targeted killings across the 

country

27.04.2012 Guardian 1 Cispa cybersecurity bill passed in US House of Representatives

27.04.2012 _RT 1 lawmakers in Virginia have voted to refuse to abidy by the provision of the 

NDAA … “You don't defeat terrorists by adopting their tactics”

03.05.2012 Blog 1 Having tried everything else, the managers of San Francisco’s Bill Graham 

Civic Auditorium are blasting the overnight homeless off their doorstep with 

the high-decibel sounds of chainsaws, motorcycles and jackhammers … 

between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m.

03.05.2012 Blog 1 The U.S. govt. … deems the entire world a war zone, where it can operate at 

will, beyond the confines of international law

04.05.2012 _RT 1 Senator Rand Paul asks supporters to help abolish the TSA

05.05.2012 _RT 1 Labor Dept. trumpets declining unemployment while US labor force 

participation at 30-year low

17.05.2012 _RT 1 Judge Napolitano: Shoot down a drone, become an American hero

21.05.2012 _RT 1 >1,000 protesters have flooded downtown Chicago on the second day of 

demonstrations against the upcoming NATO summit
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22.05.2012 _RT 1 >2,000 [innocent] people have been sentenced to prison for crimes in the last 

23 years, only to eventually be exonerated by [an American] court

22.05.2012 Rian 1 Russia is seriously concerned over recent “aggressive” arrests of 

demonstrators in Chicago and Montreal

22.05.2012 _RT 1 violent altercations in Chicago, Illinois between police officers and demon-

strators protesting the NATO Summit, many questions remain unanswered 

over a string of alleged terrorist plots foiled by law enforcement

24.05.2012 Independent 1 [US] Secret Service accused of sexual misconduct 64 times in five years … 

including one complaint of "non-consensual intercourse" [rape]

25.05.2012 Guardian 1 >500 people [students] arrested in Montreal

27.05.2012 _RT 1 Canada protest spreads as arrest list hits 2,500 benchmark 

31.05.2012 Blog 1 The US announces plans to arm drones that will be operating inside the US 

with missiles and bombs

23.06.2012 _RT 1 Arkansas Supreme Court rules that execution is unconstitutional 

29.06.2012 _RT 1 An Indiana SWAT team recently attempted to execute a search warrant that 

was issued to make an example out of an anonymous Internet user who 

made malicious remarks on the Web. Instead, they destroyed the home of an 

innocent grandmother

02.07.2012 Press.tv 1
Tarpley: The current US policy under the Obama administration with Hillary 

Clinton in the State Department aims at the destruction of all sovereign 

states on this planet

04.07.2012 _RT 1 Rand Paul has introduced legislation that would make it mandatory for 

elected lawmakers to actually read bills before voting for or against them

05.07.2012 BBC 1 A lifeguard who left his section of a Florida beach to help save a man from drowning 

has been [fired] … a swimmer was in trouble in an unguarded area of the beach

10.07.2012 _NY_post 1 Couple handcuffed, jailed for dancing on subway platform [in NY]

11.07.2012 _RT 1 Obama gives himself control of all communication systems in America … in 

the name of national security

19.07.2012 _RT 1 Handcuffed man shot twice by San Francisco police - witness reports

21.07.2012 _RT 1 Deadly count: US averages 20 mass shootings every year {invade!}
24.07.2012 Examiner 1 Batman costumes banned … after Colorado shooting {weapons sale not 

restricted}
25.07.2012 _RT 1 Gun sales skyrocket after Colorado massacre

30.07.2012 _RT 1 a 25-year old man was kidnapped and held for $75,000 ransom in a garage 

belonging to a New York City police detective, who claims not to be involved

04.08.2012 _RT 1 Handcuffed Arkansas man shot to death in the back of police car [suicide 

claimed]

18.08.2012 _RT 1 Philadelphia woman faces charges for feeding poor children

20.08.2012 Blog 1 Rep. Todd Akin, [R], justified his opposition to abortion rights even in case of 

rape with a claim that victims of “legitimate rape” have unnamed biologi-cal 

defenses that prevent pregnancy {what about “illegitimate rape” ?}

21.08.2012 BBC 1 Congressman Todd Akin told to quit over rape gaffe

22.08.2012 CNN 1 Video captures Michigan man's shooting by police {or firing squad?}
26.08.2012 Guardian 1 Neil Armstrong, [starring the film] first man on the moon, dies aged 82

08.09.2012 _RT 1 a verdict that strips a Pennsylvania family of their grandfather’s gold coins, 

worth ~ $80 million — and ownership transferred to the US government

10.09.2012 _RT 1 After police sped through more than 119 red lights in the past 18 months, the 

city has decided that the law does not apply to its police force

12.09.2012 Blog 1 After all, how much education does some obese kid from Texas need to 

stack boxes from China in a Wal-Mart warehouse?

19.09.2012 _RT 1 Obama wins right to indefinitely detain Americans under NDAA … A lone 

appeals judge bowed down

24.09.2012 Blog 1 Saying there is no fundamental right to a secret ballot, a federal judge Friday 

dismissed a lawsuit filed by elections integrity activists that challenged 

whether counties can print ballots with identifying numbers that critics say can 

be traced back to individual voters easily

25.09.2012 Reuters 1 A double amputee in a wheelchair was shot and killed by Houston police after 

threatening an officer with what turned out to be a pen

26.09.2012 Politiken 1 13% af den sorte mandlige voksenbefolkning har mistet stemmeretten i USA 

– i syv stater er tallet så højt som 25% ... 24 millioner amerikanske vælgere 

forkert registreret … >51 millioner formelt stemmeberettigede amerikanere 

slet ikke er opført som vælgere
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05.10.2012 Spiegel 1 Das Gericht sieht es als erwiesen an, dass Iran al-Qaida bei den Anschlägen 

unterstützte {welche Idioten stellen die Amis als Richter ein}

10.10.2012 Press.tv 1 The United Nations has censured the Canadian government for its gross 

violations of the rights of children and has accused the country of "serious 

and widespread discrimination”

07.11.2012 _RT 1 While US votes for president, Puerto Rico may secede from America

08.11.2012 _RT 1 65% of the US island territory’s four million citizens voted in favor of 

becoming the 51st US state [Virgin Islands & Guam?]

15.11.2012 _RT 1 FBI discovers classified Pentagon files on computer of Petraeus’ mistress

03.12.2012 Independent 1 Pentagon builds military network to rival the CIA 

03.12.2012 _RT 1 A San Bernardino city [CA] attorney told residents this week to gather arms 

and prepare to defend themselves since the bankrupt town can no longer 

afford the law enforcement it needs

12.12.2012 Rian 1 Michigan Passes Controversial Anti-Union Right-to-Work Law

19.12.2012 Press.tv 1 Teachers in Ontario [Canada] have held a one-day strike against a 

controversial bill that would freeze their wages [2 years] and strip them of 

their collective bargaining rights

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 1 The social crisis will increase while the rich are getting richer

31.07.2005 _Politiken 2  9/11, Al Qaida & the late Osama bin Laden
09.02.2012 _Global 

Research

2 lawsuit against former vice-president Dick Cheney, former secretary of 

defense Donald Rumsfeld, and former Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman Richard 

Myers concluded with a final slap in the face. This came in the form of a 

$15,000 fine levied against Veale for filing a ‘frivolous’ appeal

03.03.2012 Guardian 2 In the weeks before the 3 May operation to kill Bin Laden, Afridi was 

instructed to set up a fake vaccination scheme in the town of Abbottabad, in 

order to gain entry to the house where it was suspected that [he] was living, 

and extract DNA samples from his family members

15.03.2012 Blog 2 the FBI, in conjunction with the Dept. of Homeland Security and the Dept. of 

Justice … label normal everyday activities as possible terrorist indicators. 

These flyers also specifically target political speech and the belief that the 

CIA and others had a part in 9/11

26.03.2012 Voltaire 2 Only secret services … have the ability to plan, organize and conduct an 

operation of such magnitude [9/11]. Generally, secret services create, finance 

and control extremist organizations. Without the support of secret services, 

these organizations

28.03.2012 Guardian 2 Operation Foxden, delayed by turf war between the FBI and the CIA, given 

green light three days before [9/11] … would allow the FBI and NSA to record 

or listen live to every single landline and mobile phone call in Afghanistan … 

FBI and CIA spent >1year fighting over who should be in charge {who won?}

03.04.2012 Guardian 2 Bin Laden wives to be free in 2 weeks … to be deported from Pakistan after 

serving short sentences for visa offences 

05.04.2012 Guardian 2 New military trial for 9/11 accused - Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and alleged co-

conspirators could face death penalty in war crimes tribunal 

28.04.2012 Blog 2 Judge Rules Osama Bin Laden Death Photos Should Stay Secret {because it 

wasn’t ObL who died then – he had been dead for >9 years}

05.05.2012 Guardian 2 The former chief US prosecutor at Guantanamo Bay has denounced the 

military trial of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, the alleged mastermind of the 9/11 

attacks due to appear in court at Guantanamo, as intended primarily to 

prevent the defendants from presenting evidence of torture … 2,976 counts 

of murder

19.05.2012 _RT 2 doctors are now confirming that firefighters that responded to Ground Zero 

during 9/11 have a higher risk of getting [several types of] cancer

20.05.2012 AVAAZ 2 NIST has admitted the scientific fact of free fall acceleration in Building 7 … 

The reason this matters in 2012 is that the U.S. continues to kill countless 

people in the so called war on terror all based on the assumption that the 

World Trade Center attacks were done solely by Muslims

20.05.2012 Press.tv 2 A former agent of the CIA has revealed that Osama bin Laden has died of 

natural causes 5 years before the US announced his death {9,5 years, 

16.12.2001} knew Bin Laden’s 3 Chechen bodyguards, who had protected 

him until his death and witnessed his death on June 26, 2006
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24.06.2012 Telepolis 2 Khalid Sheikh Mohammed von 2003 bis 2004 … soll nach ausgiebigem 

Waterboarding, das insgesamt 183 mal vollzogen wurde, … die Planung der 

Anschläge vom 11.09.2001 gestanden haben {er war unbeteiligt, und 

Anklage wegen Folter abzuweisen}

06.08.2012 Press.tv 2 Frank Lowy and his copartner Larry Silverstein had rented the whole WTC for 

99 years just a few weeks before the 9/11 attacks … Silverstein and the 

Westfield company [Lowy] pocketed about $5.4 billion

10.09.2012 Telepolis 2 Die 9/11-Denkblockade {wann kommt das “sagte ich doch”?}
11.09.2012 Guardian 2 70,000 surviving firefighters, police officers and other first responders who 

raced to the WTC after the attacks of [9/11] will be entitled to free monitoring 

and treatment for 50 forms of cancer {~1000 died without help}

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 2 Although more people will understand the true nature of 9/11, a breakthrough cannot 

be expected in 2013 – the Reichtagsfeuer in Berlin 1933 also needed >12 years
31.07.2005 Guardian 3 Terror since 2002 except Iraq & Palestine
05.01.2012 Rian 3 An expert team monitoring the Norwegian killer, Anders Behring Breivik, in 

prison said they believed he was not insane, disagreeing with the original 

conclusion by court-appointed psychiatrists

10.01.2012 _RT 3 Radical Islamists from Kosovo who blame America for the deaths of 1000s of 

Muslims worldwide now are plotting terrorist attacks on US soil

31.01.2012 Independent 3 Men jailed over plot to attack Danish newspaper … found guilty of terror 

charges in Norway [7 & 3,5 yr] … pleaded not guilty to terror conspiracy 

charges and rejected any links to al-Qa'ida

12.02.2012 Rian 3 An Uzbek man has pleaded guilty to plotting to kill President Obama... he was 

arrested .. in Alabama in July last year after buying a machine gun from an 

undercover federal agent ... he avoided a possible life sentence by pleading 

guilty and was now facing up to 15 years in jail {how to get a required 

confession for the elections}

13.02.2012 Guardian 3 Bali bombmaker trial begins - 'Demolition Man' Umar Patek accused of 

making explosives used in nightclub blasts [2002]

18.02.2012 Independent 3 A terror suspect was arrested in Washington DC as he prepared to launch 

what he thought would be a lethal suicide attack on the US Congress

18.02.2012 Independent 3 Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, a Nigerian, was jailed for life {Pants on Fire}

18.02.2012 Yahoo 3 The official false-flag of the day! - Meaning they found some loser, gave him 

cash and a fake bomb, then arrest him for the headlines

18.02.2012 Blog 3 The FBI has a long history of creating terrorists and then subsequently 

arresting them as if they just stopped a potential terror attack

17.03.2012 Rian 3 One of the two men accused of organizing a deadly subway bombing in 

Minsk last year has been executed by shooting [in the meantime both]

04.04.2012 _RT 3 After 9/11, the United States government created the Department of 

Homeland Security to prevent future acts of terrorism and deal with other 

domestic issues. Now in order to keep doing such, the agency is asking for 

450 million hollow point bullets [dum-dum bullets]

14.04.2012 Rian 3 Norwegian gunman Anders Breivik, charged with killing 77 people in twin 

attacks last year, wants to be acquitted on the grounds of self-defense

27.04.2012 Rian 3 27 people were injured in four successive bomb attacks that took place in the 

city of Dnepropetrovsk, eastern Ukraine

03.05.2012 Guardian 3 MI6 condemned over officer's death

03.05.2012 Independent 3 Spy Gareth Williams was probably the victim of a 'criminally mediated' 

unlawful killing ... MI6 apologised for waiting a week before raising the alarm 

about Mr Williams’ disappearance

05.05.2012 _RT 3 At least 144 have been injured as hundreds of balloons exploded at a political 

rally in Armenia’s capital Yerevan. The balloons were filled with helium 

{impossible – Helium doesn’t burn}

11.05.2012 Independent 3 Widow of 7/7 suicide bomber [Germaine Lindsay] 'financed Kenya tourist 

terror attack' 

04.06.2012 _Politiken 3 En af de fire, SZ, der oprindeligt var med i bilen fra Stockholm, stod ud af 

bilen på en motorvejstankstation ved Jönköbing og vendte tilbage til 

Stockholm. Retten har i dag fundet, at det er bevist, at også han deltog aktivt 

i terrorplanerne {bevist?}
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17.06.2012 Independent 3 "You believe Kelly was killed?" [Galloway:] "Yes." "By MI5?" [G:] "I don't know 

by whom. To me, his death was like that bad joke about the black guy in the 

river in Alabama with bullet holes in his back, and the coroner declaring it 

'The worst case of suicide I have ever seen.'"

01.08.2012 Independent 3 A wide section of the Norwegian capital's central area was evacuated 

yesterday and special forces were deployed after a suspected bomb – later 

found to be a training device – was discovered attached to a US embassy car 

[and there forgotten]

02.08.2012 Haaretz 3 Spain arrests three alleged al-Qaida terrorists carrying explosives - two 

Chechens and a Turkish suspect were arrested

24.08.2012 Steinberg R. 3 Who are Al Qaeda's enemies? … Al Qaeda operations are an integral part of 

imperialist strategy

25.08.2012 Haaretz 3 Norwegian mass murderer Breivik sentenced to 21 years

17.09.2012 Independent 3 Bag of explosives found in Copenhagen street 

17.09.2012 Politiken 3 Da det stod klart, at sprængstoffet ikke var sat op til at gå af, tog 

sprængstofeksperterne det med sig i en såkaldt mobil bombebrønd

17.09.2012 Telepolis 3 Wieder einmal wurde ein Jugendlicher in den USA vom FBI "geführt", einen 

Terroranschlag mit einer gefakten Autobombe zu begehen, um dann zu 

sagen, man habe diesen erfolgreich verhindert

18.10.2012 Guardian 3 Authorities arrest 21-year-old man they say attempted to detonate fake bomb 

supplied by FBI {home-made terrorist}
21.11.2012 Guardian 3 Mohammad Ajmal Kasab, who was the only perpetrator to survive [Mumbai 

attack], is first person executed in India since 2004

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 3 Large terror attacks are in steady preparation, are impossible to predict but be 

suspicious when they happen
31.07.2005 Independent 4 Terroritis and the destruction of civil rights
05.01.2012 _RT 4 FBI allowed to add GPS device to cars without warrants

05.01.2012 _RT 4 Stephan Anderson, a former New York police detective, has testified saying 

planting drugs on innocent citizens was a common occurrence for NYPD 

officers to meet their quota for arrests

10.01.2012 Haaretz 4 Israel's Justice Ministry seeks to allow police to install hidden video cameras 

in suspects' homes

13.01.2012 _RT 4 Department of Homeland Security has acknowledged that the US 

government has used the planes on the home front for years, but why and 

how is largely unknown 

14.01.2012 BBC 4 A Sheffield student can be extradited to the US to face copyright infringement 

allegations … in a US court he could face 5 years in jail

17.01.2012 Telepolis 4 EU will mehr Drohnen gegen Migranten einsetzen

19.01.2012 _RT 4 NYPD and Pentagon to place mobile scanners on the streets on NYC

20.01.2012 Netzpolitik 4 Ende 2009 haben Polizei und Statsanwalt die “Erfassung und Übermittlung 

sämtlicher Verkehrsdaten und Verbindungsdaten” eines [Berliner] 

Stadtgebiets angefordert und bekommen

20.01.2012 __DNN 4 Der neue Dresdener Polizeichef findet, dass die Handyschnüffelaktion 

rechtens war und will das auch machen. [sein Vorgänger musste wegen der 

Aktion gehen. Fefe: "Same shit, different asshole"]

24.01.2012 _Spiegel 4 Bundestagsabgeordnete der Linken werden aus Sicht der Bundesregierung 

zu Recht vom Verfassungsschutz beobachtet, weil von ihnen eine Gefahr für 

die deutsche Demokratie ausgehen könnte {sie sollen den Innenminister 

überwachen - von ihm geht die größte Gefahr aus, weil er inkometent ist, die 

Bürger zu schützen}

25.01.2012 _RT 4 Police in Berlin have collected data on >4.2 million cell phones in a fruitless 

attempt to track down those behind 100s of arson attacks on cars

26.01.2012 Telepolis 4 1998 verkaufte Islands Regierung die kommerzielle Nutzung der DNA-Codes 

der isländischen Bevölkerung an die US-Firma DeCode Genetics

28.01.2012 Telepolis 4 Bundestag genehmigt den Einsatz von Drohnen - Nicht nur das Parlament 

schweigt weitgehend, auch die Medien und die Öffentlichkeit scheinen kein 

Problem mit einem womöglich massiven Eingriff in die Privatsphäre und der 

Demonstrationsfreiheit zu haben … Nur die Linken .. forderten, dass man 

sich mit der Genehmigung von Drohnen noch Zeit lassen sollte {man braucht 

scheinbar ein Partei, der die Rechte der Bürger verteidigt}

31.01.2012 _Spiegel 4 CSU-Generalsekretär Dobrindt schließt einen Verbotsantrag [der Linken] 

beim Bundesverfassungsgericht nicht aus
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31.01.2012 Telepolis 4 ZDF-Umfrage: "Sollten deutsche Geheimagenten zur Abwendung von 

großen Gefahren, z.B. Terroranschlägen, töten dürfen?" [54% ja] {Ich dachte, 

die Mehrheit hätte ‚Zirkus Terror‘ durchschaut}

01.02.2012 Guardian 4 Briton refused appeal against US extradition {big boss said so}

02.02.2012 Guardian 4 US terror 'no-fly' list doubles - now stands at 21,000 

02.02.2012 _MM 4 Mit den Stimmen der Koalition [CCDU+FDP] hat der [hessische] Landtag die 

Immunität der Linken-Fraktionschefs Janine Wissler und Willi van Ooyen 

aufgehoben. Sie hatten an einer nicht genehmigten Demo gegen Neonazis 

teilgenommen

02.02.2012 Telepolis 4 Britische Soldaten trainieren Bekämpfung von Aufständen

03.02.2012 _RT 4 US-conducted killing of three of its own citizens abroad last year, including 

one 16-year-old boy

04.02.2012 Telepolis 4 Zwei Zivilpolizisten überwältigen eine Frau, ein Rentner kommt ihr zu Hilfe 

und wird Gefangenenbefreiung bezichtigt … Zivilcourage … der dritte Polizist, 

der über Miroslavs am Boden liegenden Körper stolpert, … verlangt >400 

Euro Schmerzensgeld … ob es sich um Polizisten, Kriminelle oder beides 

handelt [also kriminell agierende Polizisten]

07.02.2012 Blog 4 Für einen DNA-Abgleich ist es keineswegs erforderlich, dass es sich um eine Straftat 

von erheblicher Bedeutung handelt. Vielmehr kann die Polizei auch bei Delikten, die 

im Bagatellbereich angesiedelt sind, DNA-Spuren sichern und auswerten. Und sie 

darf die Daten mit dem DNA-Zentralregister abgleichen
08.02.2012 Independent 4 Abu Qatada has been detained for almost a decade [in UK] but never 

charged … He has not been able to see the evidence against him, neither 

has his lawyer

11.02.2012 _RT 4 Chicago will be forced to pay $6.2 million to over 700 protesters that were 

arrested in 2003 … protest the invasion of Iraq

12.02.2012 Telepolis 4 Das BKA soll die Bundespolizei aufgefordert haben, Daten vom Handy des 

[Neonazis] André E. zu löschen … möglicherweise auch das BKA, nicht nur 

der Verfassungsschutz, Informanten decken

15.02.2012 Blog 4 Canada wants warrantless Internet spying, says critics support child porn … 

The bill would also "require ISPs and cellular phone companies to install 

equipment for real-time surveillance and create new police powers designed 

to obtain access to the surveillance data"

16.02.2012 _RT 4 A woman feels sexually harassed after TSA agents at Dallas Internat. Airport 

subjected her to a full body imaging scan 3 times — and told her in-between 

that her figure was “cute”

17.02.2012 Blog 4 die Trennung zwischen Polizei und Nachrichtendiensten werden aufgehoben 

{Gestapo-Renaissance: Wir sind alle Terroristen}

20.02.2012 _Telegraph 4 Details of every phone call and text message, email traffic and websites 

visited online are to be stored in a series of vast databases under new [UK] 

Government anti-terror plans … ordered to store the data for a year and 

make it available to the security services

23.02.2012 Press.tv 4 the real cost of installing CCTV cameras in Britain over the past 4 years 

saying it stands at more than GBP 515 million … no evidence showing any 

decrease in crime due to the increase in surveillance

28.02.2012 Telepolis 4 Wer schützt uns vor dem Verfassungsschutz? - Es gibt viele Gründe, … die 

17 Verfassungsschutzämter endlich aufzulösen

01.03.2012 Blog 4 US Admits Arrested Al-Qaeda Chief Has No Ties To Al-Qaeda {fortunately he 

was not killed in extrajudicial action}

03.03.2012 Blog 4 The US Supreme Court had outlawed the warrantless use of GPS trackers so the FBI 

complied by shutting down all its devices but now is apparently having trouble 

actually retrieving the hardware. Because the GPS units are turned off

04.03.2012 _MM 4 G4S and other private companies have been asked to bid for contracts worth 

£1.5bn for services currently carried out by the police, including crime 

investigation and neighbourhood patrols

05.03.2012 Guardian 4 Security services 'gave data to clandestine organization [Consulting 

Association] funded by major names in building industry' … 3,200 victims who 

were deemed leftwing or troublesome … an extensive database that was 

used by construction firms to vet workers they deemed to be trade unionists 

and troublesome

08.03.2012 Telepolis 4 Europol will mehr Datentausch mit Israel

09.03.2012 _RT 4 The British government is pushing through an anti-terror law that will enable it 

to monitor all private electronic communication
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10.03.2012 Fefe 4 Fefe: Der Kampf für die Bürgerrechte ist also aus Sicht des ZDF einer Angst 

vor Überwachung geschuldet

14.03.2012 _Daily Mail 4 A DNA blunder led to a teenager spending 3 months behind bars after he 

was accused of rape in a city he had never even visited

19.03.2012 Telepolis 4 George Orwell wird von der Realität überholt

21.03.2012 _MM 4 EU will Deutschland zur Vorratsdatenspeicherung zwingen ... Daten ohne Anlass für 

eine bestimmte Zeit gespeichert werden … verwarf das Bundesverfassungsgericht 

im März 2010 als verfassungswidrig … Womöglich hat Bundesinnenminister 

Friedrich, der mit der Bundesjustizministerin wegen der Vorratsdatenspeicherung im 

Streit liegt, indirekt das Brüsseler Vertragsverletzungsverfahren ausgelöst
22.03.2012 Telepolis 4 Schwedens Parlament billigt mit großer Mehrheit Gesetz zur 

Vorratsdatenspeicherung {O tempora, o mores}

24.03.2012 Guardian 4 The ex-FBI informant with a change of heart: 'There is no real hunt. It's fixed'

28.03.2012 BBC 4 A US domestic flight made an emergency landing after the captain began 

yelling about a bomb … the captain had begun shouting about Afghanistan 

and al-Qaeda … locked out of the cockpit and restrained {Terroritis acuta}

28.03.2012 _RT 4 Toulouse gunman was informant of French intelligence?

29.03.2012 _RT 4 Agents can ‘bend and suspend the law’ – FBI training docs … advise agents 

to “never shake hands with an Asian"

02.04.2012 Independent 4 Police and MI5 get power to watch you on the web

03.04.2012 Telepolis 4 regelt den Versand heimlicher "Ortungsimpulse" durch Länderpolizeien … 

Auf welche Weise der [Verfassungsschutz] … ausspioniert, will [man] "aus 

Gründen des Geheimschutzes" nicht beantworten

03.04.2012 Blog 4 Die Polizei in Sachsen-Anhalt müssen ab sofort Namensschilder tragen … 

Die Kennzeichnungspflicht entfalle jedoch bei gefährlichen Einsätzen wie 

etwa Demonstrationen

04.04.2012 Independent 4 Plans to allow the authorities to monitor the online activity of every person in 

Britain were pushed back … Home Secretary accused of mishandling 

surveillance proposals

07.04.2012 Guardian 4 Lib Dem party prepares to stop government plan to give security services 

new access to internet data {what German FDP forgot}

09.04.2012 _Daily Mail 4 Secret court hearings will hand a major propaganda victory to terrorists … the 

measures would succeed in destroying British values – effectively doing the 

terrorists’ job for them {but just to talk about it …}

10.04.2012 Guardian 4 Nick Clegg has written to fellow ministers on the national security council 

raising fears over the secret courts plan {justified}

10.04.2012 Independent 4 Terror suspects can be extradited to US - The European Court of Human 

Rights rejected the men's claims that they could face torture

12.04.2012 Fefe 4 die Staatsanwaltschaft hat auf die erdrückende Beweislast reagiert und das 

Verfahren eingestellt. Wie? Nein, nicht das gegen den Fahrradfahrer. Das 

gegen die Polizei! Gegen das Opfer wird weiter ermittelt

20.04.2012 _RT 4 Congress wants all cars to be equipped with recording devices  

20.04.2012 _RT 4 A controversial bill that will give the United States access to personal 

information about airline passengers has been approved by the European 

Parliament … includes credit card and phone numbers, baggage information 

.. ethnic origin, a religious meal choice or request for special assistance due 

to a medical condition

20.04.2012 JS 4 Extended definition: Any person breaking down human rights, is a 

terrorist - accordigly, the worst terrorist in most countries is the interior 

minister (Home secretary)
24.04.2012 Guardian 4 Shoe-bomber: another 9/11 planned ... Saajid Badat [Briton] was convicted in 2001 

of plotting to blow up a plane … in videotaped testimony that was played before a 

federal jury in Brooklyn … Badat is free after serving 6 years of an 11-year prison 

sentence {stimulating terroritis – why he is free}
28.04.2012 Telepolis 4 In ihrem Jahresbericht zum Terrorismus warnt [Europol] vor der Zunahme von 

Einzeltätern, Terrorismus und gewalttätiger Extremismus seien weiter eine 

Bedrohung, auch wenn terroristische Aktivitäten weiter zurückgehen … Mantra [für] 

Durchsetzung von Kontroll- und Überwachungsmaßnahmen
01.05.2012 _RT 4 Google Street View cars would collect e-mails, names, addresses and other 

personal data [e.g. passwords] from Wi-Fi users around the world

01.05.2012 Rian 4 U.S. Secret Services Watch for Terrorists with Implanted Bombs {bad news 

for women with breast prostheses}

01.05.2012 Rian 4 Britain Spends $2 mln to Promote Human Rights in Russia {use the money 

for the same purpose in UK, it is more needed there}
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02.05.2012 ny times 4 But all these dramas were facilitated by the F.B.I., whose undercover agents 

and informers posed as terrorists offering a dummy missile, fake C-4 

explosives, a disarmed suicide vest and rudimentary training. Suspects 

naïvely played their parts until they were arrested

02.05.2012 BBC 4 A Bosnian-born US citizen has been convicted over a New York suicide-

bomb plot … subway … Defence lawyers argued that US agents unfairly 

coerced Medunjanin

03.05.2012 _RT 4 Federal agents announced that they successfully thwarted plans to blow up a 

bridge in Cleveland, Ohio. What was left out of most reports was that the FBI 

was instrumental in plotting the potential attack

06.05.2012 Press.tv 4 Amateur video posted on the internet shows military rockets left unguarded 

outside a block of flats in Bow, East London, as Britain’s Ministry of Defense 

(MoD) prepares to deploy missiles on top of flats in London during the 2012 

Olympics {terroritis, the biggest danger}

08.05.2012 Guardian 4 CIA foiled al-Qaida plot to blow up US-bound plane {terroritis}

09.05.2012 Guardian 4 Underwear bomb plotter 'worked for CIA' {as usual}

11.05.2012 _RT 4 18-month-old baby yanked from airplane for being on no-fly list {the terrorists 

are getting ever younger}

14.05.2012 _RT 4 a drone that happens to capture surveillance images of Americans may store 

them for a period of 90 days ... justify spying on citizens, as long as it is 

“incidental”

14.05.2012 Rian 4 Russia urged the European Union to accede to the European Convention on 

Human Rights {how the world has changed}

17.05.2012 Haaretz 4 Israel's Justice Ministry pushes for increased phone-call, e-mail surveillance 

20.05.2012 _RT 4 Spy-Butterfly: Israel developing insect drone for indoor surveillance … just 20 

grams … 0.15-gram camera and memory card

25.05.2012 Independent 4 Thousands of police accused of corruption – just 13 convicted 

26.05.2012 TAZ 4 Das Amtsgericht Dresden hat beschlossen, dass die Abfrage von >1 

Millionen Handydaten während Anti-Nazi-Demos erlaubt war

26.05.2012 Atlantic 4 Past of the Man Who Decides Who U.S. Drones Will Kill - once [John 

Brennan] backed "enhanced-interrogation techniques" {see Ch. 19}
01.06.2012 _RT 4 NSA wants to continue intercepting 1.7 billion messages daily

02.06.2012 _RT 4 Olympic battle: Londoners to form human shield to keep missiles from homes

05.06.2012 _RT 4 An American peace activist entering Israel has been ordered by airport 

security officers to open her e-mail account. When she refused, they alleged 

she is a terrorist and sent her back to the US the next day

06.06.2012 Telepolis 4 ein "übermäßiger Gebrauch" der TKÜ die Menschen soweit manipulieren 

könnte, "dass sie per (Internet-)Telefonie keine politisch relevanten oder 

kritischen Meinungen mehr austauschen, sondern sich selbst zensieren

11.06.2012 _RT 4 Air alert: Google and Apple may spy from the sky  

14.06.2012 Fefe 4 Der Koalitionsvertrag der SPD und Grünen in NRW enthält den Einsatz von 

Trojanern

19.06.2012 _Google 4 [Cencorship also in the Western world, e.g. Germany:] A court order resulted 

in the removal of 898 search results that linked to forums and blogs 

containing statements about a government agency and one of its employees 

that the court determined were not credible

20.06.2012 _RT 4 NSA won't say how many Americans they've spied on; cite "privacy" concerns

21.06.2012 Telepolis 4 Weil eine Demonstrantin einem Beamten mit einer Wasserpistole ins Auge 

spritzte, soll wegen "gefährlicher Körperverletzung" ermittelt werden {oder 

Terror-Angriff}
25.06.2012 Fefe 4 man die Zwickauer Terrorzelle nicht aufklären. Schade nur, dass es die 

Vorratsdatenspeicherung damals noch gab

27.06.2012 Independent 4 Carter attacks Obama over assassinations and drone attacks 

29.06.2012 Telepolis 4 Unmittelbar nach den Schlüsselfunden zur Aufklärung der Dönermorde 

vernichtete das Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz Geheimdossiers über die 

Zusammenarbeit mit dem Thüringer Heimatschutz

05.07.2012 Independent 4 The terror alert which closed the M6 toll today was caused by a health 

improvement aid for smokers … ‘electronic cigarette' {terroritis}
06.07.2012 _RT 4 UK police close highway [M6 >5 h] over e-cigarette terror scare

15.07.2012 Telepolis 4 Schutz der Verfassung durch Abschaffung des Verfassungsschutzes {gut}
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19.07.2012 Fefe 4 Sie haben als Nachfolger für den Fromm beim "Verfassungsschutz" den 

einzigen genommen, der noch schlimmer ist … Der Guantanamo-Häfling 

[Kurnaz] dürfe gar nicht wieder einreisen

19.07.2012 _MM 4 Das Bundesinnenministerium hat 10 Tage nach dem Auffliegen der 

Thüringer Neonazi-Zelle NSU angeordnet, dass die Protokolle von sechs 

Abhörmaßnahmen des Bundesamts für Verfassungsschutzes vernichtet 

werden {der Innenminister, ein Rechtsterrorist}
25.07.2012 _RT 4 NSA whistleblowers: the government is spying on every single American

27.07.2012 Blog 4 Das LKA Thüringen kann seine eigenen Akten über eine Sonderkommission 

gegen rechte Gewalt nicht mehr finden

28.07.2012 Guardian 4 Chambers 'relieved and vindicated' as court rules his joke tweet about 

blowing up an airport was not menacing {jokes and earnest servants}

31.07.2012 Telepolis 4 Dass die Akten zum "Thüringer Heimatschutz" beim Thüringer LKA auf 

geheimnisvolle Weise verschwunden sind, überrascht nicht mehr wirklich. 

Doch trotz allem ist noch immer von Pannen und Versagen die Rede

04.08.2012 Fefe 4 Der neue Chef der Bundespolizei ist auch schon mit dem Gesetz in Konflikt 

geraten

08.08.2012 _RT 4 The White House has filed an appeal in hopes of reversing a federal judge’s 

ruling that bans the indefinite military detention of Americans

09.08.2012 Guardian 4 A man with Parkinson's disease was arrested during the Olympic men's 

cycling road race … his behaviour had "caused concern" [failed to smile]

18.08.2012 _RT 4 Police allowed to track cell phones in US without court warrants

22.08.2012 _RT 4 Anonymous releases instructions on fooling facial recognition (VIDEO)

03.09.2012 Fefe 4 Erinnert ihr euch an Genua 2001? … Die Polizeiprügelorgie in der Scuola 

Diaz ging von der Polizei aus. Die angeblichen Waffenfunde, mit denen sie 

ihre Gewalt später rechtfertigten, waren inszeniert.

04.09.2012 Telepolis 4 Bundeswehr will Häuserkampf auch für Inlandseinsätze trainieren

07.09.2012 Blog 4 the public has no “reasonable expectation of privacy” in cellphone location 

data, and hence the authorities may obtain documents detailing a person’s 

movements from wireless carriers without a probable-cause warrant

08.09.2012 Telepolis 4 EU will zivilen Luftraum für schwere Drohnen öffnen … Abstürze sind an der 

Tagesordnung {und wir sind alle zu Terroristen gemacht}

08.09.2012 _RT 4 FBI begins installation of $1 billion face recognition system across America 

{Orwell, you have been beaten}
11.09.2012 Fefe 4 Rick Falkvinge [SE-Pirat] den Besitz von Kinderpornographie nicht mehr 

unter Strafe stellen will. Seine Argumente sind u.a.: Kinderpornographie wird 

als Vorwand für Unterdrückungsgesetze genommen

25.09.2012 Guardian 4 The government has admitted that a key motive for its plan to expand secret 

courts is to shield itself politically from charges that Britain has been complicit 

in the abuse of detainees abroad … ”more secret courts are needed to 

protect national security”

27.09.2012 Blog 4 Bevor jedoch der Kampfmittelbeseitigungsdienst anrückt, sollten die 9 als Ein-

Euro-Kräfte eingesetzten Hartz IV Bezieher das Unterholz entfernen {und 

wenn sie Minen finden wurde der Armut bekämpft}

27.09.2012 Rian 4  [UCB] has agreed to pay $30,000 in compensation to each of the 21 students who 

were pepper sprayed by campus police during a sit-in protest 

01.10.2012 Telepolis 4 Mehrzahl der US-Bürger begrüßt den Einsatz von Drohnen im zivilen 

Luftraum - Nur sollen sie nicht für die Ahndung von 

Geschwindigkeitsübertretungen eingesetzt werden

18.10.2012 Guardian 4 Police Taser blind man after mistaking stick for samurai sword

29.10.2012 _RT 4 Canadian police urge Parliament to pass domestic spying bill … to monitor 

Canadians' digital activities in real-time without a warrant

15.11.2012 Süddeutsche 4  [organisierte Kriminalität] Bayerns Verfassungsschutz hat sich laut 

Informationen der "Süddeutschen Zeitung" in den neunziger Jahren aktiv am 

Aufbau des rechtsextremen Thule-Netzes beteiligt

28.12.2012 _RT 4 A 25-year-old resident of Mobile, Alabama says he was not trying to plot with 

terrorists overseas when he bought a plane ticket for him and his family to 

visit Morocco

29.12.2012 _RT 4  ‘Black Box’ or ‘Spy Box’? US regulators want to make car data recorders 

mandatory {like in air-planes, a black-box for cars should have been 

created long ago; sad that only the terror ghost and associated 

gov. abuse made it possible}
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01.01.2013 Prediction 13 4 Derangement of human rights will continue in 2013

31.07.2005 Haaretz 5 The War in Iraq
15.01.2012 Haaretz 5 At least 61 people killed in suicide attack in southern Iraq … Karbala … a 

major Shiite festival {the terror continues and nobody is responsible}

16.01.2012 Guardian 5 Um Hussein didn't know it at the time but a judge had ordered Yassir be 

released 6 months earlier. The security men had kept him in detention until 

his family produced another $2,000 bribe

24.01.2012 Independent 5 The US Marine who [was responsible for the massacre in the] Iraqi town of 

Haditha in 2005, killing 24 Iraqi civilians … pleaded guilty only to dereliction of 

duty [no jail!]

31.01.2012 _RT 5 Iraqis are now outraged that the US is operating a fleet of surveillance drone 

aircraft planes over the country

09.02.2012 _RT 5 the US State Department has announced that it plans to reduce the largest 

embassy in the world in half. The US embassy in Baghdad staffs ~16,000 

employees, 2,000 of those diplomats and the rest contractors

12.02.2012 Press.tv 5 The Turkish army says it has bombarded the bases of the terrorist group of 

the Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) in northern Iraq

14.02.2012 _RT 5 Pentagon wants $3 billion for the War in Iraq that we thought was over … for 

“activities” in a country that they shouldn’t be in …                                        

“Finalizing transition”

11.03.2012 Haaretz 5 Iraq militia stone 14 youths to death for 'emo' style ... Western-style "emo" 

clothes and haircuts

01.04.2012 Independent 5 "Curveball", the Iraqi defector who fabricated claims about Iraq's weapons of 

mass destruction .. confirms how he made the whole thing up

25.04.2012 Independent 5 Robert Fisk: The Children of Fallujah {blamed on white phosphor, not DU – 

for that, see the comments}

25.04.2012 _Telegraph 5 The US government has been ordered to release its assessments on how 

much damage WikiLeaks' publication of secret files caused to US interests 

26.04.2012 Blog 5 [2006] Israel snipers were killing U.S. Troops in Iraq and pinning the blame 

on “insurgents” in order to enrage American troops so that the slaughter 

continued ... evidence that Mossad is operating inside Iraq

04.06.2012 Telepolis 5 Irak produziert wieder mehr Öl ... und soll kompensieren, was durch Iran-

Sanktionen ausfällt

18.06.2012 Press.tv 5 Iraqi President Jalal al-Talabani has threatened to step down if Prime Minister 

Nouri al-Maliki is given a vote of no confidence

24.06.2012 Independent 5 revelations that Blair blocked the Government's most senior lawyer from 

explaining Iraq war legality

01.08.2012 Guardian 5 Blair's Iraq meetings to remain secret – AG overrides calls from FOI 

watchdog to release cabinet minutes from before 2003 invasion 

02.09.2012 Guardian 5 Blair should face trial over Iraq war, says Tutu

10.09.2012 Rian 5 A court in Iraq has sentenced former Sunni vice president Tariq al-Hashemi 

to death in absentia 

28.09.2012 BBC 5 Militants storm a prison in the Iraqi city of Tikrit, killing at least 12 guards and 

freeing about 90 inmates

12.12.2012 Dr.dk 5 American terror in Iraq as shown by Wikileaks

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 5 Iraq will try to loosen ties to USA further to avoid the Iranian debacle

31.07.2005 Maan 6 Syria & Lebanon
08.01.2012 _Global 

Research

6 SYRIA: British Special Forces, CIA and MI6 Supporting Armed Insurgency. 

NATO Intervention Contemplated 

13.01.2012 _RT 6 a French TV reporter ... was killed along with eight Syrians when a mortar 

shell hit a crowd gathered for a pro-government rally

15.01.2012 Press.tv 6 The Qatari emir, who came to power following a US-backed coup against his 

father in 1995, has called for a military intervention in Syria

16.01.2012 _Steinberg 

Recherche

6 kann ich, von Hamburg aus, nur zu dem Schluß kommen: Assad-Gegner 

haben den France-2-Reporter Gilles Jacquier ermordet

23.01.2012 Haaretz 6 Russia to deliver combat jets to Syria 

28.01.2012 Haaretz 6 More than 100 people killed by security forces across Syria

28.01.2012 _RT 6 reported advance of armed Syrian anti-regime fighters towards the capital 

Damascus {more differentiated report}

29.01.2012 Press.tv 6 Armed groups in Syria have killed at least 10 Syrian troops after attacking a 

military bus at Kansafra in the country's northwest
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31.01.2012 Guardian 6 Resolution calling for political change [in Syria] wins support of 10 security 

council members necessary to force UN vote

02.02.2012 _RT 6 Who is Syrian opposition? West has no idea {“Your enemy must be my 

friend”}

03.02.2012 _RT 6 UN Security Council members have agreed to the text of a resolution on 

Syria {they agreed to wish them a good day}

05.02.2012 Guardian 6 Russia and China veto UN resolution on Syria

05.02.2012 Rian 6 FM Lavrov Explains Russia’s Veto on Syria Resolution in UN - a resolution 

effectively authorizing a military operation

06.02.2012 _RT 6 EU is preparing a new batch of sanctions against Syria, which France says 

will be the harshest yet

06.02.2012 Rian 6 56 people, incl. 28 civilians, were killed in clashes between pro-govt. troops 

and protestors in various Syrian cities, the Syrian Observatory for Human 

Rights said {Western MM add them all together at one front}

09.02.2012 _RT 6 High casualty numbers in Syria are reported daily by the media, even though 

a blackout makes them unverifiable. Things became murkier after a human 

rights site, which enjoyed frequent citations, split in two and began giving 

conflicting reports [1,400 casualties change side]

09.02.2012 Blog 6 USA does not rule out supplying arms to the Syrian opposition ...  setting up a 

coalition of nations that support the Syrian opposition and can do what cannot 

be done through the UN

09.02.2012 Press.tv 6 The Syrian security forces have seized Israeli weapons from armed groups 

responsible for the killing of hundreds of people across the country

11.02.2012 Haaretz 6 With UN vetoes, Russia and China back national sovereignty - Outrageous 

as their vetoes of the resolution on Syria might have seemed, China and 

Russia had good reasons to oppose UN condemnation of Assad

11.02.2012 Press.tv 6 Saudi Arabia circulated a new draft resolution at the UN General Assembly, 

which also calls for Syrian President Bashar al-Assad to hand over power to 

his deputy

12.02.2012 Haaretz 6 Satellite image provider DigitalGlobe Inc. released photos that appear to 

show Syrian army tanks and other armored vehicles in the city of Homs … 

DigitalGlobe is based in Longmont, Colorado, and sells satellite imagery and 

analysis to clients that include the U.S. military

13.02.2012 Rian 6 Patriarch of Antioch: Syrian Unrests Instigated by Foreigners

14.02.2012 _RT 6 Syria would not send troops to protect protesters at OWS [in USA]

16.02.2012 Raw Story 6 Syria’s president decreed a vote this month on a new constitution that would 

effectively end nearly 50 years of single party rule

17.02.2012 Steinberg R. 6 [Qatar] bildet seit Mitte 2011 die Speerspitze beim auch vom Westen 

entschlossen unterstützten Versuch, das Assad-Regime zu stürzen. Wie 

Steinberg urteilt, "dürfte es nur eine Frage der Zeit sein", bis Qatar auch in 

Syrien "die Rebellenarmee mit Waffen ausrüstet, wenn dies nicht schon im 

Verborgenen geschieht"

17.02.2012 Press.tv 6 UN General Assembly has adopted an Arab League-sponsored resolution on 

Syria for what it calls the govt's crackdown on opposition protests

17.02.2012 Haaretz 6 UN General Assembly backs call to topple Syria' Assad ... Resolution 

receives 137 votes in favor, 12 against and 17 abstentions

17.02.2012 Blog 6 For 11 months, Western powers and Gulf States have led a campaign to 

destabilize Syria. Several thousand mercenaries infiltrated the country

18.02.2012 Press.tv 6 NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen says the Western military 

alliance will not intervene in Syria even in the event of a UN “mandate to 

protect civilians” {but some members may intervene}

20.02.2012 Guardian 6 West accused of provoking Syria war [in Chinese newspaper]

20.02.2012 Independent 6 Syria's sectarian war goes international as foreign fighters and arms pour into 

the country 

21.02.2012 Haaretz 6 Druze students returning to the Golan Heights from Syria said that they never 

saw any demonstrations, and that reports and pictures emerging from the 

country were not reliable

22.02.2012 Haaretz 6 U.S. hints at possibility of arming Syrian rebels {they already did}

24.02.2012 _RT 6 World leaders and Syrian opposition are attending the “Friends of Syria” 

forum in Tunisia … Humanitarian aid will top the agenda, amid rising 

suspicions this may be a pretext for military intervention

25.02.2012 Guardian 6 Saudi Arabia backs arming Syrian rebel fighters
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25.02.2012 Haaretz 6 Hamas leaders publicly turn against Assad regime

25.02.2012 _RT 6 Britain will recognize the Syrian National Council as a "legitimate 

representative of the Syrian people"

27.02.2012 _Global 

Research

6 The US and other NATO countries could soon launch a ground assault on 

Syria

28.02.2012 _RT 6 Syria: 89% … have voted in favor of a new constitution

29.02.2012 Press.tv 6 Armed groups in Syria have admitted that they have received weapons from 

French and American sources

29.02.2012 Blog 6 Despite repeated warnings from Russian and China to respect the 

sovereignty of Syria’s airspace, the US plans on implement an aerial 

blockade without UN backing

06.03.2012 _RT 6 13 French officers have been captured by the Syrian Army

07.03.2012 Press.tv 6 A document released by the WikiLeaks has revealed that undercover US-led 

NATO forces are operating inside Syria against the Syrian govt.

10.03.2012 Haaretz 6 U.S.-intelligence reports: Assad commands a formidable army, an inner circle 

that has stayed loyal and an elite that still supports his rule

16.03.2012 Press.tv 6 Jordan is witnessing a rise in attempts to smuggle arms into Syria to be used 

by anti-government armed terrorist groups

23.03.2012 BBC 6 EU to impose sanctions on Assad wife {and his dog and cat, too}

28.03.2012 Press.tv 6 Syrian rebels have formed their own laws, courts and death squads in Baba 

Amr neighborhood in the restive city of Homs and beheaded the captured 

army soldiers

02.04.2012 Press.tv 6 Several Persian Gulf Arab states and the USA have pledged 100 million $ to 

provide salaries and communications equipment for Syrian rebels

04.04.2012 _RT 6 Syrian troops have begun withdrawing from some cities and returning to their 

bases

05.04.2012 _RT 6 The actions of Friends of Syria group of states jeopardize realization of the 

UN peace plan for Syria, undermining international efforts to end violence in 

the country, Russian FM Sergey Lavrov said

12.04.2012 Guardian 6 Syria falls quiet as Annan ceasefire deadline passes [both parties]

12.04.2012 Press.tv 6 Syrians in Homs have urged the Army not to withdraw from the western city 

as has been required by a peace plan

30.04.2012 _RT 6 US and NATO have some questions to answer about the massive wea-pons 

cargo seized by Lebanese intelligence officials … they surely knew the 

shipment was on its way to Syrian rebels, but still turned a blind eye

30.04.2012 Rian 6 The Lebanese navy has intercepted a Sierra Leone-registered ship carrying 

arms and ammunition reportedly destined for Syrian rebels

01.05.2012 Maan 6 Israel begins building wall on Lebanese border {may it help to keep Israel out 

of Lebanon}

10.05.2012 Rian 6 ~ 40 people were killed and 170 were injured in two explosions that rocked a 

highway near Damascus {who’s behind? Someone who demanded elections 

but refused to participate} 

11.05.2012 Press.tv 6 The Syrian government has handed to the United Nations Security Council 

the names of 26 foreign terrorists involved in recent violence

12.05.2012 Press.tv 6 Hassan Nasrallah has stressed that [Hezbollah] can now hit any targets in 

"Tel Aviv and occupied Palestine"

13.05.2012 Guardian 6 Islamists claim Damascus bombings … revenge for Assad regime's 

aggression

15.05.2012 Press.tv 6 Russia says powerful foreign military and financial backing is emboldening 

the Syrian opposition to continue terrorist activities … Kosovo has been 

establishing contacts with the Syrian opposition to train insurgents

17.05.2012 Rian 6 The number of terrorist attacks in Syria has increased since UN observers 

arrived in the country, President Bashar al-Assad said 

20.05.2012 Haaretz 6 Free Syrian Army special forces kill Defense Minister Rajiha  [brother-in-law 

to Assad]

22.05.2012 Rian 6 UN peacekeeping observers have acknowledged the presence of terrorist 

groups in Syria, which are hindering the peace process between the 

government and the opposition {Western “aid”}

23.05.2012 _RT 6 Obama secretly approved shipment of anti-tank arms to Syria
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27.05.2012 _RT 6 Syrian state TV reported that the attacks were carried out by al-Qaeda-linked 

terrorist groups who exterminated several families in the Homs province. 

They also burned several houses in order to push blame on the army {just 

to give you a chance to hear the other side. Who committed the 

crime? I don’t know: But the motive ...}
30.05.2012 Guardian 6 Syrian diplomats expelled after Houla massacre – across the [west] world 

{such a vile event that even innocence will be no excuse}
30.05.2012 Haaretz 6 Pentagon prepared to provide 'military options' on Syria 

30.05.2012 Press.tv 6 most of the civilian victims of last week’s massacre in the Syrian town of 

Houla were executed … the Syrian government, which blames armed 

terrorist groups for the murders {the only ones with a motive}
31.05.2012 _RT 6 UN report on Houla massacre? But they only talk to Syrian opposition – by 

phone

01.06.2012 Independent 6 your fault if civil war breaks out in Syria, Clinton tells Russia {things look 

different if the massacre was caused to invite NATO}

01.06.2012 Haaretz 6 the gunmen descended on Houla from an arc of nearby [Alawiti] villages, 

making the deaths all the more horrifying because the victims could have 

known their attackers

05.06.2012 Haaretz 6 Syria rebels say they are no longer committed to Annan plan {were they 

ever?}

05.06.2012 Press.tv 6 The Syrian opposition has announced the creation of a new front to unite the 

armed struggle against Damascus

05.06.2012 Guardian 6 Syrian rebels 'kill 80 soldiers'

09.06.2012 _RT 6 Syrian rebels tried to get reporter killed in anti-Assad propaganda bid

11.06.2012 Press.tv 6 Israel has engaged in a publicity stunt against the Syrian government in an 

apparent move to promote military intervention

13.06.2012 Guardian 6 Clinton: Russia sent Syria helicopters {war propaganda}
13.06.2012 Independent 6 Arab states arm rebels as UN talks of Syrian civil war

13.06.2012 Press.tv 6 NATO chief Anders Fogh Rasmussen has called for a political solution to end 

the crisis in Syria, foreign military intervention is not the right path

13.06.2012 Maan 6 UN confirms top US Middle East diplomat to take UN post {shall help 

against Assad}
14.06.2012 _RT 6 While Homs is nearly under control of the govt., terrorists and insurgents try 

to escape … The military’s strategic task is to keep them from building a new 

belt of strongholds on Syrian territory along the Turkish border

14.06.2012 FAZ 6 Das Massaker von Hula - von sunnitischen Aufständischen [begangen]

15.06.2012 Guardian 6 White House admits [Syrian] regime already owned aircraft that were being 

sent back from Russia after refit 

20.06.2012 Spiegel 6 Experten {?} vermuten ein gewaltiges Arsenal chemischer Waffen in Syrien 

{Wieder die MASSENVERNICHTNGSWAFFEN-SAGA – schämt euch!}
21.06.2012 Press.tv 6 Germany has strongly opposed military intervention in Syria

22.06.2012 Telepolis 6 CIA hilft bei Waffenlieferung an syrische Rebellen mit

23.06.2012 Independent 6 Syria admits it shot down Turkish fighter jet [AND excused]

24.06.2012 Press.tv 6 Syria has arrested >40 German nationals for attempting to smuggle arms into 

the country … employees of a "security firm" … jailed along with over 300 

other foreigners … from a cargo vessel in the international waters off the 

coast of Syria

24.06.2012 Press.tv 6 The Saudi regime will pay the salaries of members of the terrorist Free Syrian 

Army {incl. the next massacre?}
26.06.2012 _RT 6 Turkey is pushing NATO to regard Syria's recent downing of a Turkish jet as 

an attack on the alliance

27.06.2012 Press.tv 6 Syrian President Bashar al-Assad says his country is in a “real situation of war”

27.06.2012 _RT 6 Russia halts plans to supply S-300 missile system to Syria

03.07.2012 Haaretz 6 Israeli warplanes strike espionage facility in South Lebanon

05.07.2012 Press.tv 6 NATO warships has left the Turkish city of Istanbul for the Mediterranean Sea 

purportedly to carry out anti-terrorism operations in the region

07.07.2012 Press.tv 6 Russia has rejected a call to establish a Libya-like no-fly zone over Syria 

proposed by the United States and its allies {Libya-2 prevented?}
08.07.2012 _RT 6 Washington backed jihadist elements in Kosovo, now in Syria'

09.07.2012 Press.tv 6 Syrian President Bashar al-Assad says Washington plays a role in the turmoil 

in Syria by supporting the armed gangs to destabilize the country
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12.07.2012 Independent 6 Opposition's hopes fade as Russian warships sail to aid Assad regime - 11 

vessels will protect merchant ships delivering military hardware to Syria

14.07.2012 Press.tv 6 The Syrian Army has killed a large number of anti-govt terrorists who were behind the 

killing and wounding of dozens of people in the west of the country

15.07.2012 Press.tv 6 An unmanned spy drone, [from] Israel, has crashed in eastern Lebanon

16.07.2012 _RT 6 The attack on the Syrian city of Tremseh, widely condemned by the West as 

civilian murder, actually targeted rebels and army defectors, says a UN 

investigation

21.07.2012 _RT 6 ‘EU has no right to inspect Syria-bound Russian transport’

22.07.2012 Haaretz 6 Turkey closes Syrian border crossing after rebels plunder 30 trucks carrying 

food, medicine {Robbing Hood?}
22.07.2012 Maan 6 Israel is preparing for a possible military intervention in Syria in case the 

Syrian government hands missiles or chemical weapons to the Lebanese 

Islamist movement Hezbollah

26.07.2012 Guardian 6 As Syria's rebels look beyond Assad's overthrow, distrust and jostling for 

power are eroding their credibility {if Guardian left the propaganda-trail, 

it increases their credibility}
30.07.2012 _RT 6 Medvedev: Libya has influenced our position on Syria {Mine too}
01.08.2012 Press.tv 6 New graphic footage has emerged showing armed men killing their captives 

in the northwestern Syrian city of Aleppo simply for supporting President 

Bashar al-Assad

11.08.2012 Rian 6 An investigation by Turkish authorities found no evidence that the Turkish 

reconnaissance aircraft that crashed on June 22 was shot down by Syrian air 

defense

12.08.2012 Rian 6 Syrian Envoy to Mauritania Rejects $1 Mln [from Qatar] for Defection 

{explains perhaps other defections}
13.08.2012 Independent 6 Robert Fisk: In the end, all Israel and her Western allies want to do is to 

break Iran – via Syria 

20.08.2012 Haaretz 6 Germany is helping Syrian rebels by providing them with information gathered 

by a German navy vessel off the coast of Syria {= military intervention!}

23.08.2012 Independent 6 Robert Fisk: 'Rebel army? They're a gang of foreigners' {it seems the 

Syrian govt. won the battle of Aleppo}
11.09.2012 _RT 6 20 dead Syrian soldiers, blindfolded and handcuffed. They were reportedly 

executed by rebel fighters in the northern city of Aleppo

16.09.2012 Maan 6 Israel's military threats "put Israeli citizens one step away from the cemetery" and 

that Lebanese militant group Hezbollah was ready to hit back

26.09.2012 Guardian 6 rebel lines in Aleppo buckled as promised support failed to materialize … 

[Americans] told me that no advanced weapons would come to us unless we 

were unified under the leadership of the local military councils [detailed 

description of the internat. support – far from a civil war]

27.09.2012 Haaretz 6 Hezbollah has increased its support of Syria President Bashar Assad's battle 

with opposition forces ... sends fighters to Syria 

29.09.2012 Press.tv 6 USA has announced that it will be providing an additional $45 million to 

foreign-backed armed groups fighting against the Syrian President

04.10.2012 Press.tv 6 Turkish forces continue shelling targets in Syria following a deadly cross-

border attack on a town in southeast Turkey [killing 5]

06.10.2012 Telepolis 6 noch immer ungeklärt, wer die Granaten aus Syrien abfeuert

09.10.2012 _RT 6 The mortar used to attack the Turkish town of Akcakale is a design specific 

to NATO and was given to Syrian rebels by Ankara

16.10.2012 Independent 6 Syria is accused of dropping cluster bombs {quickly forgetting Israel’s 

same crime in 2006}
17.10.2012 Press.tv 6 A UN commission on human rights abuses in Syria has voiced concerns 

about the rising number of foreign insurgents in the country

30.10.2012 Maan 6 Israeli television has reported that 10,000 Lebanese sites are now listed as 

potential targets -- far more than Israel had on its list in 2006

02.11.2012 BBC 6
Syrian rebels are accused by the UN of possibly committing a war crime after 

a video emerges allegedly showing an execution of government soldiers

07.11.2012 Guardian 6 Britain to open talks with Syria armed opposition {with other western 

countries, UK is responsible for the horror in Syria}
11.11.2012 Guardian 6 Syrian rebels fail to reach unity [Orwellized]
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11.11.2012 Press.tv 6 The newly chosen leader of the main foreign-backed Syrian opposition group 

has admitted that several hundred foreigners are fighting along insurgents 

against Syria’s government

12.11.2012 CNN 6 Syrian opposition groups reach initial agreement ...  The SNC has been 

under pressure  by the United States and Arab nations ...  his government 

is fighting foreign -backed "terrorists" bent on destabilizing the country 

{but that is an exact description; Libya-2}
12.11.2012 Rian 6 A number of atomized groups making up the motley Syrian opposition have 

agreed to form a unified coalition set to represent all opponents of President 

Bashar al-Assad’s regime {not convincing}
14.11.2012 _RT 6 France … fully recognize the Syrian opposition coalition as the "sole 

legitimate representative" of the Syrian people. Meanwhile the US calls it “a 

legitimate representative" but is yet to fully recognize it

17.11.2012 NY_Times 6 Pentagon has told the Obama adm. that any military effort to seize Syria’s 

stockpiles of chemical weapons would require upward of 75,000 troops, amid 

increasing concern that the militant group Hezbollah has set up small training 

camps close to some of the chemical weapons depots

20.11.2012 BBC 6 The UK believes the opposition coalition is the "sole legitimate 

representative" of the Syrian people

29.11.2012 Press.tv 6 Qatar has supplied the militants in Syria with antiaircraft missile systems

04.12.2012 Guardian 6 Obama warns Syria on WMD {déjà vu (Iraq 2003)}
06.12.2012 Independent 6 US and Europe accelerate plans for Syrian transition 

12.12.2012 Guardian 6 US will formally recognise a Syrian opposition coalition as the de facto 

administration of regions under rebel control … declared one Syrian 

resistance group, the al-Nusra Front for the People of the Levant, a terrorist 

organization

13.12.2012 FAZ 6 Bei der Neuordnung der militärischen Führung der Aufständischen im 

türkischen Antalya waren auch CIA-Vertreter zugegen, um mögliche 

Waffenlieferungen an die Anti-Assad-Kämpfer zu koordinieren

13.12.2012 Guardian 6 Assad is losing war in Syria, Russia admits for first time 

20.12.2012 Press.tv 6 Israel Air Force (IAF) says that the regime’s overriding concern is Hezbollah’s 

attempts to send more drones into the Israeli airspace

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 6 Gov. Replacement through invasion is since 1999 considered legitimate; after Libya, 

Syria is next with the help of imported Libyan terrorists and massive weapon aid. In 

Lebanon, the murder of Hariri (probably a Mossad-plot) will be transcribed to 

Hesbollah
31.07.2005 Rian 7 Afghanistan, Pakistan & India
02.01.2012 Press.tv 7 Taliban have attacked the largest American military base in Afghanistan 

despite US efforts to negotiate with them

07.01.2012 _RT 7 President Karzai has given Washington one month to transfer control of US 

military prisons in Bahrain [Bagram] where {not only} Afghan men are 

suspected of being held in torturous conditions

15.01.2012 _AFP 7 Afghanistan grows about 90% of the world's opium … The overall opium crop 

increased by 61% in 2011 [Fefe: Da ist er, der Aufschwung!]

20.01.2012 Rian 7 France is putting on hold combat support operations and training programs 

for Afghan troops after an Afghan soldier killed 4 French [soldiers]

28.01.2012 Guardian 7 Nicolas Sarkozy and Hamid Karzai want withdrawal of all Nato troops in 2013 - 

a year earlier than US goal

01.02.2012 Press.tv 7 An Afghan activist has revealed that the United States is still using horrific 

depleted uranium ammunitions in Afghanistan

03.02.2012 _RT 7 Pentagon pushes to leave Afghanistan as soon as possible ... plan to vacate 

the nation of Afghanistan in 2013

04.02.2012 BBC 7 The number of civilians killed and injured in the Afghan conflict has risen for 

the fifth year in a row {“but we almost won”}

17.02.2012 _RT 7 Spies instead of help - CIA sent operatives into Pakistan after a deadly 

Kashmir quake  [2005]

26.02.2012 Guardian 7 NATO recalls Afghan staff … 2 Americans killed at Afghanistan interior 

ministry as death toll in Qur'an riots reaches 28

29.02.2012 Blog 7 $850,000 - The cost to deploy a single soldier in Afghanistan per year

08.03.2012 Guardian 7 British toll in Afghanistan passes 400 {what for?}

08.03.2012 Independent 7 President Karzai backed guidelines issued by Afghanistan's religious council 

that relegate women to the position of second-class citizens
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09.03.2012 BBC 7 deal to transfer US-run prisons, including the controversial Bagram jail, to full 

Afghan control

09.03.2012 _Wall-Street-J 7 U.S. is investigating allegations that some officials in the Afghan Air Force, 

established largely with American funds, have been using aircraft to ferry 

narcotics and illegal weapons around the country {they learned too much}

11.03.2012 Press.tv 7 An American soldier goes on a shooting spree in Afghanistan's southern 

province of Kandahar, killing at least 16 innocent Afghan civilians

11.03.2012 BBC 7 The soldier is reported to have suffered a nervous breakdown before the 

attack. He has since surrended himself to the US military authorities

12.03.2012 Press.tv 7 [54%] Americans want a rapid withdrawal of US troops from Afghanistan

13.03.2012 _RT 7 Witnesses to the atrocity now say that several drunken American soldiers 

were involved [not a single ‘rogue soldier’]

14.03.2012 _RT 7 Obama considers quicker exit from Afghanistan after Kandahar massacre

15.03.2012 Guardian 7 Pentagon says soldier accused of killing 16 Afghan villagers was taken out of 

country [to Kuweit] on legal advice {he is safe now}

16.03.2012 Press.tv 7 at least 15 people have been killed after a US-led helicopter [with Turkish 

soldiers] crashed in the outskirts of the Afghan capital, Kabul

16.03.2012 _RT 7 Up to 20 US troops behind Kandahar bloodbath - Afghan probe

16.03.2012 Independent 7 Karzai tells Nato: keep your troops inside bases 

17.03.2012 Independent 7 Madness is not the reason for this massacre in Afghanistan - Robert Fisk: I'm 

getting a bit tired of the 'deranged' soldier story ... But, no, he didn't kill 

Americans ... “Now is not the time for revenge” [Grl. Allen, 3 w. ago]

21.03.2012 BBC 7 A lawyer for Robert Bales, the US soldier accused of killing 16 Afghan 

civilians, says there is little evidence against his client

25.03.2012 Press.tv 7 no American soldier will face disciplinary charges for the US-led airstrikes 

that killed 24 soldiers in northwestern Pakistan last November

26.03.2012 CBS 7 USA has paid $50,000 in compensation for each Afghan killed in the shooting 

spree attributed to a U.S. soldier in southern Afghanistan … Each wounded 

person received $11,000 {done – net issue}

28.03.2012 Independent 7 a cache of explosive vests has been found hidden in the MoD in Kabul

31.03.2012 Independent 7 Blair originally told us that stamping out the Afghan trade in heroin was a key 

element in the "war on terror". Before we went there in 2001, heroin 

production stood at 185 tons. Now it stands at a whacking 5,800 tons

02.04.2012 Rian 7 U.S. may Release 5 Taliban Leaders from Guantanamo 

08.04.2012 Independent 7 Pakistan President Asif Ali Zardari was scheduled to visit India on a private 

trip today that also gives him a chance to meet Indian leaders

14.04.2012 _RT 7 Washington "has no intentions" to end CIA drone strikes against militant 

targets in Pakistan

16.04.2012 _Global 

Research

7 there are 50 nations contributing soldiers, equipment, artillery and aircraft for 

NATO’s International Security Assistance Force – for future wars

17.04.2012 Guardian 7 Australian troops will exit Afghanistan almost a year earlier than planned, with 

most home by the end of 2013

18.04.2012 Press.tv 7 For every US troop killed, 25 veterans commit suicide

19.04.2012 BBC 7 India says it has successfully launched a long-range intercontinental ballistic 

missile, able to carry a nuclear warhead as far as China {but MM doesn’t 

comment – Iran remain the bad boy}

29.04.2012 Press.tv 7 US drones killed 2,800 civilians in Pakistan in 7 years

07.05.2012 Press.tv 7 The United States has been illegally releasing high-level prisoners from a 

military detention center in Afghanistan in an attempt to bargain with the 

country’s insurgent groups

23.05.2012 _RT 7 waste disposal “burn pits” at US military bases [in Afghanistan] are likely to 

trigger lifelong breathing and blood circulation problems

24.05.2012 _RT 7 120 schoolgirls and three teachers have been poisoned in Afghanistan … 

Last month a similar poisoning attack affected 150 schoolgirls [all survived]

25.05.2012 Rian 7 Russia has denied a NATO request to allocate $10 million for the support of 

the Afghan Army {none of their business}

26.05.2012 Rian 7 All of the 2,000 French combat troops will leave Afghanistan by the end of the 

current year

05.06.2012 BBC 7 Nato signs deal to move Afghan equipment via Central Asia ... Kazakhstan, 

Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan

07.06.2012 _RT 7 Women, children among 18 Afghans dead in NATO wedding strike
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08.06.2012 _RT 7 Only days after US Defense Secretary Leon Panetta admitted that American 

troops are engaged in a war in rural northwest Pakistan, [he] says that USA is 

losing patience with their once amiable ally

09.06.2012 Press.tv 7 154 suicides for active-duty troops in the first 155 days of the year exceeds 

the number of US troops killed in action in Afghanistan by ~50%

28.06.2012 Press.tv 7 74% Pakistanis consider United States an enemy country 

04.07.2012 Guardian 7 Ending of seven-month blockade follows apology from US secretary of state 

for deaths of Pakistani troops {why not immediately?}
11.07.2012 Guardian 7 Taliban: we cannot win war - admission could open the door to peace

16.07.2012 Rian 7 Taliban destroyed a convoy of fuel tankers carrying supplies for the NATO 

contingent in Afghanistan

17.07.2012 BBC 7 At least 26 foreign troops have been killed in 18 incidents this year [by Afghan 

troops or police]

01.08.2012 Guardian 7 India blackouts leave 700 million without power

01.08.2012 Rian 7 Foreign forces in Afghanistan destroyed installations at two of their military 

bases rather than turn them over to President Hamid Karzai's forces

06.08.2012 Rian 7 Belgium Begins Afghanistan Troop Withdrawal {first state to do so}
10.08.2012 Guardian 7 UK to give Syrian rebels an extra £5m in aid

10.08.2012 Independent 7 Hundreds of rebel fighters leave Aleppo after relentless shelling by regime forces 

12.08.2012 Guardian 7 Shooting of at least 10 police by colleague follows six American troops dying 

at hands of Afghans a day earlier

17.08.2012 _RT 7 Afghan War veterans in danger of mysterious degenerative brain disease 

10.09.2012 BBC 7 US hands Bagram prison to Afghans [with >3,000 prisoners]

18.09.2012 Guardian 7 Collapse in trust over number of soldiers killed in 'insider attacks'

18.09.2012 _RT 7 Taliban gunmen destroyed 8 Harrier jets at a US camp in Helmand Province

20.09.2012 Guardian 7 British servicewoman believed to have been unaware she was pregnant 

when she gave birth in Afghanistan … discovered she was pregnant after she 

went to the medics complaining of stomach pains. The baby was born five 

weeks premature {camouflage-uniform too effective?}

30.09.2012 BBC 7 US toll in Afghan war hits 2,000 {not counting suicide and delayed death}

06.10.2012 _RT 7 Russia’s envoy to NATO says Afghanistan must be able to provide for its own 

security before the alliance begins a withdrawal {keeping occupiers occupied}

30.10.2012 Guardian 7 US detention of Imran Khan part of trend to harass anti-drone advocates - 

The vindictive humiliation of Pakistan's most popular politician shows the US 

government's intolerance for dissent

01.12.2012 Guardian 7 War on al-Qaida 'drawing to a close' … Obama lawyer says legal authority 

given by Congress to use military means should soon no longer be used 

{change of allies also in Afghanistan?}

08.12.2012 Press.tv 7 NATO forces have stormed [Swedish] clinic in [Afghanistan], taken over the 

building and used it as a jail and military command center

30.12.2012 _RT 7 Taliban militants have shot dead 21 Pakistani soldiers whom they had 

kidnapped earlier

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 7 In Afghanistan, it will suddenly be the old strategy, “if you can’t beat them, join them,” 

while allied forces escape northbound
31.07.2005 Telepolis 8 Far East
28.01.2012 Press.tv 8 People in the Philippines have gathered in front of the US Embassy in Manila, 

to protest the expansion of military ties with Washington

02.02.2012 BBC 8 The Philippine military says it has killed 3 senior militants from al-Qaeda-

linked groups in a raid in the south of the country

09.02.2012 BBC 8 A criminal court in the Maldives has issued an arrest warrant for former 

President Mohamed Nasheed … was forced to resign by security forces

09.02.2012 Wash Post 8 supporters of former Maldives president have seized small police station

09.02.2012 Rian 8 Japan’s Air Self-Defense Force had to scramble fighter jets in response to 

flights by Russian military aircraft near Japanese airspace on 

11.02.2012 BBC 8 the judge was arrested because he was stalling an investigation into how the 

president for 30 years, Maumoon Abdul Gayoom, had amassed his wealth. 

And Mr Nasheed - the Maldives first democratically-chosen leader - insists he 

was pushed from power at gunpoint

12.02.2012 Independent 8 The Maldives coup unseated David Cameron's new best friend last week. 

Now the islands are at the mercy of their resort owners again
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04.03.2012 Guardian 8 China military spend rises 11.2% - Beijing arms itself against regional 

disputes and greater US presence

23.03.2012 _RT 8 China sells Iran hi-tech surveillence system defying US sanctions?

01.04.2012 Press.tv 8 China has rejected new US sanctions on Iranian oil imports by other 

countries … Washington has no right to enforce unilateral sanction on other 

nations

03.04.2012 BBC 8 Burma: Aung San Suu Kyi's NLD sweeps by-elections [~40+of 45 seats]

02.06.2012 Independent 8 US will put more warships in Asia, says Defence Secretary {‘we are so 

devoted to peace that we are ready to fight for it’}

10.06.2012 BBC 8 Beijing has announced that it will open two new parts of the Great Wall of 

China to meet high tourist demand … overcrowded on weekends {first the 

Mongolian in vasions and then this}

28.07.2012 Rian 8 Vietnam will allow Russia to set up a ship maintenance base

09.08.2012 BBC 8 US has begun a project to help clean up Agent Orange contamination at one 

area in Vietnam … the airport in the central city of Danang … 150,000 

children born with severe birth defects {greetings from Monsanto}

11.08.2012 Guardian 8 President Lee Myung-bak [S. Korea] visits Takeshima/Dokdo chain, centre of 

territorial rankles for decades, despite Tokyo protests

20.08.2012 Rian 8 Japanese Activists Land on Disputed Islands in Japan-China Row

25.09.2012 _RT 8 Japan’s coastguard vessels have used water cannons in an effort to push the 

Taiwanese flotilla [~70 fishing boats] out of what Tokyo claims to be its 

territorial waters near the disputed islands in the East China Sea

16.10.2012 Independent 8 Japanese aircraft have spotted seven Chinese warships in waters off a 

southern Japan island and about 125 miles from the uninhabited isles at the 

centre of a territorial dispute between the two countries

29.10.2012 Steinberg R. 8 Hinweise auf die Entdeckung sind schon in der Ming-Zeit (1368-1644) dokumentiert: 1372 

berichteten chinesische Seeleute zum ersten Mal von ihnen. Spätestens seit 1534 wurden sie 

auf chinesischen Karten als Teil des Kaiserreichs dargestellt … [2002] Japans Verteidigungs-

ministerium sicherte sich die vierte und überließ sie sogleich den USA – natürlich zu „Verteidi-

gungszwecken“. Die ... Selbstredend sind die Inseln auch als Basis für elektronische Überwa-

chungsanlagen geeignet, mit denen US-Militär Teile der VR China und Russlands ausspioniert
01.11.2012 _RT 8 A quarter of Japan’s tsunami relief fund has been spent on unrelated 

projects, incl. renovating a government office and subsiding whaling ... 

>320,000 tsunami victims remain displaced
31.07.2005 Desertpeace 9 New Zealand, Australia & Pacific
16.01.2012 __Daily 

Telegraph. Au

9 few people realised their facial features were being recorded in an RTA 

database of drivers licence photos that the [local] Government has allowed 

both state and federal police to access

20.02.2012 _TheAge 9 Law enforcement and government departments are accessing vast quantities 

of phone and internet usage data without warrants

22.02.2012 BBC 9 FM Kevin Rudd has resigned amid widespread reports of a leadership tussle 

between him and PM Julia Gillard [no topic mentioned]

23.02.2012 Independent 9 not a single policy issue divides Ms Gillard and Mr Rudd; the battle is about 

popularity

26.02.2012 SMH 9 [Kevin Rudd] had always been strongly pro-Israel … But now there were 

troubling signs that Rudd had decided to distance Australia from the Jewish 

state … Mossad had forged three Australian passports to enter the United 

Arab Emirates to kill a Hamas military commander - A couple weeks later, 

Rudd was gone!

08.03.2012 BBC 9 A man has pleaded guilty to breaking into a teenage girl's home and locking 

her to a fake bomb in Australia … an attempt to extort money

04.04.2012 BBC 9 200 United States Marines has arrived in Darwin … US eventually deploy-ing 

a 2,500-strong force in northern Australia by 2017 {free Australia!}

06.06.2012 BBC 9 Aboriginal Australians are celebrating the 20th anniversary of their landmark victory 

over land rights … This was apartheid in Australia, not South Africa

21.06.2012 _RT 9 Assange's mother: Australia puppet govt aided US persecution of Julian 

29.06.2012 _RT 9 New Zealand's High Court has ruled that the police raid on Kim Dotcom’s 

house was unlawful along with seizure of the hard drives that were later 

cloned and illegally taken from New Zealand to the US by the FBI

05.08.2012 Rian 9 ~60 animals are missing and nine birds have been slaughtered after a violent 

break-in to the Tasmania Zoo … Tasmanian devils were not harmed

22.11.2012 BBC 9 Australia is ending its security mission in East Timor, six years after sending 

troops to restore stability
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31.07.2005 _Prisonplanet 10 Russia and other Former Sovjet
15.01.2012 Haaretz 10 Court [in Tel Aviv] convicts 4 Israelis of heading international human 

trafficking ring - Ringleaders forced hundreds of Russian, Ukrainian, 

Moldovan, Belorussian, and Uzbek women into prostitution {anti-Semites}

25.01.2012 _RT 10 To keep his post, Georgia’s President Mikhail Saakashvili may draw the 

country into a war against Iran, Eduard Shevardnadze believes

To keep his post, Georgia’s President Mikhail Saakashvili may draw the 

country into a war against Iran, Eduard Shevardnadze believes

26.01.2012 Rian 10 Georgia plans to strengthen its almost 1,000-strong peacekeeping contingent 

in Afghanistan by 700 more troops in 2012 {Price for NATO-membership?}

05.02.2012 _RT 10 Thousands have braved freezing temperatures in Moscow to march for free 

and democratic presidential elections ... A separate pro-government rally 

elsewhere in the capital has also attracted thousands

05.02.2012 Rian 10 Russia to Build Effective Shield against NATO Missile Threat

06.02.2012 Telepolis 10 In Moskau demonstrierten gestern nicht nur Zehntausende Putin-Gegner für 

"ehrliche Wahlen", sondern etwa ebenso viele für Putin

10.02.2012 _RT 10 Putin wants any disputes from Russia’s chaotic privatizations in the 1990s 

settled once and for all .. the first time the PM has said that those who 

benefited most must compensate the rest of society

19.02.2012 Guardian 10 Latvians reject Russian - ~75% vote against official language status 

[excluding Russian-speaking from voting]

21.02.2012 _RT 10 Russian MPs have criticized Riga for barring ~300,000 residents from taking 

part in Latvia’s referendum on the status of the Russian language in the Baltic 

country. Those barred were mostly ethnic Russians

22.02.2012 _RT 10 An assassination attempt has been made on the President of Republic of 

Abkhazia … one bodyguard is dead 

23.02.2012 _RT 10 Putin warns US against rearming Georgia {too late}

27.02.2012 Rian 10 Russia will push for the BRICS bloc of countries, which also includes Brazil, 

India, China and South Africa, to develop a coordinated stance on global 

affairs, Prime Minister Vladimir Putin said

29.02.2012 _RT 10 Brussels has recalled the ambassadors of all EU member states from 

Belarus

29.02.2012 Rian 10 Azerbaijan has demanded Russia pay $300 million instead of the previously 

agreed $7 million for the lease of a Soviet-era anti-missile radar

07.03.2012 Rian 10 Georgia “categorically denies” rumors that it was preparing to enrich uranium 

and considered building a nuclear power plant {Invade!}

08.03.2012 _RT 10 Hillary Clinton has acknowledged that Vladimir Putin is the “clear winner” of 

Russia’s presidential elections

10.03.2012 Rian 10 EU Parliament to Call For Reform in Russia {But not in the Baltic states, in p. 

Estonia and Latvia where nearly half the population miss civilian rights}

20.03.2012 Rian 10 President Victor Yanukovych’s promise to make Russian an official language 

along with Ukrainian

23.03.2012 Rian 10 The Russian Foreign Ministry has summoned the Danish ambassador in 

regard to Chechen separatist leader Akhmed Zakayev’s participation in an 

international conference in Copenhagen

03.04.2012 _RT 10 The Communist Party in Russia has vowed to return to power through 

parliamentary or ‘revolutionary methods’

05.04.2012 _RT 10 US will continue to sponsor Russian political and civil organizations even after 

Russia warned that this could lead to a strain in relations

06.04.2012 Press.tv 10 Russia has reacted strongly to a US court’s sentencing alleged Russian arms 

smuggler, Viktor Bout, to 25 years - baseless and biased

12.04.2012 Rian 10 Moscow will take all possible legal steps to ensure the repatriation of Russian 

businessman Viktor Bout and pilot Konstantin Yaroshenko sentenced to long 

prison terms in the United States

18.04.2012 Rian 10 The former police chief of Abkhazia shot himself after being linked to the 

attempt at the life of Abkhaz President Alexander Ankvab

21.04.2012 _RT 10 A scandal is brewing in Estonia, where inmates are reportedly labeled 

according to how fluent they are in the national language
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02.05.2012 Telepolis 10 Tymoschenko ist kein Unschuldslamm, sondern Teil der ukrainischen Macht- 

und Geldelite … Dabei geht schon mal unter, dass der Eurovision Song 

Contest fröhlich und unbekümmert in Aserbeidschan veranstaltet wird. Hier 

gibt es wirklich eine Diktatur

04.05.2012 Rian 10 U.S. Department of State said it was ready to double its efforts in search of a 

mutually acceptable European missile shield solution hours after Russia 

threatened military countermeasures 

21.05.2012 Press.tv 10 NATO says its US-led missile system in Europe, which includes missile 

interceptors on a US warship in the Mediterranean and a radar system in 

Turkey, is up and running {encircling Russia rather than Iran}

23.05.2012 Rian 10 Moldova may become an indirect partner in construction of a European 

missile shield

08.06.2012 Rian 10 Nagorno-Karabakh army said it has repelled all [Azerbaijan’s] attacks and 

suffered no losses

09.06.2012 Rian 10 Azerbaijan’s Armed Forces are ready to clear Nagorno-Karabakh of its 

'Armenian occupiers' anytime

14.06.2012 Rian 10 Ukrainian President, Viktor Yanukovych: jailed ex-prime minister Yulia 

Tymoshenko could have been involved in the killing of Ukrainian lawmaker 

and businessman, Yevhen Shcherban, in 1996

15.06.2012 Rian 10 The United States has pledged to help Georgia develop its air defenses and 

coastal surveillance capabilities

23.06.2012 Independent 10 Tymoshenko's daughter urges Cameron to drop Ukraine boycott 

01.07.2012 _RT 10 In a throwback to Soviet times, the majority United Russia party is 

considering opening party schools 

01.07.2012 Rian 10 Vitaly Kaloyev, the Russian man who stabbed to death a [Danish] air traffic 

controller whom he held responsible for the 2002 midair collision in which his 

wife and two children died, has received a visa to Germany to attend a 

memorial service for the victims of the disaster

07.08.2012 _RT 10 the Polish president has slammed his govt.’s former decision to deploy 

elements of a US missile defense system on its territory, calling it "a mistake"

07.08.2012 Rian 10 A Paleckis paid a fine of >$4,000 for "denying Soviet aggression against 

Lithuania and its people," the SNF information center reported on 

09.08.2012 Independent 10 70 members of an Islamist sect who have been living in an underground 

bunker without heat or sunlight for nearly a decade have been discovered 

living [by] Kazan in Russia {real underground}
30.08.2012 FAZ 10 [Pussy-Riot] Eine Frage wurde gar nicht mehr gestellt, sie ging unter in der 

Solidarisierungswelle: Für wen setzen wir uns da eigentlich ein?

07.09.2012 _RT 10 Interview with President Putin

10.09.2012 _RT 10 Russia has expressed its concern over American plans to deploy a new 

missile defense shield in Southeast Asia

16.09.2012 _RT 10 Russian Lower House voted to expel opposition MP Gennadiy Gudkov for violating a 

law that forbids parliamentarians to be involved in commercial activity

19.09.2012 _RT 10 Thousands of protesters took to the streets in several Georgian cities after 

national TV channels broadcast video evidence of torture and rape in Gldan 

Prison in the capital, 

26.09.2012 _RT 10 the Russian Lower House [Duma] took the first move to outlaw insults to religions 

{blasphemy vs. ‘free speech’ with 5 year prison for H-lie}
02.10.2012 _RT 10 Saakashvili concedes defeat, says his party now opposition

03.10.2012 Guardian 10 Under Georgia's constitution the president will carry on until the end of his 

term next October. After that Georgia shifts from a presidential to a 

parliamentary system. Over the next 12 months Saakashvili and Ivanishvilithe 

two men will have to work closely together

02.11.2012 _RT 10 The Latvian authorities have banned a referendum on automatic citizenship 

to the country’s 300,000 non-citizen … The majority of non-citizens are 

Russian speakers who make up about 15% of Latvia’s population

27.12.2012 _RT 10 Moscow legislature approves creation of ‘Hyde Parks’ for rallies and protests

29.12.2012 _RT 10 Georgia: the Parliament voted to overturn President Saakashvili’s veto on the 

release of 190 prisoners
31.07.2005 _Daily Mail 11 Europe (rest)
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02.01.2012 Telepolis 11 Da haben sich die spanischen Konservativen der Volkspartei (PP) wohl eines 

gedacht: Wenn schon Wahlversprechen brechen, dann sofort und gleich 

richtig: Steuern werden massiv erhöht und die angekündigte Rentenerhöhung 

stellt sich als Kürzung heraus

03.01.2012 _Telegraph 11 [Hungarian] activists and civil rights groups say Orban and his Fidesz party, 

which has a 2/3 parliamentary majority, have passed laws eroding the 

democratic system of checks and balances by increasing political control 

over the judiciary, the central bank, religious groups and media

03.01.2012 Telepolis 11 Der Druck der Straße sorgte dafür, dass sich seit 2010 viele aus der 

Sicherheitsverwahrung Entlassene "freiwillig" wieder hinter (irgendwelche) 

Gitter begeben haben, die Zahl der Sicherheitsverwahrten wird bald einen 

Rekordstand erreichen … 2010 waren 524 Menschen in Verwahrung

07.01.2012 _Telegraph 11 Under Germany's welfare reforms, any woman under 55 who has been out of 

work for more than a year can be forced to take an available job – including in 

the sex industry – or lose her unemployment benefit

08.01.2012 Rian 11 The new government in Belgium raised its own wages by 8% contrary to 

promises of 5% cuts {finally they agreed}

13.01.2012 Rian 11 [USA] will withdraw 7,000 troops from its 81,000-strong Europe-based forces 

{what are they doing here?}

22.01.2012 Independent 11 Spain could wield veto over Scotland's EU membership

23.01.2012 _Spiegel 11 Verfassungsschutz beobachtet 27 Linken-Abgeordnete ... Dazu kommen 

noch elf Fraktionsmitglieder der Linkspartei verschiedener Landtage

27.01.2012 Haaretz 11 Welcome to the fastest-growing Jewish community in the world: Germany

03.02.2012 Independent 11 Litvinenko's father has called his son a "traitor" and begged Russia for 

forgiveness so he can return home [from Italy]

06.02.2012 Telepolis 11 Kriminalisierung der Linkspartei schreitet voran - Union, FDP, Verfassungsschutz 

und Justiz schießen sich ein … zugleich erhalten die braunen Kameraden über V-

Männer finanzielle Unterstützung vom Verfassungsschutz … Bundestags- und 

Landtags-abgeordnete anderer Parteien, die ebenfalls bei der Blockade des Neonazi-

Aufmarschs 2010 dabei waren, wie etwa Claudia Roth, werden nicht belangt
16.02.2012 BBC 11 prosecutors in Milan have asked for former prime minister Silvio Berlusconi to 

be sentenced to 5 years in jail on bribery charges

17.02.2012 BBC 11 German president quits ... after prosecutors called for his immunity to be 

lifted

20.02.2012 Telepolis 11 Auf Foren von Erwerbslosen wird Gauck daher noch heute als "Theologe der 

Herzlosigkeit" bezeichnet

23.02.2012 _RT 11 WikiLeaks claims it has documents exposing Sweden’s FM Carl Bildt as an 

American spy and is promising to publish them soon

04.03.2012 Fefe 11 Deutschland, Italien, Spanien und Großbritannien haben vereinbart, den 

Sarkozy-Herausforderer Hollande nicht zu empfangen

11.03.2012 Telepolis 11 Eine neue Rolle Gaucks war die eines "Freiheitskämpfers" - die allerdings 

erst zur Aufführung gelangte, als die Messe schon gelesen war

13.03.2012 Press.tv 11 The imam of a mosque in Brussels has been killed in an arson attack

18.03.2012 Guardian 11 Call to examine 'MI5 link' to murder [killing of anti-nuclear activist, 1984]

21.03.2012 Rian 11 the Russian Orthodox Church’s representative to the Council of Europe said 

Russia would do what it can to help British Christians banned from openly 

wearing crosses at work defend their right to do so

01.04.2012 Guardian 11 Anti-fascist demonstrators outnumbered far-right supporters more than 20 to 

one in Denmark as an English Defence League-led attempt to form a pan-

European movement was humiliated

05.04.2012 Rian 11 The United States will help Kosovo join the European Union and NATO, U.S. 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said {EU-chef?}

06.04.2012 Independent 11 Suffering goes on for 330,000 refugees of the Yugoslav war 

12.04.2012 Telepolis 11 Aufruf zu Protesten im Internet soll als Bildung einer kriminellen Vereinigung 

bestraft warden - Spaniens rechte Regierung rüstet gegen Proteste auf und 

will mit drastischen Verschärfungen des Strafgesetzes für Ruhe sorgen, 

selbst passiver Widerstand soll als Angriff auf die Staatsgewalt geahndet 

werden

14.04.2012 Rian 11 Authorities in Denmark have charged a Finnish academic with aiding alleged 

Russian spies in Copenhagen {back to the cold war?}

29.04.2012 _RT 11 Gaddafi had agreed to fund French President Nicolas Sarkozy’s 2007 

election campaign – to the tune of 50 million euro
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02.05.2012 Press.tv 11 unemployment rate in Italy has hit a new record of 9.8%

05.05.2012 _RT 11 UK prepared to down airliners to safeguard Olympics  

12.05.2012 BBC 11 The UK's Ministry of Defence confirms a device that can be used as a "sonic 

weapon" will be deployed in London during the Olympics

14.05.2012 Press.tv 11 Italian PM Mario Monti has pointed to the possibility of calling in the army to 

deal with the violent protests over the govt.’s economic policies

19.05.2012 Telepolis 11 Nicht Blockupy, sondern die Polizei hat das Bankenviertel [in Frankfurt] 

blockiert

21.05.2012 Guardian 11 Following the death of Abdelbaset al-Megrahi [20.5.12]: PM [Cameron] 

rejects new Lockerbie inquiry 

21.05.2012 Independent 11 The Americans were enraged – but not as enraged as they might have been 

if Megrahi's lawyers had been given the chance to tear the whole Lockerbie 

trial to bits

03.06.2012 Guardian 11 Greece is broke and close to being broken. It is a country where children are 

fainting in school because they are hungry, where 20,000 Athenians are 

scavenging through waste tips for food

09.06.2012 Guardian 11 1975-2010 Istanbul's population grew from roughly 2.5 million to an estimated 

13.3 million people … spreads like a cancer cell

16.06.2012 Spiegel 11 I: dürfen pro Kauf oder Vertrag nur noch maximal 1000 Euro in bar 

ausgegeben warden … Ob Auto oder Fernseher, jeder Kauf wird gemeldet. 

Und die Steuernummer steht immer dabei

23.06.2012 _RT 11 Finland will lose ‘sovereignty’ if joins NATO - Putin

27.06.2012 Guardian 11 Jersey threatens to break with UK over tax backlash

13.07.2012 BBC 11 The RAF will use "lethal force" if the Olympics are threatened {what is the 

biggest threat, terrorists or military?}
14.07.2012 _RT 11 Merkel to allow circumcision in Germany despite ban

26.07.2012 Telepolis 11 Bundesverfassungsgericht verwirft Wahlrechtsänderung von Union und FDP 

[Fefe: Schwarz- Geld]

30.07.2012 _RT 11 Kosovars are preparing to expel 40,000 Serbs

06.08.2012 Haaretz 11 German athlete leaves Olympics after reports say her boyfriend is a Nazi 

sympathizer … after a 90-minute conversation with German officials 

[mobbing in spite of denial]

07.08.2012 Tagesschau 11  [Italiens PM Monti:] Regierungen sollen aufhören, sich von den Parlamenten 

in ihre Arbeit reinreden zu lassen

09.08.2012 Fefe 11 Pfizer kauft sich von Korruptionsvorwürfen frei … Korruption ja gerade so 

definiert ist, dass man sich durch Geldzahlung unbotmäßige Vorteile 

verschafft, und das Freikaufen ist doch gerade sowas!

18.08.2012 Telepolis 11 Bis zu zwei Millionen Einwanderer leben in Griechenland … [Einwohnerzahl 

lt. Wikipedia 9.9 mill.]

01.09.2012 Blog 11 Autoschlüssel nicht gut genug versteckt? 2500 Euro Strafe!. Der Freund der 

Angeklagten … hat sich dann ihren Schlüssel geklaut (unter ihrem 

Kopfkissen, während sie drauf schlief!)

08.09.2012 _RT 11 Swiss chocolate inspections by US … for bioterrorism or radioactive threats 

… otherwise will they be banned from the profitable US market

11.09.2012 Telepolis 11 Nordsee-Öl ist bald aufgebraucht

01.10.2012 FAZ 11 Erwin Teufel: „Ich schweige nicht länger“ 

26.10.2012 _RT 11 despite its unique economic distress, Greece shows no sign of cutting back 

its considerable military budget

26.10.2012 _RT 11 Former Italian PM Berlusconi receives 4-year jail sentence in fraud case  

18.11.2012 Guardian 11 56% of Britons would vote to quit EU 

04.12.2012 _RT 11 Amsterdam residents with a record of harassing their neighbors will be exiled 

{good model for the Israeli colonies}
23.12.2012 Telepolis 11 Die Mehrheit im Bundestag hat das Beschneidungsgesetz gebilligt, 70% der 

Deutschen lehnen es ab

27.12.2012 Guardian 11 Germany 'exporting' old and sick - Pensioners are being sent to care homes 

in eastern Europe and Asia in an austerity move dismissed as 'inhumane 

deportation' [Hungary - Czech Republic - Slovakia - Spain - Greece - Ukraine - 

Thailand - Philippines]
31.07.2005 BBC 12 Latin America & Canada
19.01.2012 Press.tv 12 Brazilian Foreign Minister Antonio Patriota says all Latin American nations 

back Argentina against Britain over the disputed Malvinas islands, which 

Britain claims as its own, calling it Falklands
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07.02.2012 BBC 12 Brazilian troops clash with police striking over pay and conditions in the state 

of Bahia, as they try to remove them from the state assembly [Anarchy 

breaks out in San Salvador]

15.02.2012 Guardian 12 Capriles [now official opponent to Hugo Chavez] is the grandson of Jews who 

survived the second world war Holocaust in Poland

19.02.2012 BBC 12 Funerals are held across Honduras for the victims of a deadly prison fire in 

Comayagua as the number of dead rises to 358

23.02.2012 _MM 12 50 died by train-crash in Buenos Aires [Inés: old trains of >50 years ... it is a 

foretold tragedy. It is not a problem of lack of money for maintenance. The 

government gives huge amounts of money to the railway concession, at least 

U.S. $ 1,000,000 per day !!! ... Unfortunately, corruption kills]

24.02.2012 _RT 12 Exactly ten years ago Argentina suffered a full-scale financial and 

governmental collapse. That was the end-result of over a decade of doing 

exactly what the IMF, international bankers, rating agencies and global 

“experts” told us to do

26.02.2012 _MM 12 The engineer operating the Argentine train that crashed this week killing 51 

passengers blamed the brakes for failing, after he repeatedly warned they 

were faulty … he was ordered to continue the trip

15.03.2012 Press.tv 12 The Argentine senate has unanimously voted for a measure asserting the 

South American country’s “legitimate sovereignty” over the disputed Malvinas 

[Falkland] Islands

19.03.2012 Press.tv 12 Evo Morales will shut down the American embassy in La Paz if Washington 

continues to interfere in Bolivia’s internal affairs

20.03.2012 Press.tv 12 Peru cancels UK navy visit over Malvinas 

21.03.2012 Guardian 12 61% say 'Britain should protect Falklands so long as islanders want 

protecting

31.03.2012 Press.tv 12 Uruguayan Agriculture is ready to export rice to Iran in exchange for Iranian 

oil in the face of the US-led unilateral sanctions on Tehran

31.03.2012 BBC 12 Former President Carlos Menem is to stand trial for allegedly obstructing an 

investigation into an attack on a Jewish cultural centre in Buenos Aires

18.04.2012 Guardian 12 the Panamanian teenage hotel worker who survived for 28 days adrift … His two 

friends died of dehydration before the boat was eventually rescued near the 

Galapagos Islands … a cruise ship .. passed near the path of their fishing boat, 

which was allegedly spotted in apparent distress by three birdwatchers on board. 

They alerted the crew of the Star Princess, but it failed to stop
26.04.2012 Press.tv 12 Argentina's senate has endorsed a presidential decree to nationalize Spain-

owned oil company YPF

06.05.2012 Press.tv 12 Chavez got a fracture in his femur during his radiotherapy … “incurable 

disease is a very aggressive cancer that is progressing very quickly”

13.06.2012 Independent 12 Falklands to hold 2013 referendum in bid to settle sovereignty dispute … 

sending a message to Argentina and end the cont. sovereignty dispute

23.06.2012 Press.tv 12 Paraguayans have clashed with police outside the Congress building in Asuncion, 

shortly after it was announced that the Senate had voted to remove President 

Fernando Lugo from office

23.06.2012 _RT 12 Paraguayan Senate impeaches leftist president, causing international uproar

27.06.2012 _RT 12 A wave of protests have rolled across Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia - 

countries taking a strong stance against the US and its allies’ policies in the 

region. Are we witnessing a “Latin American Spring”?

30.06.2012 Rian 12 South American trading bloc Mercosur has suspended Paraguay’s membership in 

the organization while approving Venezuela as a new member

04.08.2012 Press.tv 12 Argentina has prohibited all ships sailing under the British flag from docking 

at all the ports in the Buenos Aires province

16.08.2012 Rian 12 U.K. 'May Enter Ecuador Embassy' to Arrest Wikileaks Founder

17.08.2012 Rian 12 Ecuador Grants Asylum to WikiLeaks' Assange

02.09.2012 Guardian 12 Brazil asks Caracas for help in determining whether gold miners killed more 

than 70 members of Yanomami tribe

08.09.2012 Press.tv 12 Bolivian President Evo Morales has said the United States has become a 

"refuge for criminals" in response to Washington’s refusal to extradite a 

former Bolivian president wanted in connection with the deaths of 63 people 

… anti-government protesters in 2003

04.10.2012 BBC 12 Thousands of military police and coast guards in Argentina have rallied 

across the country to protest against pay cuts of up to 60%
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08.10.2012 Independent 12 Hugo Chavez won re-election … after a bitter campaign … the opposition 

accused him of unfairly using Venezuela’s oil wealth and his near total control 

of state institutions to his advantage [but election itself was fair]

11.10.2012 BBC 12 Venezuela's Chavez names Nicolas Maduro as vice-president {in light of 

Chavez’ disease probably an important step}
25.10.2012 BBC 12 The ship [a navy training vessel] was stopped from leaving Ghana after a 

local court ruled in favour of a US hedge fund [Elliot Capital Management] 

that says it is still owed money by the Argentine government

08.11.2012 BBC 12 A judge has ordered $19bn of assets held by Chevron to be frozen in 

Argentina over an environmental damages claim in Ecuador

24.11.2012 Telepolis 12 US-Richter erklärt Restrukturierung argentinischer Schulden für ungültig und 

verlangt, dass die Hedgefonds, die der Einigung nicht beigetreten sind, 

ausgezahlt werden

09.12.2012 Guardian 12 Chávez says his cancer has returned

24.12.2012 BBC 12 Police fired tear gas and rubber bullets to stop hundreds of people attacking a 

supermarket on the outskirts of Buenos Aires … the looters this time had 

been taking plasma televisions and stereos, not food and had not been driven 

by poverty

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 12 In Venezuela, extreme efforts are expected from USA to utilize Hugo Chavez’ serious 

disease for a ‘regime change.’ In Argentina, the economical crisis delivers a 

background for inspiring political unrest.
31.07.2005 WRH 13 Africa (except Mediterranean States) 
01.01.2012 Press.tv 13 Nigerian President Goodluck Jonathan has declared a state of emergency in 

the areas hit by a series of deadly attacks on Christmas Day

06.01.2012 Press.tv 13 At least 30 people have been killed after a US assassination drone launched 

an aerial attack on southern Somalia

07.01.2012 Independent 13 More than 3,000 people have been reported killed in South Sudan during a 

week of clashes between two tribes … a huge raiding party from the Lou 

Nuer tribe .. attacking the Murle people … Due to their isolation and 

rumoured involvement in child abduction, the Murle are widely distrusted by 

the country's major tribes, the Dinka and Nuer

08.01.2012 Rian 13 Iran hailed the actions of the U.S. navy after an American warship freed 13 

Iranians who had been held by [Somali] pirates

20.01.2012 _Global 

Research

13 US Homeland Security Suggests Military Action in Nigeria 

{it is all about oil}

25.01.2012 BBC 13 Two foreign aid workers kidnapped by pirates in Somalia last October are 

freed in a US military raid

04.02.2012 Press.tv 13 An assassination drone has crashed into a refugee camp in Mogadishu

16.02.2012 Rian 13 Security guards of an Italian ship shot dead two Indian fishermen mistakenly 

taking them for [Somali] pirates [Chap. 13]

23.02.2012 Blog 13 Somalia Next On The NWO Hitlist [after Libya]

22.03.2012 Press.tv 13 Malian soldiers say they have toppled the government

23.03.2012 Independent 13 Return of Gaddafi army triggers coup in Mali 

03.04.2012 Guardian 13 EU over-fishing spills into Senegal … The UN says EU trawlers are out-

muscling 1.5 million fishermen

03.04.2012 Press.tv 13 An [US] assassination drone has crashed in Somalia’s central town

04.04.2012 Independent 13 South Sudan oil regions 'bombed by north' in order to scare away American 

and Chinese investors

06.04.2012 Guardian 13 Mali's Tuareg rebels declare independence – of northern region, Azawad

07.04.2012 Guardian 13 Mali coup leader to give up power - agrees to return country to constitutional 

rule following crippling sanctions 

21.04.2012 BBC 13 South Sudan 'to withdraw troops' ... captured the area last week, accusing 

Khartoum of using it as a base to launch attacks

12.06.2012 _RT 13 The US Army will deploy thousands of soldiers [from Afghanistan] across the 

continent of Africa during 2013

14.06.2012 Press.tv 13 USA has been expanding its secret intelligence operations across Africa 

through a network of small air bases in the continent and under the pretext of 

fighting terrorism

16.06.2012 _RT 13 US outsources African spy missions to private contractors {privatizing war}

26.07.2012 _RT 13 Drone operations over Somalia pose danger to air traffic -UN

29.07.2012 Press.tv 13 US terror drone strikes kill 18, injure dozens in Somalia
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01.08.2012 CNN 13 Sudan is “willing to hand over whomever, provided that America hands over 

Bush and the United Kingdom hands over Blair.”

04.08.2012 BBC 13 Sudan strikes a deal with South Sudan over oil payments in a dispute that 

brought to the two countries to the brink of war

28.08.2012 _RT 13 South African police are facing accusations of mass murder after autopsies 

on the [34] victims of a bloody crackdown at Marikana platinum mine, showed 

that miners were shot in the back

02.11.2012 BBC 13 Dozens of young men have been shot dead in Nigeria by the military in 

Maiduguri … stronghold of the Islamist militant group Boko Haram, which is 

fighting to impose Islamic law across Nigeria

08.12.2012 _RT 13 Pentagon prepares military operation in Mali  - Pentagon cannot assist first-hand with 

people responsible for ousting a democratically elected leader. That doesn’t mean, 

however, that Washington won’t find a way to send support overseas

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 13 In Africa, Mali and other countries can expect a ‘democratic’ invasion

31.07.2005 Wash Post 14 Other Islamic states
02.01.2012 Haaretz 14 Egypt's Muslim Brotherhood plans to put treaty with Israel to a referendum ... 

MB 'will not recognize Israel under any circumstances'

02.01.2012 _RT 14 Turkey’s spy sat to zoom in on Israeli secrets ... High resolution photos of the 

country’s territory may soon turn up 

03.01.2012 Press.tv 14 Yemeni dictator Ali Abdullah Saleh's power transfer is an “act of deception” 

engineered by the longtime ruler to retake power … The Yemeni dictator 

signed a deal on Nov. 23, 2011, under which he agreed to transfer his 

powers to [his] Vice President and step down within 90 days in return for 

immunity from prosecution

04.01.2012 Rian 14 Turkey has pledged to pay financial compensation to families of Kurds 

accidentally killed last week in air raid by Turkish Air Forces on a 

predominantly Kurdish-populated area near the border with Iraq

08.01.2012 Press.tv 14 A US Predator drone had reportedly fired the first bomb in an airstrike that 

killed 35 Kurdish civilians in southeastern Turkey last month

13.01.2012 Rian 14 Egypt’s Islamist parties, the Freedom and Justice Party, the political wing of 

the Muslim Brotherhood, and the Salafi Nour party have so far secured 71% 

of the votes

15.01.2012 Independent 14 Egypt's democracy is a sham, says ElBaradei, as he pulls out of election

25.01.2012 Guardian 14 Egypt state of emergency lifted [after 30 years]

31.01.2012 Haaretz 14 [Some] U.S. citizens opt to stay in U.S. Embassy in Cairo while waiting for 

permission to depart Egypt, after a government investigation into foreign 

funding of 17 pro-democracy and human rights groups

15.02.2012 Fox 14 an Egyptian Cabinet minister has accused the United States of directly 

funding nonprofit groups to create chaos in the country following last year's 

ouster of longtime leader and U.S. ally Hosni Mubarak

17.02.2012 Steinberg R. 14 Seit 2003 beherbergt [Qatar] in Udaid ... den wichtigsten US-

Luftwaffenstützpunkt im gesamten Mittleren Osten 

18.02.2012 _Defensenews 14 Turkey will never allow any third country, particularly Israel, to use intelligence 

obtained by a NATO radar system

21.02.2012 Independent 14 [Tunis] The hopes vested in last year's uprising have ended in continued 

censorship, growing intolerance and unemployment

21.02.2012 Press.tv 14 Voting has begun in Yemen’s presidential election with only one [US-backed] 

candidate on the ballot {get used to modern ‘democracy’}

26.02.2012 Press.tv 14 thousands of US troops have arrived in the Yemeni island of Socotra for a 

possible military strike against Iran … a few months after the announcement 

of the creation of a US Army base

21.03.2012 Press.tv 14 The Bahraini regime says it will go ahead with the prosecution of 20 medics 

over their treatment of wounded anti-government protesters during last year’s 

demonstrations

07.04.2012 Press.tv 14 Former Egyptian intelligence chief Omar Suleiman, the main element behind 

the killings of protesters last year, says he will run for president

08.04.2012 Press.tv 14 8 people have been killed in a US assassination drone attack in the eastern 

Yemeni province of Shabwa

10.04.2012 Rian 14 ~60 soldiers were killed in armed clashes with militants from Yemeni-based al-

Qaeda wing in Yemen's southern province of Abyan
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15.04.2012 BBC 14 Egyptian election officials have barred 10 candidates from standing in 

upcoming polls, including former spy chief Omar Suleiman and the Muslim 

Brotherhood's Khairat al-Shater

17.04.2012 Press.tv 14 A military coup has reportedly been staged against the regime of US-backed 

Qatari King Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani but has failed

18.04.2012 Haaretz 14 [Egypt’s women] hold only two percent of seats in the new parliament, 

compared to 12 percent during the Mubarak era

18.04.2012 Blog 14 ACLU Investigating Cover Up Of US Missile Massacre That Killed 21 

Children And 14 Women ... in Yemen

24.04.2012 _RT 14 Egypt has denied licenses to 8 US-based non-profit groups, saying they 

violated the country’s sovereignty. Many states are concerned that foreign 

government-backed NGOs are really agents for their sponsors, rather than 

independent action groups

26.04.2012 You Tube 14 Turkey has rejected Israel's participation in NATO summit due to be held in 

Chicago next month

01.05.2012 Haaretz 14 Potential Egyptian president Moussa: Camp David accords 'dead and buried' 

22.05.2012 Haaretz 14 At least 63 killed in Yemen suicide bombing [RT: 96 soldiers]

25.05.2012 Haaretz 14 It is not clear who [will win] Egypt's first ever democratic presidential election 

and it is also not known what powers the winner will have

17.06.2012 Wash Post 14 The White House is partially lifting the lid of secrecy on its counterterrorism campaign 

against al-Qaida in Yemen and Somalia by acknowledging for the 1st time it is 

conducting lethal attacks [=war] in those countries

19.06.2012 Haaretz 14 IDF deploys tanks near Egypt border, in violation of peace treaty

28.06.2012 Press.tv 14 Saudi king puts military on state of high alert

01.07.2012 Guardian 14 Morsi promised to work to free Omar Abdel-Rahman, the spiritual leader of 

men convicted in the 1993 World Trade Center bombing

02.07.2012 Independent 14 the military were so fearful of the hundreds of thousands of Brotherhood 

supporters who would gather in Tahrir Square they gave the victory to Morsi 

[rumour: 49.3:50.7 %]

07.07.2012 Blog 14 A member of Jordan's parliament pulled a gun on one of his critics during a 

heated debate on live TV … reached down to toss a shoe at his critic 

{different countries, different habits}
09.07.2012 Haaretz 14 Egypt's Mohammed Morsi orders dissolved parliament to reconvene 

11.07.2012 BBC 14 The highest court in Egypt has overturned a decree by President Mohammed 

Mursi to recall parliament

06.08.2012 Independent 14 Gunmen kill 16 Egyptian soldiers on border with Gaza and Israel 

08.08.2012 Haaretz 14 Egypt launched air strikes in the Sinai region close to the border with Israel, 

killing >20 suspected Islamic militants … As per peace agreements, Egyptian 

Air Force activity in Sinai must be coordinated with Israel

16.08.2012 Haaretz 14 Egypt deployed troops in Sinai without Israel's prior approval 

26.08.2012 Haaretz 14 Egypt turns down US request to inspect Iranian arms ship on way to Syria 

13.09.2012 Press.tv 14 The US navy has dispatched two guided missile destroyers and a 50-member 

marine unit to the Libyan coast … US Ambassador to Libya .. and 3 staff 

members of the US consulate were killed .. in Benghazi

13.09.2012 _RT 14 Western nations accept acts of terrorism when it suits them politically, 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov said [Syria]

13.09.2012 _RT 14 YouTube refuses to take down video [Innocence of Muslims] that caused 

murder of US ambassador in Libya

14.09.2012 _RT 14 the anti-Muslim movie blamed for attacks at US diplomatic buildings around 

the world was made by LA filmmaker Nakoula Basseley Nakoula [Wikipedia: 

an American Coptic Christian, born 1957 in Egypt. Sam Bacile was an alias]

20.09.2012 Independent 14 France braces for Muslim fury after magazine publishes Mohamed cartoons 

{but photos of Princess Kate topless were forbidden there}

21.09.2012 Independent 14 The film, entitled The Innocence of Muslims has already sparked violent 

protests worldwide, with at least 30 people dead {Freedom of speak or 

blasphemy?} 
22.09.2012 Independent 14 Three of Turkey's most senior officers were among 330 members of the 

military convicted of plotting a coup

30.09.2012 Press.tv 14 Yemeni President Abdrabuh Mansur Hadi personally approves every US 

assassination drone attack in Yemen
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10.10.2012 Haaretz 14 Some 150 American military planners and experts are operating out of a 

Jordanian military base north of Amman

17.10.2012 Haaretz 14 Swiss authorities are cooperating with judicial authorities in Tunisia and Egypt 

to speed restoration of the funds, belonging to Mubarak, Assad, Gadhafi, and 

others {why Assad now?}
25.10.2012 Guardian 14 "Four planes coming from the east bombed the Yarmouk industrial complex" 

… "They used sophisticated technology … We believe that Israel is behind it." 

… Israel has a track record of carrying out operations against hostile states, 

but rarely acknowledges such actions {Israel is the  hostile state}

25.10.2012 Haaretz 14 Sudan opposition: Bombed arms factory belongs to Iran's Revolutionary Guard

28.10.2012 Press.tv 14 the United States keeps about 70 B61 nuclear bombs at a military base in 

southern Turkey

31.10.2012 Telepolis 14 Bahrain verbietet alle Demonstrationen und Versammlungen - Gegenüber 

der Repression … verhält sich der Westen ruhig, der Arabische Frühling wird 

nur anderswo gefeiert

04.11.2012 Rian 14
Der frühere türkische Präsident Turgut Özal, dessen sterbliche Überreste 

Anfang Oktober exhumiert wurden, ist offenbar vergiftet worden … Strychnin

18.11.2012 BBC 14 Egypt's transport minister resigns after 50 children and a driver were killed in 

a crash involving a nursery school bus and a train

03.12.2012 Maan 14 Egyptian judges' body urges members to boycott referendum ... The Club 

had voiced strong condemnation of a Nov. 22 decree issued by Mursi that 

expanded the president's powers and shielded them from judicial review

09.12.2012 Guardian 14 Morsi cancels decree that gave him sweeping powers

26.12.2012 Press.tv 14 Egyptian President Mohamed Morsi has signed into law the country’s newly-

approved constitution that is based on Islamic law

30.12.2012 Haaretz 14 Egypt allows building material across Rafah border into Gaza

30.12.2012 Haaretz 14 Jews who have immigrated to Israel must refuse to live under an oppressive 

and racist regime and return to their homeland Egypt, where their property 

will be returned

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 14 Bahrein unrest remains, closed by Western media censorship

31.07.2005 _Ynetnews 15 Israel and Palestine
04.01.2012 Maan 15 FM Avigdor Lieberman will face a court hearing this month to decide whether 

to proceed with an indictment for fraud charges

04.01.2012 Haaretz 15 [Father of school-children] he did not oppose trips to Hebron and the Tomb of 

the Patriarchs, "but only after a Palestinian state has been established with 

which we have a peace treaty”

04.01.2012 Press.tv 15 Israel has approved the construction of ~300 new Jewish settlement units in 

occupied East-Jerusalem [a few hours before their envoys met those of the 

PA in Amman] {no matter how much they built, they shall leave it all}

05.01.2012 Haaretz 15 IDF expels Jewish extremists from West Bank for allegedly attacking 

Palestinians [from Yitzar and other outposts]

05.01.2012 Haaretz 15 High Court rejects petition against Israel's controversial 'Nakba Law'

05.01.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces 'detain 6-year-old' in Jerusalem

07.01.2012 Haaretz 15 Gabriel Cadis, a senior figure in Jaffa’s Christian community was stabbed to 

death [in his back] … Cadis [had] said, "Today it's [the minaret’s] 

loudspeakers, tomorrow it will be the church bells" … Police Commander 

David Gaz said that the stabbing [in Jaffa] may have been caused by a 

business disagreement {probably with Jewish orthodox ‘businessmen’}

08.01.2012 Press.tv 15 An unidentified assailant, dressed as Santa Claus, stabbed Gabi Kadees in 

the back … Kadees had won a third term to lead Jaffa's Greek Orthodox 

community in a controversial election

08.01.2012 Maan 15 Kadees had attended Friday prayers in a local mosque to show support to the 

Muslim community after Israeli police confiscated the mosque's loudspeakers

09.01.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel's High Court rules residents of settlements can serve as justices 

{Israel's new High Court is pro-colonisation}

09.01.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces detained 9 Israeli activists blocking the path of bulldozers 

constructing Israel's separation wall … that will entirely enclose the village of 

al-Walaja [by Bethlehem]

10.01.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces dismantle outpost in north West Bank
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11.01.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel moves to build East Jerusalem park, despite pending final approval … 

to be located on land belonging to the villages of Isawiyah and A-Tur

12.01.2012 Maan 15 Settlers vandalized a mosque in a Salfit village and attempted to set fire to 

several vehicles

15.01.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces detained two young Palestinian men in central Hebron, after 

witnesses said they were attacked by Israeli settlers

16.01.2012 Maan 15 Hamas: PA arrested 805 members in 2011 … 350 people detained by the PA 

were prisoners freed from Israeli jails and 8 were journalists

20.01.2012 Haaretz 15 IDF arrests Palestinian parliament speaker in West Bank

21.01.2012 Maan 15 a security guard at Maskiyot settlement near Jericho detained [and  

handcuffed] the [5] shepherds as they attended to their animals

22.01.2012 _RT 15 Gaza Strip has a Ministry of Tunnels … tunnels are a lifeline bringing food 

and consumer goods to Palestinians

24.01.2012 Haaretz 15 A surprising new study shows that much of the Israeli mainstream rejects the 

Zionist narrative that there was no expulsion of Palestinians in 1948

24.01.2012 Haaretz 15 Tal Law,' which deals with exceptions from compulsory military service 

granted to ultra-Orthodox Jews

25.01.2012 Press.tv 15 An Israeli military court has sentenced the speaker of the Palestinian 

parliament to jail for the next six months without trial [adm. detention]

25.01.2012 Maan 15 Israel to demolish school and homes near Hebron {ethnic cleansing}

26.01.2012 Independent 15 Palestinians to walk away from peace talks {what can you talk with the 

Racists about?}

26.01.2012 Haaretz 15 Israeli police officers have begun searching Palestinian vehicles at a 

Bethlehem checkpoint through use of nausea-inducing chemicals … 

[passengers] suffered from headaches several days afterwards

26.01.2012 Maan 15 Israel to demolish 12 Jordan Valley homes … The number of Palestinians 

displaced by demolitions doubled in 2011 compared to 2010

30.01.2012 Maan 15 Israel is expanding the Karmel settlement in south Hebron … the land 

belongs to the al-Hathalin family in Um al-Kher village

31.01.2012 Maan 15 Israel will be ready to give up the Jordan Valley as part of the final status 

solution … in exchange for intensive security measures at the Jordan river

02.02.2012 Maan 15 Israel 'detains 85 people' in Hebron in January

04.02.2012 Maan 15 Israelis attack shepherd in northern West Bank … On Dec. 5, Israeli settlers 

kidnapped a 60-year-old shepherd and stole all 50 of his sheep

04.02.2012 Blog 15 Israel plans to demolish solar panels in village near Hebron ... established a 

couple of years ago with funds from the Spanish govt.

05.02.2012 Maan 15 ~200 settlers with 12 Israeli army jeeps raided Baraka village east of Yatta 

and set up six temporary houses in an attempt to create a new outpost near 

Ma'on settlement

06.02.2012 Haaretz 15 260 teachers signed a letter declaring that they would refuse to participate in 

an Education Ministry program to take pupils on "heritage tours" in Hebron … 

“Since we're dedicated to education, our conscience prevents us from 

becoming agents of such a policy”

06.02.2012 Maan 15 tanks and soldiers arrived in the village and began digging up land in order to 

expand the nearby Israeli settlement of Qedumim

06.02.2012 Maan 15 settlers from the settlement of Talmon raided al-Janiya … breaking into a 

house and vandalizing village property

07.02.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel's last remaining abandoned Arab village, Lifta, gets reprieve as judge 

voids development plans

07.02.2012 Maan 15 President Abbas and Hamas chief Khalid Mashaal penned an agreement in 

Qatar which will see the Fatah leader head a unity govt. … All political 

prisoners will be released

08.02.2012 Haaretz 15 Netanyahu: PA President must choose between peace with Israel and peace 

with Hamas {given these alternatives, I recommend Hamas}

08.02.2012 Maan 15 Israeli settlers 'put new homes on Beit Ummar land'

08.02.2012 Maan 15 Israel issues evacuation orders to Hebron farmers … demanding that they 

evacuate 10,000 square meters of land … confiscated a tractor

09.02.2012 Haaretz 15 Hamas' Gaza-based leadership challenges Palestinian unity deal

09.02.2012 Maan 15 Nablus allocates tractors for land near settlements 

10.02.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces have distributed confiscation orders for 68 dunums of Jabaa 

village lands southwest of Bethlehem in order to expand Beitar Illit and Gva'ot 

settlements
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10.02.2012 Maan 15 Settlers marched to the center of the village [Qaryut, north of Ramallah] and 

planted trees on village land while soldiers looked on … Settler attacks in the 

West Bank against Palestinians increased by >50% in 2011

11.02.2012 Haaretz 15 Haniyeh in Iran: Hamas will never recognize Israel 

11.02.2012 Maan 15 Settlers 'bulldoze 100 dunums' of Yatta lands … Kharoubeh village … in an 

attempt to expand the settlement

13.02.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel bars Al-Quds University doctors from practicing in East Jerusalem

14.02.2012 Haaretz 15 Israeli judge: Fugitive can't be deported unless U.S. prison provides kosher 

food [but he] did not try to ascertain whether [prisoner] is actually religious

15.02.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel's justice minister advises rightists on how to seek pardons for Jewish 

terrorists ... The terrorists whose release the activists sought included Ami Popper, 

convicted of killing seven Palestinians at a Rishon Letzion bus stop in 1990, and 

members of the so-called Bat Ayin underground, three settlers convicted of 

attempting to bomb a Palestinian girls' school in East Jerusalem in 2002

15.02.2012 Maan 15 Israeli bulldozers stormed Furush Beit Dajan in the Jordan Valley, east of 

Nablus and demolished three agricultural tin-roof sheds

17.02.2012 Maan 15 Settlers burn Palestinian car near Qalqiliya

18.02.2012 Maan 15 Israel raids homes of 3 Palestinian lawmakers and confiscated their 

computers and mobile phones

19.02.2012 Haaretz 15 West Bank outposts spreading into Area B, in violation of Oslo Accords

19.02.2012 _Gulfnews 15 “The Jaba’a Israeli Military Checkpoint was <100 meters from the accident 

scene, with the Israeli soldiers at the checkpoint watching a couple of people 

with no tools and collecting water from the ground to help the crying and 

shouting little kids” [10 children died]

21.02.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel demolishes West Bank villages as Jewish outposts remains untouched

22.02.2012 Haaretz 15 Palestinian prisoner ends 66-day hunger strike after Israel guarantees his 

release … in April {April first?}

22.02.2012 Maan 15 Israel [supreme] court scraps ultra-Orthodox military exemption

23.02.2012 Maan 15 Settlers try to rebuild illegal outpost in Hebron … near Kiryat Arba

24.02.2012 Haaretz 15 For first time, Civil Administration rejects government plan to legalize West 

Bank outpost ... no justification for a new settlement in the area because it is 

possible to build within existing ones … promise to Washington not to 

establish new settlements

24.02.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces implemented the Israeli Supreme Court’s decision to evacuate 

settlers from a building in [Hebron’s] Old City {unusual}

27.02.2012 Haaretz 15 Palestinian woman freed in Shalit deal stages hunger strike after re-arrested 

by Israel … previously served 25 months under adm. detention

27.02.2012 Maan 15 Israeli military authorities have issued an order for the confiscation of a 

northern West Bank village's land [Salfit]

28.02.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces make multiple overnight arrests in West bank ~40% of 

Palestinian men living in the occupied territories have been detained by Israel 

at some point in their lives

28.02.2012 Maan 15 Nablus village stoned, clashes with settlers [Yitzhar-gang]

29.02.2012 Maan 15 A group of Israelis entered Hebron village Halhul overnight Monday, sparking 

clashes with locals

01.03.2012 Maan 15 The chief justice of the Palestinian high religious court died of a heart attack 

two days after soldiers raided his home

01.03.2012 Raw Story 15 Israeli troops raided two Palestinian television stations in Ramallah overnight, 

seizing computers and broadcasting equipment

02.03.2012 Haaretz 15 IDF: the two TV-stations [in Ramallah were] operating without a license on 

frequencies that could disrupt communications with planes taking off and 

landing at Ben-Gurion International Airport

03.03.2012 Haaretz 15 Netanyahu: Israel reserves the right to defend itself against Iran {strange 

understanding of the concept ‘defence’}

03.03.2012 Uruknet 15 Israeli security forces spray foul smelling liquid on a funeral procession in 

Hebron

04.03.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces demolished a caravan containing agricultural equipment on land 

belonging to the PA Ministry of Agriculture north of Tulkarem

07.03.2012 Maan 15 Sewage from Israeli settlements near Salfit is flowing into nearby Palestinian 

communities and causing serious disease

08.03.2012 Rian 15 Hamas will not interfere in a possible war between Israel and Iran
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09.03.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces detained a 13-year-old boy from Nablus … to Majedo prison in 

Israel {will a 13-year-old Israeli boy also risk prison?}

10.03.2012 Haaretz 15 12 Palestinians reportedly killed in IAF strikes in Gaza 

10.03.2012 Haaretz 15 40 rockets fired into southern Israel … after IDF kills Palestinian leader

10.03.2012 Maan 15 A blast targeting a car west of Gaza City killed the head of the Popular 

Resistance Committees [Zuhair Qaisi] and a former prisoner who was 

deported to Gaza 4 years ago {IDF started the massacre}

10.03.2012 BBC 15 Israeli drones were heard in the area shortly before the car burst into flames 

{study the technique – it may soon come to you}

12.03.2012 Guardian 15 GAZA AIR STRIKES KILL 20 PALESTINIANS

12.03.2012 Haaretz 15 Israeli officer 'can't remember' why Palestinian was left to die by side of road - 

Palestinian car thief died of dehydration by side of a West Bank road after 

being discharged from an Israeli hospital, dumped in the middle of the night, 

shoeless and clad only in a thin hospital gown

12.03.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces raided the southern West Bank city of Yatta and delivered 

summons to 3 former prisoners to appear for questioning … Since the 

prisoner swap last year, 16 of those released have been rearrested

13.03.2012 Independent 15 Jewish settlers have agreed to leave the largest unauthorised outpost in the 

occupied West Bank and move to a nearby hill in a compromise deal with the 

Israeli government that an anti-settler advocacy group denounced as "a 

disgrace … relocate to nearby state-owned land, still in occupied territory, 

over the next 3 years {send them back to Brooklyn!}

13.03.2012 Haaretz 15 In video shot by freelance photographer, a tear gas grenade is tossed out of 

a Border Police jeep at a group of Palestinians who were apparently not 

involved in demonstrations

18.03.2012 Maan 15 Settlers from the illegal outpost of Yesh Kodish entered land belonging to the 

village of Duma and destroyed 220 olive trees

18.03.2012 Maan 15 against Israel's use of police dogs to break up popular protests … A 

Palestinian man was injured in a demonstration … a crime that opposes all 

humanitarian and ethical standards

18.03.2012 Maan 15 Video: Israeli Police-dog in action [down the page]

20.03.2012 Haaretz 15 Jewish settlers now control dozens of West Bank springs - UN agency says 

most of springs are located on private Palestinian land

21.03.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel Supreme Court: Settlers can no longer gain possession of land by 

farming it

21.03.2012 Press.tv 15 105 Palestinians were killed in Israeli attacks on Gaza Strip while 11 were 

killed by Israeli troops in the West Bank and East al-Quds 2011

24.03.2012 Press.tv 15 Israeli settlers have shot and wounded a 14-year-old Palestinian boy

25.03.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel mulls ways to penalize PA in wake of UN human rights probe

25.03.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel grants asylum to 8 out of nearly 1,000 requests in 2011 … USA 27%, 

UK&F 19%, CH 5% {how lucky for the rest, no IDF etc.}

25.03.2012 Maan 15 Settlers uproot 85 olive trees near Bethlehem

26.03.2012 Haaretz 15 Migron leader says, following court's rejection of compromise which would 

have left the outpost in place until 2015 {speaks for the court}

27.03.2012 Haaretz 15 Barghouti calls on Palestinians to launch popular resistance against Israel

28.03.2012 Maan 15 PA will ask UN summit to end Israeli administrative detention … which allows 

the country to hold prisoners for renewable terms of six months without 

pressing charges {renewed indefinitely} … using laws dating back to the 

British Mandate period

28.03.2012 Maan 15 An Israeli settler shot an 18-year-old Palestinian in Hebron's Old City

29.03.2012 Maan 15 Israeli settlers entered a Palestinian village in the northern Jordan Valley, 

taking down tents and assaulting residents

29.03.2012 Maan 15 Dozens of Israeli settlers blocked the entrance to a village near Nablus … 

residents of Itamar and Elon Moreh settlements arrived at Beit Dajan in ~15 

cars … Israeli forces arrived and dispersed the settlers

30.03.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel Defense Ministry plan earmarks 10% of West Bank for settlement 

expansion 

30.03.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel to deport Palestinian woman on hunger strike to Gaza 

30.03.2012 Maan 15 Abbas: the reconciliation deal between Fatah and Hamas has broken down

31.03.2012 Telepolis 15 [Evtl.] hatten die Siedler Einblick in die Karten, um dort ihre Siedlungen 

anzulegen, wo die israelische Regierung dies selbst auch heimlich geplant 

hat
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31.03.2012 _RT 15 Land Day' clashes: Youngster killed, over 200 injured

01.04.2012 Maan 15 A Palestinian farmer from Beit Ummar and his family were pelted with stones 

by Israelis from a nearby settlement [Bat Ayin] … soldiers failed to intervene 

in the attack {at least they didn't participate}

02.04.2012 Haaretz 15 Marwan Barghouti placed in solitary confinement in Israel jail after call for 

popular uprising

03.04.2012 Haaretz 15 Jerusalem Mayor aims to establish new settlement in East Jerusalem

03.04.2012 Haaretz 15 Netanyahu asked Barak to delay evacuation of Hebron house … IDF 

previously gave settlers 24 hours to evacuate

03.04.2012 Maan 15 Israel drops leaflets into Gaza warning of no-go zone … southern border

03.04.2012 Maan 15 Hamas: PA detained 79 members in March … PA also fired a teacher and a 

doctor over their affiliation to Hamas

04.04.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces demolished four ancient buildings … The electricity line that 

connects Al-Makhrour to nearby Beit Jala was destroyed by bulldozers

04.04.2012 Desertpeace 15 How ironic that Mahmoud Abbas is slowly turning the Occupied West Bank 

into a mini Israel void of Human Rights and Civil Liberties

05.04.2012 Maan 15 Settlers 'plant trees on privately-owned land' near Bethlehem {finally not 

rooting them up}

09.04.2012 Haaretz 15 Abbas to Netanyahu: Respond favorably to Palestinian peace plan [within a 

month] or we return to UN 

09.04.2012 Maan 15 Haniyeh: Reconciliation obligatory, not optional

10.04.2012 Press.tv 15 The former director of Mossad, Meir Dagan, says Israel faces a “very bad 

prognosis,” cautioning against the corrupt dominant political trend within the 

Israeli regime

11.04.2012 Haaretz 15 IDF admits barring Palestinians' access to own fields 

11.04.2012 Haaretz 15 Soldiers place large boulders across all four lanes of the main entrance to A-

Ram, a Palestinian city of 60,000, blocking [all] vehicular traffic

12.04.2012 NKUSA 15 the land belongs to those who have dwelt there for centuries, the Palesti-

nians. If they choose to allow a few or many Jews to maintain citizenship in 

their state is entirely up to them [Orthodox Jews against Zionism]

14.04.2012 Maan 15 Israel opens fire at fishing boat off Gaza coast … caused the boat to sink

17.04.2012 Independent 15 Palestinian inmates in Israeli jails start mass hunger strike today 

18.04.2012 Press.tv 15 A young girl has been injured after Israeli forces near the Gaza border 

opened fire in ther] direction

19.04.2012 Haaretz 15 Settlers in West Bank outpost build new homes on private Palestinian land

19.04.2012 Haaretz 15 First Palestinian family evicted from Beit Hanina [East J_lem]

19.04.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces ransacked several homes in the southern West Bank, while 

settlers attacked a young man near Kiryat Arba

20.04.2012 Maan 15 Israel's Civil Administration handed a demolition order to an electricity 

company in the southern West Bank

21.04.2012 Maan 15 Israeli soldiers shot an 18-year-old shepherd in the chest during military 

training exercises in the northern West Bank … soldiers refused to help the 

wounded teenager and he was taken in a private car to hospital … he is in a 

critical condition

22.04.2012 Haaretz 15 Netanyahu forms panel to okay West Bank outposts, despite pledge to bring 

to cabinet vote … intended to regulate the status of Bruchin, Sansana and 

Rechalim through a panel that would work to recognize settlements built on 

state land

22.04.2012 Haaretz 15 Israeli court orders eviction of settlers from another Hebron house … 

abandoned in 2001 and taken over by settlers in 2005, is owned by a 

Palestinian man

22.04.2012 Maan 15 Israeli authorities level [private] Salfit land, uproot 500 olive trees

24.04.2012 Haaretz 15 Interior Ministry refuses to recognize 21-year-old Amir Salima as resident of 

[E. J_lem], despite the fact that his parents and siblings are all considered 

residents

24.04.2012 BBC 15 Israel has decided to make legal under Israeli law three settlement outposts 

in the West Bank {HABITUAL CRIMINALS}

26.04.2012 Maan 15 Israeli authorities ordered villagers in Wadi Qana in the northern West Bank 

to uproot 1,070 olive trees 
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27.04.2012 Maan 15 settlers blocked a main road that links the West Bank town of Huwwara to 

Tulkarem and Qalqiliya … ~12 settlers also attacked the village of Urif in 

Nablus, clashing with local villagers … IDF was present during the incident 

but fired tear gas at the villagers

27.04.2012 Maan 15 Mansour: Settlements prove Israel rejects 1967 borders

28.04.2012 Maan 15 Settlers raised the Israeli flag on top of the Ibrahimi Mosque in Hebron

01.05.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel's Civil Administration orders Palestinians to uproot 1,000 young olive 

trees in nature reserve

01.05.2012 Maan 15 Mashaal: Israel broke promises under Shalit deal … promises to improve 

detainees' conditions

02.05.2012 Haaretz 15 IDF closes probe into Israeli air strike that killed 21 members of Gaza family - 

will take no legal steps against those responsible

04.05.2012 Haaretz 15 IDF hands over former West Bank base to Israeli settlers ... by South Hebron 

Hills {official participation in settlement policies}

04.05.2012 Maan 15 Hamas: PA detained 61 members in April

07.05.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel's Supreme Court criticizes government for backtracking on demolition 

of West Bank outpost

07.05.2012 Maan 15 A Palestinian woman was detained in Hebron  after Israeli settlers raided her 

house … accused of attacking settlers after they entered her home

08.05.2012 Haaretz 15 In surprise move, Netanyahu, Mofaz agree to form unity government, cancel 

early elections

08.05.2012 Maan 15 Israel issues eviction orders to Sheikh Jarrah home … has lived in the home 

since the 1950's … settlers, who claim it is owned by Jews

09.05.2012 Maan 15 Ten military jeeps raided the Stop the Wall campaign office [in Ramallah] and 

seized two laptops [etc.] containing files and photos … "in order to prevent 

terror activity, Israeli forces operated overnight in Ramallah"

09.05.2012 Maan 15 Israeli authorities uprooted around 350 trees while leveling fields in a 

southern West Bank village

17.05.2012 Haaretz 15 Jerusalem Court grants rabbis custody over Nablus tomb, violating status quo 

- Joseph's Tomb is under full Palestinian control since the Oslo Accords {not 

their jurisdiction}

17.05.2012 Maan 15 a housing developer allegedly lied to an Israeli couple who had purchased a 

home in the illegal Ulpana Hill West Bank outpost … was owned by the World 

Zionist Organization, while it was actually Palestinian land

18.05.2012 Haaretz 15 teachers and students working in Kfar Sava's Meir Medical Center have been 

forbidden to speak to each other in Arabic, one of Israel's official languages

19.05.2012 Haaretz 15 [Adalah advocacy group] Police beat handcuffed detainees in Palestinian solidarity 

protest - use by police of Taser electroshock weapons, beating and kicking bound 

detainees, racist verbal abuse and sexual harassment of female detainees

20.05.2012 Haaretz 15 78% of East Jerusalem Palestinians live in poverty 

21.05.2012 Haaretz 15 Israeli settler shoots at Palestinians while IDF soldiers stand by

22.05.2012 Haaretz 15 IDF probing 15 cases of soldiers ignoring settler attacks on Palestinians … 

B'Tselem filed 57 [such] complaints [in 11 years]

23.05.2012 Maan 15 Israeli settlers attacked several homes during a march through a village near 

Bethlehem [Tuqu]

24.05.2012 Maan 15 Israel demolishes Hebron tents {no more buildings found?}
27.05.2012 Haaretz 15 An Israeli settler shot a Palestinian man [in the stomach] in a clash that be-

gan when [~25] settlers set fire to fields belonging to a Palestinian village

27.05.2012 Maan 15 26 Palestinians deported to Gaza after the Nativity Church siege in 2002 

disputed claims that they had signed an agreement to be exiled

30.05.2012 Haaretz 15 Ehud Barak: If negotiations fail, Israel must consider unilateral withdrawal 

from [part of] West Bank {negotiations = you do as we demand}
30.05.2012 Maan 15 Israeli soldiers protected settlers who attacked Palestinians and their land

31.05.2012 Maan 15 Israeli officers ordered young men from the village to sing, dance and say "I 

love Israel." When the villagers refused they were physically attacked

03.06.2012 Haaretz 15 IDF inquiry finds Israeli youth tied and beat Palestinian after shot by settlers 

[Yitzhar] - Army confiscates weapons of settlement response team … no one 

was arrested

04.06.2012 Haaretz 15 Relocation of West Bank settlement [to nearby military zone] legally sound, 

says Israeli expert {who is mentally disabled}
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04.06.2012 Haaretz 15 The Israeli navy harasses Gazan fishermen even within 3-mile limit from 

shore – 12 were shot at in May by navy … strip-and-swim procedure … Oslo 

Accords permit Gazan fishermen to sail up to 20 nautical miles from shore 

{read all!}

06.06.2012 Maan 15 Settlers annexed privately-owned Palestinian land to expand an illegal 

outpost south of Hebron

07.06.2012 Haaretz 15 The government has announced that it plans to legalize 13 of the 18 

settlement outposts … 5 cannot be legalized, because they are on private 

Palestinian land

07.06.2012 Haaretz 15 Knesset decisively defeated a bill, aiming to legalize certain settlement 

outposts built on privately owned Palestinian land, but PM Netanyahu 

promised a series of alternative moves aimed at strengthening West Bank 

settlements, including the construction of 851 new homes

07.06.2012 Haaretz 15 Soldiers from an elite IDF canine unit have been confiscating Palestinian 

vehicles in order to train their explosive-detecting dogs 

07.06.2012 Maan 15 Israeli settlers blocked Palestinian farmers from reaching their lands in the 

southern West Bank … IDF arrived and prevented farmers from accessing

12.06.2012 Haaretz 15 Settler organization granted control over spring in East Jerusalem 

13.06.2012 Haaretz 15 IDF suspends officer filmed firing live ammunition at Palestinian protesters 

13.06.2012 Maan 15 Israel last month began clearing landmines from a site in the Hemdat 

settlement in the northern Jordan Valley which it hopes to turn into 

agricultural land … Netanyahu has said that Israel will maintain a security 

force in the Jordan Valley under any peace agreement

14.06.2012 Maan 15 Israeli settlers blocked the main road leading to Tuqu village near Bethlehem 

… [they] were protected by Israeli soldiers

15.06.2012 Maan 15 Construction work to create new pools was also seen taking place south of 

the Al-Aqsa mosque, the foundation added, noting that the work is part of 

Israeli plans to Judaize Palestinian neighborhoods in the city

16.06.2012 Maan 15 30 Jewish settler families in the occupied West Bank. Israel's Supreme Court 

has said their homes sit on privately-owned Palestinian land and as an 

eviction deadline draws near, they say they will not go quietly

16.06.2012 Maan 15 UN: Israeli forces have killed nearly 2,300 Palestinians and injured 7,700 in 

Gaza over the last five years

16.06.2012 _RT 15 Palestinian villagers have addressed the Guinness Book of World Records to 

register a ruinous “record”. A Bedouin village in Israel [Al-Araqeeb in the 

Negev] has been demolished 38 times by Israeli authorities

18.06.2012 Maan 15 Settlers deliberately crashed several cars into a crowd of Palestinian 

mourners in Hebron … Israeli soldiers deployed in the area, preventing 

people from taking part in the funeral procession

19.06.2012 Press.tv 15 Suspected extremist Israeli settlers have set fire to a mosque and sprayed 

graffiti on its walls in the occupied West Bank

19.06.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces handed [35] demolition orders to homes near the settlement of 

Karmi Zur in Beit Ummar … Israeli forces handed Susiya village in Hebron 

demolition orders for each of its 50 buildings

19.06.2012 Maan 15 European Union diplomats visited a village [Susiya] in the south Hebron hills 

under threat of demolition by Israeli authorities

21.06.2012 Maan 15 30 families living in 5 unlicensed apartment blocs in Beit El accepted a govt. proposal 

to move them, and physically relocate the buildings, while the state would also erect 

300 new homes elsewhere in their West Bank settlement … ~9,000 homes were built 

on land listed as owned by Palestinians
23.06.2012 Haaretz 15 The Palestinian village of Sussia has been demolished numerous times in the past 

four decades, with bulldozers poised to flatten the site again this week. Locals vow to 

rebuild on the land they own. 

23.06.2012 Haaretz 15 The state has asked the High Court for an additional seven months to demolish the 

Givat Assaf outpost in the West Bank

24.06.2012 Haaretz 15 Palestinians push UNESCO to make Bethlehem's Nativity church a World 

Heritage site 

26.06.2012 Haaretz 15 Israeli policeman charged with death of Palestinian child: If you don't act, they 

think you're weak 

26.06.2012 Maan 15 Israel demolishes Bedouin village for 39th time
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27.06.2012 Maan 15 70 prisoners killed in Israeli prisons since 1967 … "as a result of direct 

violence" by Israeli authorities … 202 prisoners died shortly after they were 

released … 95% were tortured … Israeli forces practice several kinds of 

torture against Palestinians

28.06.2012 Maan 15 A settlement calling itself Susiya was founded near the village about 25 years 

ago, and residents of the original Susiya have lost the ability to move freely 

on their land amid Israeli restrictions

29.06.2012 Maan 15 GA decided not to press charges against two Israeli border policemen who 

killed a Palestinian in 2010

30.06.2012 Haaretz 15 UNESCO names Church of Nativity as first Palestinian World Heritage site 

30.06.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel freezes plan to move East Jerusalem Bedouin to site near garbage 

dump - Civil Administration pushed for plan's approval, despite opposition 

from green, human rights groups

30.06.2012 _RT 15 A new law that calls for the conscription of Israel’s Arab minority has many 

upset over being forced to serve a government violently at odds with their 

Palestinian heritage

01.07.2012 Maan 15 PA police detained 147 at Jordan crossing in June … wanted on criminal charges … 

Israeli forces prevented 244 Palestinians from leaving the West Bank

02.07.2012 Haaretz 15 High Court of Justice grants state's request that the Beit El houses, which were built 

on privately owned Palestinian land, will be dismantled by mid-November

02.07.2012 Haaretz 15 For the past 3 months IDF have prohibited farmers from the West Bank Palestinian 

village of Aqraba from reaching their farmland and seasonal homes in the area, on 

the grounds that they are in a live-fire range. However, Givat 777, an auxiliary 

outpost of the Itamar settlement, is located in the same firing range

02.07.2012 Maan 15 Israeli municipal council of Jerusalem demolished [4] stores belonging to 

Palestinian residents near the Old City’s Damascus Gate … without prior 

notice

03.07.2012 Maan 15 Israeli jets fire on Gaza, no injuries {but the Gazan inhabitans lives by a 

perpetual war with Israeli snipers & low-flying jets with daily attacks}

04.07.2012 Al Jazeera 15 [Arafat] may have been poisoned with polonium … tests reveal that Arafat’s 

final personal belongings – his clothes, his toothbrush, even his iconic 

kaffiyeh – contained abnormal levels of polonium … two people connected 

with Israel’s nuclear program also reportedly died after exposure to the 

element {an Israeli speciality, see ‘death of a spy’}
05.07.2012 Maan 15 a 50-year-old man was sentenced to eight years hard labor for selling 

Palestinian land to Israeli authorities

05.07.2012 Maan 15 PA agrees to exhume Arafat, form international probe

07.07.2012 Maan 15 Palestinian confessed to poisoning Arafat in 2006 … Shin Bet

08.07.2012 Haaretz 15 dozens of armed settlers assaulted the residents of Yanoun … beating 

residents and killing three sheep

09.07.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel court sends police officers to prison for leaving Palestinian to die by 

side of road … 30 months in prison

09.07.2012 Maan 15 A court in Qalqiliya … sentenced a 51-year-old man to 6 years of hard labor 

[for] ”collaboration with the enemy." … spying on Palestinian activists who 

were later detained by the Israelis

10.07.2012 Maan 15 Israel detains Palestinian en route to hospital … at the Erez crossing

11.07.2012 Haaretz 15 Peres says settlements may jeopardize Jewish majority in Israel

11.07.2012 Maan 15 >3,000 Palestinians have lost land behind Israel's separation wall in Qalqiliya

12.07.2012 Haaretz 15 Olmert: Even before Hezbollah war, Israel knew it was hopeless to retrieve 

abducted IDF soldiers {good to know after 114 Israeli fatalities, not to 

mention the >1200 Lebanese}
13.07.2012 Haaretz 15 Attacks on Palestinians continue, but police only arrest leftist activists

17.07.2012 Haaretz 15 Defense Ministry hires architect to resume construction of illegal West Bank 

outpost - Givat Sal'it is one of 26 communities the Sharon govt. had promised 

the United States it would tear down nearly 10 years ago

17.07.2012 Maan 15 Israel releases longest serving administrative detainee .. by Israeli authorities 

for over three years without being charged for a crime

18.07.2012 Independent 15 Kadima walks out on coalition over Likud's refusal to draft ultra-orthodox 

Jews into military

18.07.2012 Maan 15 a teen from a Bethlehem village was seriously injured two days ago when 

Israeli soldier beat him during an arrest raid
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24.07.2012 Haaretz 15 Ehud Barak has ordered the demolition of eight Palestinian villages in the 

South Hebron Hills because the territory is needed for Israel Defense Forces 

training exercises

24.07.2012 Maan 15 58 Jewish worshipers and 28 Israeli soldiers [in uniform] toured the [Al Aqsa ] 

mosque…  Such visits are provocative, particularly in the Muslim holy month 

of Ramadan

25.07.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces raided the northern West Bank village Burin overnight Monday 

and fired gunshots and tear gas

26.07.2012 Haaretz 15 Fewer than 3,000 Christians live among Gaza's 1.7 million Muslim residents, 

and their numbers have rapidly shrunk in recent years

27.07.2012 Guardian 15 Number of settlers grows by more than 15,000 in past year

27.07.2012 Independent 15 More than 350,000 Israeli settlers in West Bank

27.07.2012 Haaretz 15 Employees who quit their jobs in order to move to a settlement or outpost 

enjoy preferential benefits compared to those who quit to move anywhere 

else [Israel]

27.07.2012 Haaretz 15 The Civil Administration is calling for the demolition of a Palestinian village 

[Zanuta] in the southern West Bank, partly because it is built on an 

archaeological site

27.07.2012 Blog 15 Zanuta, like other small Palestinian  villages in the area, existed as a 

cave-settlement before the West Bank was occupied by Israel 

{demolish the Jewish Quarter in Jerusalem for the same reason}
27.07.2012 Maan 15 settlers installed 10 mobile homes on private Palestinian land in the 

Bethlehem town of al-Khader … under the protection of the Israeli army

28.07.2012 Independent 15 Tales from the West Bank: Palestinian Raja Shehadeh chronicles life during 

occupation … a diary since the 1967 Israeli invasion of his homeland

28.07.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel High Court [again] postpones Migron outpost evacuation until August 21 

30.07.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel High Court gives state 30 days to find solution for residents of West Bank 

village set for demolition - state has responsibility to find alternative for the 27 

families living in Zanuta in the southern Hebron Hills ... “it was not the responsibility 

of the military authority to find a solution” … Zanuta had been inhabited continuously 

from the Byzantine to the Ottoman period … In the past year, the High Court of 

Justice has been asked to rule on the state's intentions to demolish at least 12 

villages south of Hebron {Ethnic cleansing accelerates}
31.07.2012 Haaretz 15 Israeli government spent NIS 1.1 billion on settlements in 2011 ... 38% 

increase over 2010 ... peak of NIS 2.5 billion in 1993

31.07.2012 Maan 15 Israeli soldiers kill man at checkpoint {murder, nobody responsible}
01.08.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel and the Palestinian Authority signed agreements to regulate bilateral 

trade and taxation

01.08.2012 Haaretz 15 Israeli cabinet set to approve grants for building hotels in West Bank 

settlements

01.08.2012 Maan 15 The council accused Israeli authorities of carrying out a "new policy" to put 

pressure on residents to move. The policy, the council said, "is evidenced by 

the confiscation of equipment and machinery that transports water" and other 

vital supplies {ethnic cleansing}
05.08.2012 Haaretz 15 >50 reports of Israelis assaulting Palestinians in the West Bank last month

05.08.2012 Maan 15 8 Palestinians sustained injuries when Jewish settlers [from Shilo] pelted a 

bus with stones on the main road between Ramallah and Nablus 

07.08.2012 Haaretz 15 Justice Ministry to review new regulations that may ban Palestinians, 

migrants from filing suits in Israeli courts 

09.08.2012 Haaretz 15 Jerusalem Mayor Nir Barkat signed demolition orders for two trailer homes in 

East Jerusalem that house Palestinian families whose former homes were 

torn down by the city. The structures were put up by the UN {I signed 

demolition orders for the mayor’s home}
11.08.2012 _RT 15 The Israeli Supreme Court has ruled in favor of the demolition of eight 

Palestinian villages on the West Bank

12.08.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces recently confiscated livestock from shepherds and farmers and 

imposed a fine of 15,000 NIS for them to be returned … to force them to 

leave the area [Jordan valley]

13.08.2012 Guardian 15 Man [from IDF] to serve 45 days in connection with deaths of Palestinian 

mother and daughter during Gaza war {that’ll teach him}
13.08.2012 Maan 15 they were shot while bearing a white flag. The soldier was originally charged 

with killing by the Israeli military advocate general, but reached a plea bargain 

for the lesser offense 'illegal use of weapons' [45 days in jail]
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13.08.2012 Maan 15 13 sheep in south Hebron village Susiya were killed after settlers sprayed 

toxic substances on plants in their grazing area

14.08.2012 Maan 15 Israeli bulldozers uprooted agricultural land in the Bethlehem village of al-

Khader … Settlers led by a female leader then stole several uprooted olive 

trees

18.08.2012 Haaretz 15 In suspected Jerusalem lynch, dozens of Jewish youths attack 3 Palestinians

19.08.2012 Blog 15 [Die umfassende zivile Zerstörungen in Gaza 2009 – Reisebericht]

19.08.2012 Haaretz 15 Vice PM Ya'alon: Settler attacks against Arabs in West Bank, Jerusalem are 

'terrorist acts' 

20.08.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel Police: Hundreds watched attempt to lynch Palestinians in Jerusalem, 

but did not interfere 

21.08.2012 Haaretz 15 The state will allow several of the evacuated buildings in the West Bank 

settlement of Migron to remain standing, due to claims made by residents 

that they had recently bought the lands - In response to Israel's High Court, 

the state admits all structures in settlement are illegal

23.08.2012 Maan 15 >70 settlers accompanied by Israeli forces entered … Solomon's pools near 

Bethlehem {they must have agreed the excursion with IDF in advance}

23.08.2012 Maan 15 Israeli authorities handed out eviction orders to farmers near Jericho … the 

land belonged to Waqf, the Muslim religious trust

27.08.2012 _RT 15 Breaking the Silence … compiled >850 accounts from current and former Israeli 

soldiers describing abuses [of children] they committed or witnessed

30.08.2012 Maan 15 [village-school to be demolished] In the first six months of 2012, Israeli 

authorities demolished 330 Palestinian buildings in the West Bank, displacing 

536 people

01.09.2012 Maan 15 5 Palestinians were wounded after a group of settlers threw stones at their 

bus near Ramallah … settler outpost Migron is set to be evacuated [4/9]

03.09.2012 Maan 15 Israeli settlers, accompanied by police guards, moved into a section of a 

Palestinian home in East Jerusalem {rather normal rats}
08.09.2012 Maan 15 Settlers burn 130 olive trees in northern West Bank … Eli settlement

10.09.2012 Haaretz 15 Head of security of West Bank [Shaarei Tikva] settlement killed in suspected 

hit-and-run accident … during attempt to document entrance of illegal 

Palestinian workers to Israel

12.09.2012 Haaretz 15 'Greek Patriarchate affair' ends with final conviction - Judge convicts Israeli 

businessman Benno Zussman ... The scandal featured a fabricated real 

estate deal between the Jewish National Fund and Jerusalem's Greek 

Patriarchate

12.09.2012 Maan 15 Israeli authorities will confiscate 800 acres of land west of Nablus to build a 

bypass road

13.09.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel seeks court permission to expand 40 West Bank settlements ‑ 
Government says old military expropriation orders allow for construction on 

privately owned Palestinian land ... issued for military purposes

16.09.2012 Haaretz 15 Work halted on park being built on Arab land with help of Israel Railways

17.09.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces arrested an Al-Aqsa mosque official from his East Jerusalem home

18.09.2012 Maan 15 3 Palestinian farmers in the Nablus village of Aqraba were attacked by 

settlers from Itamar while checking olive trees on their land. All three men 

required hospital treatment

20.09.2012 Maan 15 Israeli authorities issued orders to confiscate 60 dunams of land in Wadi 

Fukin village west of Bethlehem

21.09.2012 Maan 15 PA security forces arrested 3 armed Israeli soldiers in Nablus [briefly 

detained] … PA security services occasionally detain Israeli civilians who 

enter Area A without approval

25.09.2012 Maan 15 Israeli authorities began the construction of new housing units in an illegal 

outpost near al-Khader village in Bethlehem

30.09.2012 Haaretz 15 A Palestinian man died after being shot by Israeli troops while fishing on the 

beach in the Gaza Strip {too long a line?}
01.10.2012 Press.tv 15 The Israeli regime has notified Palestinian authorities that it will take over 200 

dunums of land in Qalqilya

03.10.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel's real estate detectives track down unclaimed land … For a fee, land 

locators find long-forgotten assets by searching obscure corners of the 

property registry
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04.10.2012 Maan 15 Jewish settlers started building a new illegal settlement outpost on privately-

owned Palestinian land [near Nablus]

08.10.2012 Maan 15 A group of settlers attacked Palestinian farmers in the Ramallah town of 

Beitillu burning dozens of olive trees … Nehaliel settlement … Since 1967, 

800,000 olive trees have been uprooted by Israeli

09.10.2012 Ynet 15 Undercover officers beaten by Jewish settlers with clubs - the suspects 

punched the officers and attacked them with clubs because they assumed 

they were Arabs approaching the farm they were staying in

11.10.2012 Maan 15 Jewish extremists from nearby Shilo settlement entered the area and cut 

down [>250] trees in al-Mughayyir [by Ramallah]

17.10.2012 Haaretz 15 2,279 calories per person: How Israel made sure Gaza didn't starve

19.10.2012 Maan 15 Israel issued a detailed plan for the building of 797 new homes on occupied 

land

26.10.2012 Maan 15 Israel threatened "difficult and far-reaching consequences" of plans to 

upgrade Palestine's status in the United Nations next month

31.10.2012 Maan 15 Israeli forces destroyed four dunams of crops east of Hebron … Israeli 

authorities have been pressuring him to leave his land … borders the illegal 

Israeli settlement Karmi Zur

01.11.2012 Maan 15 Israeli authorities plan to build 180 new housings units in East Jerusalem

03.11.2012 Independent 15 Church of the Holy Sepulchre: unless the account was unfrozen [water bill of 

~2 mill.$], the church would have to consider a “non-confrontational 

response” that could include closing the church

05.11.2012 Maan 15 A security official stationed in a settler outpost south of Hebron used an army-

issued vehicle to help with illegal building

07.11.2012 Guardian 15 Tenders invited for 1,200 homes in East Jerusalem in apparent warning to 

Palestinians over UN bid {they would come anyhow}
08.11.2012 Maan 15 Israeli authorities issued eviction orders to 40 families in a Nablus village … 

gave the families in Khirbet Tana, in Area C, until [10.11. – 4 days] to leave 

their homes

11.11.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel will stop collecting tax revenues for the PA and not hand over any 

money if President Abbas continues to seek observer state membership of 

the UN … around $100 million a month

12.11.2012 Haaretz 15 Ehud Barak approves plans for 500 new homes in Itamar 

12.11.2012 Maan 15 PA says to pay partial salaries … due to a drop in aid from Western backers 

and wealthy Gulf states, as well as Israeli restrictions on trade

14.11.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel will consider partial or full cancellation of the Oslo Accords if UN 

General Assembly adopts resolution to upgrade status of Palestine to non-

member observer state

15.11.2012 Haaretz 15 Three Israelis killed in direct rocket hit [from Gaza]

15.11.2012 Press.tv 15 >130 Palestinian rockets have been fired towards Israel over the past 24 

hours, revealing the inefficiency of Israel’s Iron Dome missile system which 

has intercepted merely 27 of them

15.11.2012 Press.tv 15 Hamas says they are firing rockets towards Tel Aviv in retaliation against 

Israeli attacks that have claimed the lives of 13 Gazans [New Gaza war: 

‘Operation Pillar of Defense’]

16.11.2012 Haaretz 15 >275 rockets from Gaza explode in Israel since beginning of operation; IDF 

strikes over 250 Gaza targets 

16.11.2012 Haaretz 15 Unlike Operation Cast Lead, in which the Israel Defense Forces shelled 

crowded places like police stations near schools from day one, this time it’s 

clear the IDF is trying to avoid heavy Palestinian fatalities

16.11.2012 Press.tv 15 Hamas sources say an Israeli F-16 fighter jet has been downed while flying 

over the Gaza Strip 

17.11.2012 _RT 15 Israel has chosen to attack Gaza in order to avoid reaching a longer-term 

peace settlement that was being negotiated with the help of Hamas’ military 

leader Jabari, who was assassinated [14/11]

18.11.2012 Haaretz 15 Netanyahu: Israel will accept cease-fire if Gaza rockets stop

18.11.2012 Haaretz 15 Hamas will accept truce only if Israel guarantees no more attacks

19.11.2012 Haaretz 15 IDF: Gaza death toll reaches 95

19.11.2012 Haaretz 15 >90% of Israeli Jews support Gaza war … only 30% of the public supports a 

ground attack in Gaza {casus belli: the murder of a Hamas 

commander, probably inspired by upcoming Israeli elections}
19.11.2012 Haaretz 15 Guards barring homeless from entering south Tel Aviv shelters 
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21.11.2012 Guardian 15 'Israelis talk about fear, we Palestinians talk about death'

21.11.2012 Haaretz 15 Hamas executes 6 suspected Israel collaborators {was Hamas really 

responsible?}
21.11.2012 Haaretz 15 Israeli mayor calls on State to declare [Nazaret] 'hostile to Israel' 

22.11.2012 Guardian 15 Hostilities cease between two sides after eight days of fighting that have 

claimed over 160 lives

22.11.2012 Haaretz 15 IDF arrests 55 Palestinians in West Bank, on heels of Gaza truce

23.11.2012 Press.tv 15 an Iron Dome missile fired to intercept Palestinian Grad rockets missed its 

target and landed … in the Israeli city of Ashdod

24.11.2012 Haaretz 15 Israel's breach of cease-fire threatens calm - Israeli forces on Friday fatally 

shot Anwar Abdulhadi Qudaih, 21, in the head and injured at least 19 other 

Palestinian civilians

28.11.2012 Guardian 15 Nobel peace laureates call for Israel military boycott over Gaza assault … 

also denounces US and EU 'complicity' through weapons sales

29.11.2012 Maan 15 Israeli authorities leveled olive groves and demolished irrigation wells and 

barns near Hebron … [stole] around 1,000 olive saplings

01.12.2012 Independent 15 Israel defies UN after vote on Palestine with plans for 3,000 new homes in 

the West Bank 

02.12.2012 Guardian 15 Israel seizes Palestinian tax funds - accused of desperation after second 

punitive response to UN vote recognising state of Palestine 

04.12.2012 Haaretz 15 plan to build 1,700 homes in the East Jerusalem Jewish neighborhood of 

Ramat Shlomo, in the north of the capital

04.12.2012 Maan 15 A Palestinian man was shot dead by Israeli security officials outside Nablus 

… His vehicle collided with an Israeli jeep [Shin Bet]

04.12.2012 Maan 15 A settler organization took over three apartments in a Palestinian-owned 

Jerusalem building

26.12.2012 Guardian 15 Israel approves settlement units - Move brings total approvals to 5,500 in a 

week as Netanyahu … to drop two-state solution 

29.12.2012 Maan 15 Settlers from Haggay settlement raided the village of Dura accompanied by 

Israeli soldiers and threatened to take control of a water spring in the area

30.12.2012 Maan 15 Israeli officials reiterated claims that late Yasser Arafat died from AIDS

31.12.2012 Maan 15 The wall, when finished, will surround the village on all sides and annex 

around 12,000 dunams of agricultural land … Beit Iksa's 2,000 residents will 

be left with only 300 dunams of land for natural growth and will be separated 

from Jerusalem and isolated from the rest of the West Bank

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 15 In Palestine, the Israeli ethnic cleansing continues. The ‘Back-to-Brooklyn’ expulsion 

of the criminal settlers will not start in 2013
31.07.2005 Antiwar 16 Jewish influence - Israeli War-Crimes - Boycott
08.01.2012 Blog 16 UK: 80% of Britain’s ruling party’s MPs are members of the rabid Zionist 

'Conservative Friends of Israel'

11.01.2012 Haaretz 16 Israel subsidizes West Bank housing, breaking promise to U.S.

12.01.2012 Independent 16 EU on verge of abandoning hope for a viable Palestinian state {cui bono?}

17.01.2012 Haaretz 16 French parliament report accuses Israel of water 'apartheid' in West Bank 

18.01.2012 Independent 16 EU should consider passing legislation to prevent finance generated within its 

member states being used to support illegal Israeli settlements

18.01.2012 Press.tv 16 Several youth and students from Britain's Labor party have visited the 

occupied Palestinian territories and illegal settlements in the West Bank in an 

all-expenses-paid tour organized by pro-Israeli group

20.01.2012 Maan 16 Thailand recognizes Palestine … as 131 countries now do {Mossad just tried 

to create an anti-Palestinian mood}

21.01.2012 Haaretz 16 Jewish American newspaper publisher suggests Israel assassinate Barack 

Obama ... Op-ed in Atlanta Jewish Times says the slaying of the president 

may be an effective way to thwart Iran's nuclear program

23.01.2012 Haaretz 16 British Jews cancel meeting with Abbas in wake of pressure from Netanyahu 

24.01.2012 Maan 16 Israeli forces raided a Red Cross building in Sheikh Jarrah in East Jerusalem 

and arrested a Palestinian lawmaker and a former minister

29.01.2012 Haaretz 16 Turkey may provide Hamas with $300 million in annual aid

01.02.2012 Independent 16 Israel sets up elite command unit to strike behind 'enemy' lines 

08.02.2012 Ynetnews 16 Israeli and Cypriot officials are planning to discuss allowing the Israeli Air 

Force to station jets in the neighboring island
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http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/nov/22/israel-gaza-ceasefire-holds
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/idf-arrests-55-palestinians-in-west-bank-on-heels-of-gaza-truce.premium-1.479784
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/11/23/274063/iron-dome-missile-strays-hits-ashdod/
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/palestinians-to-un-security-council-israel-s-breach-of-cease-fire-threatens-calm-1.480159
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/nov/28/nobel-laureates-call-israel-boycott
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=543089
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/israel-defies-un-after-vote-on-palestine-with-plans-for-3000-new-homes-in-the-west-bank-8372494.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/dec/02/israel-palestinian-tax-revenue-un-vote
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/israel-expedites-plan-for-1-700-housing-units-in-east-jerusalem.premium-1.482178
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=544394
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=544511
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/dec/25/israel-approves-settlement-units-jerusalem
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=551712
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=551769
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=551989
http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/just-another-israeli-war-on-the-way.html
http://www.haaretz.com/print-edition/news/israel-subsidizes-west-bank-housing-breaking-promise-to-u-s-1.406609
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/eu-on-verge-of-abandoning-hope-for-a-viable-palestinian-state-6288336.html
http://www.haaretz.com/print-edition/news/french-parliament-report-accuses-israel-of-water-apartheid-in-west-bank-1.407685
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/eu-should-block-finance-for-israeli-settlements-6291071.html
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/221664.html
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=453778
http://www.haaretz.com/news/international/uproar-after-jewish-american-newspaper-publisher-suggests-israel-assassinate-barack-obama-1.408429
http://www.haaretz.com/print-edition/news/british-jews-cancel-meeting-with-abbas-in-wake-of-pressure-from-netanyahu-1.408688
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=454683
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/turkey-may-provide-hamas-with-300-million-in-annual-aid-1.409708
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/israel-sets-up-elite-command-unit-to-strike-behind-enemy-lines-6297652.html
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4186538,00.html


18.02.2012 Press.tv 16 Saudi state-run newspaper Al-Riyadh has implicitly supported Israel’s nuclear 

arsenals

22.02.2012 Blog 16 Germany Sells Israel More Dolphin Subs

03.03.2012 Guardian 16 One day, the United States of America will get sick of giving £70bn [$111Bn] 

a year to Israel [Lady Tonge, Liberal Democrat peer]

03.03.2012 Guardian 16 Lady Tonge has expressed disappointment that party leader Nick Clegg "very 

hastily and ill-advisedly" disowned her after she said Israel "would not be 

there forever" {I hope she is right}

04.03.2012 Maan 16 EU foreign policy chief Catherine Ashton warned that Israeli raids of two 

Palestinian TV stations breaks international accords … The US, which has 

funded the channels, is looking into the incident

06.03.2012 _RT 16 Netanyahu to Obama: ‘Israel reserves the right to defend itself’ {making war 

and calling it defence}

16.03.2012 Spiegel 16 Das ist ein Apartheid-Regime, für das es keinerlei Rechtfertigung gibt" - so 

beschrieb SPD-Chef Sigmar Gabriel die Lage in Hebron {natürlich gleich 

kritisiert vom Rat er Auserwählten}

21.03.2012 Maan 16 Germany will sell Israel a 6th submarine and shoulder part of the cost

22.03.2012 Maan 16 Israel asked Egypt for permission to send planes to remove the contents of its Cairo 

embassy … Israel's ambassador was evacuated from Cairo in Sept

23.03.2012 Press.tv 16 The UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC) has passed a resolution which 

orders the first-ever probe to explore the impact of Israeli settlements on the 

occupied Palestinian territories

26.03.2012 Haaretz 16 Israel cuts contact with UN human rights council, to protest settlements probe 

{no loss}

01.04.2012 You Tube 16 Iran Bashing, Terrorism and Who Chose The Chosen People {genius video, 

combines several daily miseries with one case}

04.04.2012 Haaretz 16 ICC rejects Palestinian bid to investigate Israeli war crimes during 'Cast Lead' 

Gaza operation … reason for decision is that Palestine is currently 

recognized by UN as an 'observer,' not [even] a 'Non-member State'

04.04.2012 Süddeutsche 16 Günter Grass sagt die Wahrheit {und das selbstdeklariertes Herrenvolk tobt 

wie zu erwarten mit der Antisemitismus-Keule}

05.04.2012 Haaretz 16 Tom Segev: Grass criticizes the German government for selling Israel 

another submarine. This is a legitimate view on a matter that should be 

decided democratically by the German people

06.04.2012 Guardian 16 Günter Grass in english Translation (see separate table)

06.04.2012 FAZ 16 Grass bemängelte indes, dass sich seine Kritiker weigerten, auf den Inhalt seiner 

Aussagen überhaupt einzugehen. „Der durchgehende Tenor ist, sich bloß nicht auf 

den Inhalt des Gedichtes einzulassen, sondern eine Kampagne gegen mich zu 

führen und zu behaupten, mein Ruf sei für alle Zeit geschädigt“, sagte er dem NDR. 

Es würden alte Klischees bemüht und ihm Antisemitismus unterstellt
07.04.2012 Wash Post 16 the war crimes tribunal would allow the Palestinians to sign up if the U.N. 

General Assembly approves a resolution recognizing Palestine as a non-

member observer state

08.04.2012 Haaretz 16 Interior Minister declares Gunter Grass persona non grata in Israel

08.04.2012 Haaretz 16 Israeli Opera rejects dance troupe's overture to Wagner {anti-Bavarian?}

14.04.2012 Guardian 16 Israel forces airline ban activists ... Jet2.com informed the women by email 

that the airline would refuse to carry them and no refund would be paid … 

obliged to provide the Israeli authorities passengers' names, dates of birth, 

passport numbers and nationalities … extent of Israel's power & influence

14.04.2012 Haaretz 16 Israel's Interior Minister sends airlines list of names of blacklisted activists, 

threatens punitive steps if companies allow them to board Israel-bound flights

14.04.2012 Maan 16 Abbas calls for NATO forces to replace Israeli troops

15.04.2012 Haaretz 16 Activists threatening to sue airlines, including Lufthansa, Air France and 

Easyjet, for 'bowing to Israeli pressure'

16.04.2012 Haaretz 16 Israeli official: 40% of names on Shin Bet fly-in blacklist were not activists - 

French diplomat among those whose tickets to Israel were canceled

16.04.2012 Maan 16 41 people had been refused entry at Ben Gurion airport, and they would be 

deported. Four Israeli supporters, two holding "Welcome to Palestine" signs, 

were also arrested {which crime?}

17.04.2012 Guardian 16 Denmark demands explanation as video shows apparently unprovoked 

attack by IDF soldier on activist

http://www.presstv.ir/detail/227287.html
http://www.defenseindustrydaily.com/germany-may-sell-2-more-dolphin-subs-to-israel-for-117b-01528/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/feb/29/lib-dem-israel-not-last-for-ever
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/mar/02/tonge-says-clegg-acted-hastily?INTCMP=ILCNETTXT3487
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=464951
http://rt.com/news/netanyahu-obama-israel-iran-927/
http://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/0,1518,821601,00.html
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=469774
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=469850
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/232860.html
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/israel-cuts-contact-with-un-rights-council-to-protest-settlements-probe-1.420786
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=eptPeSmA37U
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/icc-rejects-palestinian-bid-to-investigate-israeli-war-crimes-during-cast-lead-gaza-operation-1.422397
http://www.sueddeutsche.de/kultur/gedicht-zum-konflikt-zwischen-israel-und-iran-was-gesagt-werden-muss-1.1325809
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/gunter-grass-s-poem-is-more-pathetic-than-anti-semitic-1.422674
http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2012/apr/05/gunter-grass-what-must-be-said
http://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/umstrittenes-israel-gedicht-grass-sieht-gleichschaltung-der-meinung-11709212.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/ap-interview-prosecutor-says-palestinians-could-join-icc-as-a-un-nonmember-observer-state/2012/04/04/gIQA1NDxvS_story.html
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/interior-minister-declares-gunter-grass-persona-non-grata-in-israel-1.423239
http://www.haaretz.com/news/national/israeli-opera-rejects-dance-troupe-s-overture-to-wagner-1.423177
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/apr/13/palestinian-territories-israel
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/european-airlines-cancel-tickets-of-pro-palestinian-flytilla-activists-1.424137
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=476167
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/airlines-cancel-israel-flights-for-over-60-percent-of-pro-palestinian-fly-in-protesters-1.424246
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/israeli-official-40-of-names-on-shin-bet-fly-in-blacklist-were-not-activists-1.424470
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=476704
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/apr/16/israeli-soldier-clubs-danish-protester


17.04.2012 Maan 16 Israel's military suspended [Lt-Colonel Shalom Eisner] who struck an activist 

in the face with a gun after a video was put on the Internet

19.04.2012 Haaretz 16 Stockholm airport bars Israeli airline over security inspection methods

25.04.2012 Haaretz 16 Obama: U.S. is steadfast in its commitment to Israel's security {the one who 

knowingly aids a criminal is thereby also one}

01.05.2012 Haaretz 16 Israel joins UN list of states limiting human rights organizations 

04.05.2012 Press.tv 16 Israel has taken delivery of its 4th German-made Dolphin-class submarine 

capable of carrying nuclear warheads with an operating range of 4,500 km … 

paid only one-third {shame on Germany}

10.05.2012 _RT 16 It will lead to war' - Ron Paul fights to end military aid for Israel {it will lead to 

murder  (of an amr. Politician who dared say so in public)}

13.05.2012 Press.tv 16 Ahmadinejad says there is no need to take up arms against Israel in order to destroy 

it … “If the regional countries cut their ties with the Zionists and give the Zionist 

regime a small frown, this fabricated regime will be over”

14.05.2012 Haaretz 16 Netanyahu ordered evacuation of Hebron home over fears of war crimes 

suits … also reason for state's hesitance regarding authorization of the 

Ulpana Hill West Bank outpost

20.05.2012 Haaretz 16 Denmark to ban labeling West Bank products as 'Made in Israel' ... the 

government of South Africa recognizes the State of Israel only within the 

borders demarcated by the UN in 1948

24.05.2012 Haaretz 16 Majority of Germans [58%] think Israel is 'aggressive' {think different, or …}

26.05.2012 Haaretz 16 U.S. report criticizes Israel's treatment of African migrants - out of 4,603 new 

asylum applications ... Only one was approved

27.05.2012 Haaretz 16 Swimmer garners Israel's fifth medal at European championships {who 

invited them?}
30.05.2012 Haaretz 16 UN World Heritage site: PA seeks to protect Batir village, near Jerusalem, 

from the planned separation barrier, which is expected to destroy the village's 

ancient agricultural terraces

02.06.2012 Press.tv 16 The Palestinian campaign to boycott the Israeli goods made in the illegal 

settlements of the occupied territories in the West Bank has received a boost 

from abroad with South Africans and [Britain, Denmark and Switzerland] 

joining the movement … EU has excluded the settlement goods from the duty-

free status given to other Israeli imports

03.06.2012 Independent 16 Israel is new South Africa as boycott calls increase {so be it}

03.06.2012 Haaretz 16 German officials confirm submarines sold to Israel can fire nuclear-tipped 

cruise missiles {Who is 1
st
 danger to the world? Who paid for it?}

08.06.2012 Independent 16 why are you allowing 'tainted' G4S to handle Olympic security? ... a company 

which also works in the West Bank's 'illegal' Jewish settlements

11.06.2012 Maan 16 The Permanent Observer Mission of Palestine to the UN participated in the 

22nd meeting of parties to the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea despite 

the objections of Canada, the US and Israel

13.06.2012 _RT 16 Israeli authorities are prepared to completely evacuate Tel Aviv in the event 

of a missile attack, especially one deploying “unconventional” warheads 

14.06.2012 Haaretz 16 Norway: 38% believe Israel treats Palestinians like how Nazis treated Jews 

14.06.2012 Maan 16 Ashton: the EU would not recognize any changes to the pre-1967 lines, 

including in Jerusalem, unless they are agreed by the parties

23.06.2012 Haaretz 16 Decision to oust Caterpillar from influential ethical investing index linked to Israeli use 

of tractors {Sanctions succeeded}
29.06.2012 _RT 16 British lawyers have lodged a complaint at the UN against Israel for allegedly 

torturing Palestinian children

30.06.2012 Maan 16 Sweden upgrades Palestinian mission to embassy … Sweden has not 

recognized Palestinian statehood

30.06.2012 Maan 16 Israel, US blast vote on Palestinian heritage sites [constructed in 399]

01.07.2012 Haaretz 16 [New Egypt] President [Morsi] sends reassuring message to Israel, but 

pledges support for Palestinians' 'legitimate rights

03.07.2012 Haaretz 16 {From the colony:} U.S. Jewish NGOs to get 97% of Homeland 

Security's defense grant in 2012
03.07.2012 Press.tv 16 The UN Special Rapporteur on Palestinian human rights [Richard Falk] has 

accused the international community of complicity in Israeli settlement 

policies and says Israel is implementing an apartheid system

http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=476824
http://www.haaretz.com/business/stockholm-airport-bars-israeli-airline-over-security-inspection-methods-1.425201
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/obama-u-s-is-steadfast-in-its-commitment-to-israel-s-security-1.426307
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/israel-joins-un-list-of-states-limiting-human-rights-organizations-1.427184
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/239465.html
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http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/denmark-to-ban-labeling-west-bank-products-as-made-in-israel-report-says-1.431372
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/poll-majority-of-germans-think-israel-is-aggressive-1.432226
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http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/palestinians-to-ask-un-to-recognize-west-bank-village-as-world-heritage-site.premium-1.433219
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http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/music/news/israel-is-new-south-africa-as-boycott-calls-increase-7813538.html
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/report-german-officials-confirm-submarines-sold-to-israel-can-fire-nuclear-tipped-cruise-missiles-1.434080
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/government-asked-why-are-you-allowing-tainted-g4s-to-handle-olympic-security-7827988.html
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=493504
http://rt.com/news/israel-evacuation-missile-strike-641/
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http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=495099
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http://rt.com/news/israel-tortures-palestinian-children-report-002/
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=499707
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=499833
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/egypt-s-new-president-mohammed-morsi-vows-to-support-palestinians-1.447854
http://www.haaretz.com/jewish-world/jewish-world-news/u-s-jewish-ngos-to-get-97-of-homeland-security-s-defense-grant-in-2012.premium-1.448373
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/07/03/249069/israel-is-an-apartheid-regime-un-official/


05.07.2012 Haaretz 16 The Presbyterian Church (USA) GA’s ME Committee voted 36 to 11 with one 

abstention in favor of divesting its portfolio from Caterpillar, Hewlett-Packard and 

Motorola Solutions. The committee said the company’s helped “Israel’s use of their 

products in violations of Palestinian human rights”
06.07.2012 Haaretz 16 Six years after the outbreak of the Second Lebanon War, the IDF is saying 

openly that Israel is preparing for another 

07.07.2012 Haaretz 16 Presbyterian Church in U.S. votes to boycott Israeli settlement goods - Move 

comes a day after Presbyterian GA narrowly voted down a proposal to divest 

from three companies that do business with Israel

09.07.2012 Haaretz 16 EU parliament condemns Israel's policy toward Bedouin population 

10.07.2012 Haaretz 16 Geneva Convention prohibits occupying powers from settling in occupied 

lands. But that's not a problem for Israel, according to the committee set up 

by Netanyahu, because Israel is not a 'military occupier'

19.07.2012 Independent 16 Israel blames Iranian campaign of terror as bus bomb kills [8] tourists 

{difficult to say whom, when you make so many enemies}
19.07.2012 Haaretz 16 Netanyahu wants to turn the Israeli intelligence failure over Bulgaria into an 

excuse to strike Iran

19.07.2012 Rian 16 Israel Says Hezbollah or Hamas behind Bus Blast in Bulgaria {choose}
20.07.2012 Rian 16 Iran Rejects Israeli Accusations over Bus Blast Links [not cited in Western MM]

02.08.2012 Haaretz 16 Defense Ministry experts estimate that in a war with Iran and Hezbollah, ~200 

Israeli civilians will die. If Syria joins the war as well, the number of fatalities 

could rise to 300 {and perhaps ~30,000 civilians in the countries attacked, but 

who cares}

04.08.2012 Guardian 16 The British ambassador to Israel has said international support for the Jewish 

state among those … is eroding, driven by settlement expansion in the West 

Bank and continued restrictions on Gaza

05.08.2012 Maan 16 Palestine will obtain a status of non-member state in the UN GA, after which 

a full membership application will be sent to the UN SC

08.08.2012 Maan 16 Scandinavian activist groups are launching an aid ship destined for Gaza, 

hoping to challenge the Israeli blockade and draw international attention … 

mainly by Swedish and Norwegian groups

09.08.2012 Haaretz 16 EU: We expect Israel to cancel demolition orders for Palestinian villages in 

Area C of West Bank {not really expect, but good to demand}
10.08.2012 Rian 16 Saudi Arabia has threatened to shoot down any Israeli aircraft over its 

airspace en route to or from Iran

17.08.2012 Haaretz 16 Canada's largest Protestant church set to boycott Israeli settlement products

18.08.2012 Independent 16 Four migrants from the Republic of Sudan have already been flown from 

Israel to South Sudan … However, the South Sudanese authorities refused to 

accept them at the border and they were sent back to Tel Aviv

23.08.2012 Haaretz 16 South Africa approves labeling West Bank products as goods from 'Israeli 

Occupied Territories'

23.08.2012 Blog 16 The Palestine Solidarity Campaign welcomes the comments by Deputy 

Minister Ebrahim Ebrahim discouraging South Africans from visiting Israel

27.08.2012 Haaretz 16 Denmark forms probe into legality of non-medical circumcisions

29.08.2012 Independent 16 France opens murder inquiry into Arafat's death … in 2006, British 

investigators said that only a sophisticated operation by a state intelligence 

agency could obtain and use polonium-210 in a lethal form

03.09.2012 Haaretz 16 Mossad agents entered Sinai to target jihadist militant … 15 km south of 

Egypt's border with Israel

08.09.2012 Haaretz 16 Iran: By suspending ties, Canada has sacrificed its national interests for 

Israel's sake

20.09.2012 Haaretz 16 Israel rejects U.S.-backed Arab plan for conference on nuclear-free Mideast 

27.09.2012 Maan 16 Donations to a Norwegian organization that funds illegal Israeli settlements 

will no longer be tax-deductible

30.09.2012 Press.tv 16 Gunter Grass … new poetry referring to Israeli nuclear whistleblower, 

Mordechai Vanunu as "hero of our time."

30.09.2012 Suddeutsche 16 In dem Gedicht "Ein Held unserer Tage" dichtet Grass demnach über 

Vanunu: "So heißt der Held, der seinem Land zu dienen hoffte, indem er half 

die Wahrheit an den Tag zu bringen"
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http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/south-africa-approves-labeling-west-bank-products-as-goods-from-israeli-occupied-territories-1.460077
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03.10.2012 Maan 16 the US urged European governments "to support [US] efforts" to block the 

bid, and threatened "significant negative consequences" incl. financial 

sanctions if Palestine secured an upgrade to its UN status … At the ICC, 

Palestine could challenge Israel's settlement building, occupation and 

blockade on Gaza {USI, United States of Israel}
04.10.2012 Haaretz 16 The foreign minister of Denmark is urging the European Union to set down 

regulations that would force European marketing chains and stores to clearly 

label products originating in Israeli settlements

15.10.2012 Haaretz 16 Swedish government summons Israeli ambassador over Iran sanctions row

17.10.2012 _MM 16 The U.S. and Israel will begin their largest joint air and missile defense 

exercise … The U.K. and Germany also will participate

26.10.2012 Haaretz 16 UN investigator calls for boycott of firms linked to Israeli settlements … 

Richard Falk … incl. Hewlett Packard, Motorola, Volvo and Caterpillar

06.11.2012 Guardian 16 A Turkish court has launched the trial in absentia of 4 former Israeli military 

commanders over the deaths of 9 Turkish activists on board a ship bound for 

Gaza in 2010 … Erdogan: "state terrorism"

09.11.2012 ZDF 16 erschreckend ehrliche Bericht über Israels Atomprogram

10.11.2012 Maan 16 115 states were expected to vote for the upgrade while 27 countries would 

not support the bid ... 51 states were hesitant to support Palestine because of 

US pressure … PLO needs a simple majority vote in the 193-member 

General Assembly … could grant Palestinians access to the International 

Criminal Court

12.11.2012 Haaretz 16 Russian experts will join a team of Swiss and French investigators in 

exhuming the remains of late Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

15.11.2012 Rian 16 The Holy Sepulchre Church’s water debts have been written off, not without 

the participation of the Russian Orthodox Church

30.11.2012 Independent 16 Netanyahu: Palestinian victories at UN [138-9 with 41 abstentions] 'change 

nothing' 

01.12.2012 Rian 16 Deutschland beliefert Israel verstärkt mit Waffen. U. a. Panzerfäuste, neueste 

Funk- und Aufklärungsanlagen sowie Pläne für Startvorrichtungen von 

Flügelraketen aus Torpedorohren der .. U-Boote

05.12.2012 Independent 16 Palestinian officials are threatening to … haul Israel before the International 

Criminal Court if it continues to expand West Bank settlements

05.12.2012 Haaretz 16 UK: Reverse settlement expansion or Europe will consider further steps

10.12.2012 Haaretz 16 Arab states agree on $100 million in monthly aid for Palestinian Authority 

12.12.2012 _RT 16 Pentagon has approved a deal to supply 6,900 precision bomb kits to 

replenish Israel’s weapons stockpiles, diminished by the recent war against 

Hamas in Gaza

17.12.2012 Haaretz 16 New Zealand government fund divests from Israeli firms over settlement 

construction

22.12.2012 Maan 16 UN: 179 countries voted for Palestine's right of self-determination, in a vote 

that confirmed that Palestine has the right to have an independent state

24.12.2012 _RT 16 Turkey lifts veto on Israel’s NATO activities despite frictions

27.12.2012 Maan 16 Europeans may try to promote the establishment of an actual Palestinian 

state independent of negotiations with Israel [due to] the ineffectiveness of 

the current process

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 16 The strong racism has restricted Israel’s international support to a few stubborn 

nations: USA, Canada, Australia, the Czech Republic and Germany, places to 

intensify work for a humanist approach
31.07.2005 17 Israeli Spies - Leaked Documents
07.01.2012 _Global 

Research

17 Paul Craig Roberts, concerning the indictment against Bradley Manning have 

revealed ‘Collateral Damage’ to Wikileaks: If you tell the truth and reveal 

Washington’s war crimes, you have aided the enemy

11.01.2012 Haaretz 17 Tehran car bomb kills Iranian nuclear scientist {victim of war?}

14.01.2012 Haaretz 17 Israeli Mossad agents posed as CIA spies to recruit terrorists to fight against 

Iran' … CIA memos from 2007-2008

14.01.2012 Maan 17 UN chief: Attacks on scientists 'not acceptable' [Mossad-Murder in Iran]

14.01.2012 Maan 17 Thailand says Lebanese [Hezbollah-member] in custody after Israel tip-off
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21.01.2012 Haaretz 17 Thailand terror suspect blames Israel's Mossad for arrest ... Lebanese-

Swedish man Atris Hussein proclaims innocence to Swedish newspaper; 

says incriminating evidence found in warehouse was probably placed there 

by Mossad {See also Ch. 16: Thailand recognizes Palestine}

25.01.2012 Press.tv 17 A Lebanese military court has sentenced a former army general to two years 

in prison for giving information to Israel

02.02.2012 Haaretz 17 Four Hezbollah men to be tried in absentia for killing of ex-Lebanon PM … 

{Hariri was killed by Mossad}

10.02.2012 _RT 17 Mossad trained and financed a terrorist group that carried out a series of 

assassinations of Iranian nuclear scientists, US officials

13.02.2012 Haaretz 17 Tehran demands that the Azeri [Azerbaijan] government stop the Mossad's 

anti-Iran operations in its country

13.02.2012 Haaretz 17 foreign nationals in Israel willingly allow the Mossad to use their passports in 

order to carry out undercover operations abroad

19.02.2012 Maan 17 3 Lebanese sentenced to death for spying for Israel … 2 of them in absentia

19.02.2012 Blog 17 The 2 [Israelis] are suspected by the Indian intelligence of being involved in a 

covert operation linked to the 2008 Mumbai terrorist attack

22.02.2012 Blog 17 Israeli Plot to Murder Former US Senator … James Abourezk [<1980]

05.04.2012 Antiwar 17 Oh, so you’re a vocal opponent of Israel’s policies in Palestine? Listen buddy, 

do we have a thick dossier on you! You’d better shut up – or else. What will 

your wife say when she sees that email – complete with lurid attachment – 

you sent the other night?

08.04.2012 Blog 17 United States Police Departments Being Trained By Mossad, Treat Citizens 

Like Terrorists

01.05.2012 Haaretz 17 Norwegian sociologist Johan Galtung also defends 'The Protocols of the 

Elders of Zion' {so do I} and says Jewish influence was one of the factors 

leading to Auschwitz … Galtung stated that there is a possible link between 

Anders Behring Breivik and Jewish and Israeli factions

30.05.2012 BBC 17 Assange loses extradition appeal ... to Sweden

06.06.2012 Haaretz 17 Shin Bet has been demanding access to personal email accounts of visiting 

tourists with Arab names … “acted within the law”

20.06.2012 Guardian 17 Assange asks for asylum at Ecuadorean embassy [in London]

29.06.2012 Independent 17 Mossad blamed again after killing of senior Hamas agent ... at his home in 

Damascus has sparked a serieat his home in Damascus

29.07.2012 Haaretz 17 Former U.S. officials say CIA considers Israel to be Mideast's biggest spy threat

28.08.2012 _Daily Mail 17 Is this the photo that could clear Assange? Grinning for the camera, 

WikiLeaks boss and 'Woman A' who says he sexually assaulted her 48 hours 

earlier

22.09.2012 Rian 17 Ecuador may ask the British authorities to allow the transfer of WikiLeaks 

founder Julian Assange from its embassy in London to Sweden where he 

could respond to alleged sex charges against him

23.09.2012 Press.tv 17 nuclear equipment sold to Iran by the German engineering giant Siemens 

contained explosives aimed at sabotaging Iranian nuclear facilities

27.09.2012 SMH 17 military personnel who contact WikiLeaks or WikiLeaks supporters may be at 

risk of being charged with "communicating with the enemy"

10.11.2012 Press.tv 17 A Lebanese newspaper has disclosed that Qatar and Israel have held a 

secret meeting to review plans to assassinate Syrian President Bashar al-

Assad
31.07.2005 Steinberg R. 18 Racism, Thought-Crimes, Apartheid
11.01.2012 Press.tv 18 FM Avigdor Lieberman's Yisrael Beiteinu party has proposed a bill that would 

dissolve Arab parties in the Knesset … Israelis who did not serve in the 

military will not be able to run for the Knesset

12.01.2012 Haaretz 18 The Citizenship Law is temporary legislation that only allows reunification in 

Israel of Palestinians with an Israeli spouse if it involves a Palestinian 

husband who is at least 36 years of age or if it involves a Palestinian wife who 

is at least 26 … refuse to allow couples to live together in Israel

12.01.2012 Haaretz 18 Israel’s High Court rejects petitions against ‘Citizenship Law’ ... prevents 

Palestinians married to Israeli Arabs from receiving Israeli .. Residency

22.01.2012 You Tube 18 Jewish man gets caught red handed spraying anti-Jewish hate messages in 

New York 

27.01.2012 Haaretz 18 70% [of Israeli Jews] believe the Jews are the 'Chosen People'
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19.02.2012 Haaretz 18 Barak: World must impose 'crippling' sanctions on Iran over nuclear pro-gram 

{JS: World must impose crippling sanctions on Israel over racism}

23.03.2012 Haaretz 18 Convicted Nazi criminal Demjanjuk deemed innocent in Germany over 

technicality … because he died before his final appeal could be heard

26.03.2012 Haaretz 18 UN panel urges Israel to shelve 'racist' Bedouin relocation plan

28.03.2012 Haaretz 18 Prawer Plan' calls for relocation of up to 30,000 Bedouin from areas not 

recognized by the government as residential locations

28.03.2012 Blog 18 Verwaltungsgerichts Koblenz: Die Bundespolizei darf Leute gezielt 

kontrollieren, die eine andere Hautfarbe haben

29.03.2012 Haaretz 18 Netanyahu's housing reform ignores Israeli Arab communities - Only 3% of 

planned housing units are located in Arab towns

29.03.2012 Al Jazeera Q 18 Israel has been lodging protests with several European countries who voted 

in favour of a UN Human Rights Council resolution ordering an investigation 

into Jewish settlement activity

10.04.2012 Haaretz 18 There's nothing like starting the holiday with matza dipped in the blood of 

Christian and Muslim children,' - basketball player's Facebook page

18.05.2012 Independent 18 Israel urged … a minute’s silence during London 2012 in memory of the 11 

athletes murdered at the 1972 Munich games

18.05.2012 Maan 18 at any moment, a Palestinian can be randomly killed, labeled as a terrorist 

and have their death dismissed," the family wrote on their website, Killing 

Without Consequences

31.05.2012 Haaretz 18 Israeli researchers: Group of Colorado Indians have genetic Jewish roots 

{USA, say goodbye to Colorado}

01.06.2012 Haaretz 18 Gideon Levy: Israel is the most naive and racist country in the West

12.06.2012 Haaretz 18 Israel admits it revoked residency rights of quarter million Palestinians since 

1967 {pure ethnic cleansing in terrible dimension}
21.06.2012 Haaretz 18 New [Israeli] Internet site identifies employers who hire African migrants - 

'Blacks - back to Africa' proclaims site

02.07.2012 Maan 18 Netanyahu: Shamir saw truth about Arabs

04.08.2012 Maan 18 Palestinian group criticizes PA official's visit to Auschwitz {they can 

experience ethnic cleansing daily at home}
08.08.2012 Maan 18 Israel regards the 1,500 residents of Khirbet al-Majaz, Khirbet al-Tabban, Sfai, Khir-

bet al-Fakheit, Halaweh, Mirkez, Jinba, and Kharoubeh as squatters, although the 

villages predate the establishment of the state of Israel by >100 years. In 1999, >700 

residents were evicted due to "illegal residence in a firing zone" and Israeli forces 

confiscated property and demolished buildings and wells {ethnic cleansing}
14.08.2012 _RT 18 A former US National Guardsman trained a white supremacist group on AK-

47 assault rifle and fighting techniques, to help them prepare for an expected 

race war

22.08.2012 Maan 18 One of the suspects [15-years-old] arrested by Israeli police in connection 

with [the lynch] attack on a group of Palestinians at the weekend said that he 

doesn't care if the victim dies because he's Arab

30.11.2012 Haaretz 18 Jewish towns get up to 14 times more buses than Arab counterparts

30.12.2012 BBC 18 New York police arrest a woman over the death of a man pushed in front of a 

subway train, and allege the motive was hatred of Hindus and Muslims
31.07.2005 _Telegraph 19 Mainstream Media - Censorship
08.01.2012 _RT 19 Homeland Security monitors journalists

14.01.2012 _RT 19 The video of American marines urinating on the corpses of Afghan civilians 

has prompted worldwide outrage ... CNN's Dana Loesch thinks the whole 

thing is pretty cool, though

18.01.2012 Guardian 19 Wikipedia blackout in protest against SOPA, the proposed US internet anti-

piracy laws {which will be abused for internet-censorship}

20.01.2012 Yahoo 19 Washington has written permission to collect and retain personal information 

from journalists, news anchors, reporters or anyone who uses “traditional 

and/or social media in real time to keep their audience situationally aware and 

informed” … the NOC Monitoring Initiative has been in play since at least 

early-2010 and that the data is being shared with both private sector 

businesses and international third parties

21.01.2012 Press.tv 19 Press TV viewers in the UK can continue to watch the news channel … by 

visiting the following websites despite the British Office of Communications 

(Ofcom) removing the channel
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21.01.2012 Fox 19 FOX News Caught Using Fake Video Of Riots [showing Greece instead of 

Russia as pretended]

22.02.2012 Blog 19 [The] massive Veterans for Ron Paul March [20/2] has been almost 

completely ignored by the corporate controlled media

02.03.2012 _RT 19 Bloomberg’s office admits to arresting journalists for covering OWS

04.03.2012 Independent 19 Self-publishers accuse PayPal of censorship - refuses to process payments 

for ebooks with 'erotic or potentially illegal' content

11.03.2012 Maan 19 A correspondent for Ma'an-Mix satellite TV and his pregnant wife sustained 

injuries late Friday in Israel's bombardment of Gaza

02.04.2012 Haaretz 19 Palestinian journalist Yusuf Al-Shayeb dared raise suspicions of corruption at 

the PA's mission in France. Now he languishes in a Ramallah cell

04.04.2012 Press.tv 19 Under pressure from the German government, BLM … [removes] Iran's 

international English Channel, Press TV, from SES Astra

05.04.2012 Maan 19 Reporters Without Borders said it was shocked by Monday's raid by Israeli 

security forces on a Palestinian media network set up by Al-Quds University 

in East Jerusalem

07.04.2012 Press.tv 19 Press TV CEO Mohammad Sarafraz says taking the Iranian English 

language news channel off air in Germany is illegal, counterproductive and 

against Western claims of freedom of speech

15.04.2012 _MM 19 Israel Ranks 2nd Per Capita In Imprisoned Journalists 

17.04.2012 Maan 19 An Israeli military court jailed a Bethlehem journalist for 4 months … refuses 

to disclose accusations or evidence to lawyers or detainees due to security 

concerns

18.04.2012 Telepolis 19 [Japan] 28 weitere [Journalisten] seien gefeuert worden. Der Fukushima-

Betreiber TEPCO gehöre zu den größten Geldgebern der Massenmedien

18.04.2012 Blog 19 How to brainwash a nation - 4 basic steps to socially engineering entire 

generations into thinking and behaving the way those in power want them to 

[Stiffening perception]

22.05.2012 _RT 19 Ecuador’s fight against its media vultures

26.05.2012 _RT 19 Media Blackout As Obama Appoints First Ever Assassination Czar

13.06.2012 LA_Times 19 Syrian children tortured, used as human shields, U.N. report finds {this war-

propaganda from 12.6. disappeared from MM’s frontpages a day 

later}
16.06.2012 Guardian 19 Murdoch asked Blair to speed up Iraq war {press stimulates war}
16.06.2012 Press.tv 19 A court in Germany has removed the ban which Munich's Media Regulatory 

Office BLM had imposed on Press TV … Under pressure from the govt., BLM 

took Press TV off the SES Astra satellite platform in April

13.07.2012 Press.tv 19 one of the residents of the village, said that armed terrorist groups attacked the 

village and opened fire randomly on its inhabitants and houses, killing >50 people 

{according to this version, the ‘Free Syrian Army’ commits the massacre, labeling it 

an act of government troops. This is then readily repeated by Western propaganda 

media which is then co-responsive for the next massacre}
14.07.2012 Independent 19 [India:] why the journalists filmed the 30-minute assault rather than trying to 

help the young woman

31.07.2012 Guardian 19 Lords committee says that all TV should be broadcast via the internet

15.08.2012 Independent 19 NBC rejects calls to cancel show that 'glorifies war' … "likens war to an 

athletic competition" {in accordance with the altered ethics}
18.08.2012 BBC 19 Pussy Riot jail terms condemned {for the MM most important news of 

the year – forget everything else}
20.08.2012 Guardian 19 Myanmar: Reporters told they no longer have to submit stories to state 

censors before publication {in the West, censorship functions 

differently}
17.09.2012 Independent 19 Whatever happened to Occupy? {MM cites OWS}
29.10.2012 _RT 19 Greek journalist arrested over exposing politicians' alleged tax evasion … 

names of ~2,000 Greeks with funds in Swiss bank accounts

12.11.2012 Steinberg R. 19 Russland hat mit Iran vereinbart, die 19 Programme auf seine Satelliten zu 

nehmen und weltweit zu verbreiten. Wie schön. Der Hort globaler 

Informationsfreiheit wechselt seine Adresse

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 19 The Censorship shows signs of slight release, caused by the Internet

31.07.2005 Press.tv 20 Economy
01.01.2012 Independent 20 Robert Fisk: Bankers are the dictators of the West ... they dutifully vote for 

political parties which then hand their democratic mandate and people's power to the 

banks and the derivative traders and the rating agencies
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10.01.2012 Independent 20 Sarkozy says France will lead way with 'Tobin tax'  … on financial 

transactions … against "Anglo-Saxon capitalism"

10.01.2012 #Tagesschau 20 Der Präsident der Schweizer Nationalbank, Philipp Hildebrand, hat seinen 

Rücktritt mit sofortiger Wirkung erklärt … kaufte seine Ehefrau im August 

400.000$ [und verkaufte rechzeitig mit großem Gewinn]

12.01.2012 Telepolis 20 Portugal erlebt "nie dagewesene Rezession"

14.01.2012 Guardian 20 Eurozone thrown into new crisis as ratings agency downgrades nine 

countries ... Standard & Poor's cuts Austria, France, Malta, Slovakia and 

Slovenia by 1 notch, and cuts Cyprus, Italy, Portugal and Spain by 2 notches 

{capitalists near open war}

17.01.2012 Rian 20 Germany calls for European rating agencies after S&P downgrade

18.01.2012 Independent 20 Greek rescue blocked by hedge fund greed … Financiers who bought 

'distressed' Greek debt insist on making vast profits from the crisis

19.01.2012 Independent 20 Goldman pays out bonuses of £8bn {payed by your tax}

20.01.2012 Independent 20 Hedge funds may appeal to human rights court ... their rights to property 

would be infringed by a write-down of Greek debt

29.01.2012 BBC 20 Greek officials reject German proposals for a eurozone budget commissioner 

to oversee spending

29.01.2012 Rian 20 $32 billion left Russia 2011 in apparent money laundering schemes 

30.01.2012 _Tagesschau 20 Frankreich führt Finanztransaktionssteuer ein … 0,1% ab August

31.01.2012 BBC 20 25 of the 27 EU states agree to sign a fiscal pact for stricter rules to try to 

prevent future debt crises, with the UK and Czech Republic refusing

31.01.2012 Telepolis 20 Island erholt sich von der Krise - auch weil es sich weigerte, die 

Bankenschulden zu sozialisieren

08.02.2012 Independent 20 Greece: 'There's no more left to cut' 

11.02.2012 Rian 20 The Greek cabinet has approved a pack of new austerity measures 

requested by the Eurozone and the IMF to secure a 130-billion euro bailout to 

avoid default

12.02.2012 BBC 20 When and if the next tranche of official cash is released [to Greece], 

[Germany] wants all or most of it to go to a special account marked "for use 

only for international bondholders”

18.02.2012 _MSNBC 20 Italian police seized ~$6 trillion of fake U.S. Treasury bonds 

19.02.2012 _Telegraph 20 Fitch has upgraded  [Iceland] to investment grade BBB

19.02.2012 Blog 20 How credit ratings agencies {money} rule the world ... "the most powerful 

man in the world that you've never heard of"

20.02.2012 Independent 20 Greece has been one of the top five arms importers in the world. Most of the 

vastly expensive weapons, including submarines, tanks and combat aircraft, 

were made in Germany, France and the US

23.02.2012 _RT 20 Petrol reaches new high as UK hit by Iran ban {they asked for it}

24.02.2012 _RT 20 countries – … – always borrow too much from the bankers and then “dis-

cover” that they cannot pay it back and, symmetrically, the same bankers – 

… - lend too much to countries and then “discover” they cannot collect? … 

either govern for the people and against the bankers; or [reverse]

26.02.2012 _MM 20 America’s Per Capita Government Debt [is] Worse Than Greece, as well as 

Ireland, Italy, France

26.02.2012 Blog 20 Iran is one of only three countries left in the world whose central bank is not 

under Rothschild control

28.02.2012 BBC 20 S&P downgrades Greek debt again {capitalists are getting impatient}

07.03.2012 BBC 20 Lehman Brothers ... that collapsed in 2008, has exited from bankruptcy 

protection ... the company is now free to sell its remaining assets and 

distribute the funds to creditors ... it will start giving ~$65bn

17.03.2012 Telepolis 20 Island tilgt IWF-Kredite vorzeitig - Die finanzielle Gesundung Islands scheint 

rasant voranzuschreiten

20.03.2012 Blog 20 Bank of America ["Too Crooked to Fail"] has systematically ripped off almost 

everyone with whom it has a significant business relationship, cheating 

investors, insurers, depositors, homeowners, shareholders, pensioners and 

taxpayers

26.03.2012 _RT 20 Latvia: recent economic rollercoaster ride has reduced unjustified 

expectations to begging for a bailout

31.03.2012 Telepolis 20 Ein Bremer musste 340,60€ für die Zeit nachzahlen, in der er auf der Straße 

lebte
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03.04.2012 Telepolis 20 Finanzmarktsteuer definitiv eingemottet … Die SPD ist an der Beerdigung 

beteiligt, obwohl sie die Steuer angeblich fordert

16.04.2012 Telepolis 20 Spanien will nur noch Barzahlung bis 2500 Euro erlauben - Damit soll 

Steuerbetrug eingeschränkt werden

17.04.2012 _RT 20 The ‘Buffet Rule’ legislation that would require superrich Americans to pay a 

min. income tax rate of 30% was blocked by US Senate Republicans

28.04.2012 Independent 20 Goldman Sachs pays £4.1m tax on £1.9bn profit [0.2%]

01.05.2012 Independent 20 Spain back in recession as fears grow of another bailout by the eurozone {= 

capitalists are attacking}

08.05.2012 LA_Times 20 Colleges' withholding of transcripts of graduates who've fallen behind on loan 

payments makes it even less likely that the student can get a job and resume 

loan payments 

13.05.2012 FT 20 [72 %] of Greeks still want to keep the euro

15.05.2012 _RT 20 Only on Wall Street: Lose $2 billion of your company’s money and make $15 

million for yourself [MP Morgan]

17.05.2012 Guardian 20 Cost of Greek exit from eurozone put at $ 1 trillion 

26.05.2012 Independent 20 Spain's economic crisis intensified as Madrid prepared to pump at least €15bn into 

the country's 4th-biggest bank [Bankia] {earnings are private but losses are 

social} Spain made many unsuccessful attempts to tackle the banking 

sector's €300bn exposure to a property boom in 2007-08
27.05.2012 _RT 20 $10 million a year: the average salary of an American CEO

30.05.2012 Telepolis 20 den Anteil der Rating-Agenturen an der Euro-Krise und die "Debtocracy"

31.05.2012 Telepolis 20 nennt die Bank of England zwischen 30 und 120 Milliarden £, die 2010 von 

den Steuerzahlern an den Finanzsektor transferiert wurden

04.06.2012 BBC 20 George Soros has warned European leaders they have a "three-month 

window" to save the euro {nationalize all central banks}

08.06.2012 Press.tv 20 25% of Spain’s population lives below poverty line

09.06.2012 Independent 20 Spain poised to request EU bailout {parasitic bankers win – again – 

also helped by their instrument ‘rating agencies’}

11.06.2012 Blog 20 First Bank to Block All Accounts: Italy’s BNI

11.06.2012 WRH 20 There is no money in circulation in the USA that did not start out as a loan at 

interest from the bankers at the privately-owned Federal Reserve {and similar 

in the rest of the world - Rotschild won over us}

07.07.2012 _FT 20 Hungary: Brussels-friendly central bank law paves way for EU/IMF talks {EU 

assures that central banks remain private}
13.07.2012 _RT 20 The Reykjavík District Court has ruled that Valitor, formerly VISA Iceland, 

violated contract laws by blocking credit card donations to Wikileaks

14.07.2012 Rian 20 Bulgaria is in no hurry to adopt the euro and will not embark on the transition 

process for at least another couple of years

23.07.2012 _RT 20 Super-rich stash $21 trillion in offshore havens … The capital drained from 

some developing countries since 1970 would be enough to pay off national 

debts

24.07.2012 Guardian 20 German credit rating under threat {Rating institutes are weapons for those 

who get rich from the crisis (therefore they created it)}

24.07.2012 _RT 20 Microsoft has filed a patent to allow eavesdropping over Skype

26.07.2012 _RT 20 A bill introduced by Rep. Ron Paul to audit .. the Federal Reserve, passed the 

US House of Representatives by a 327-98 vote

28.07.2012 Independent 20 Merkel joins with Hollande to declare euro safe {it would be safer if we 

confront the capitalists}
31.07.2012 BBC 20 Swiss bank UBS lost 349 million SFr by investing in Facebook shares

07.08.2012 Press.tv 20 US is in the grips of a 2nd Great Depression, despite the Western media 

claims that the country’s economy is on the road to recovery

08.08.2012 BBC 20 about 40% of homeowners in the higher end of the area owe more to the 

bank than their home is worth, she says. They're "underwater"

01.09.2012 Independent 20 Barclays makes £500m betting on food crisis  - Outrage as bank revealed to 

be major speculator while millions face starvation

08.09.2012 _RT 20 Wells Fargo employees wrongfully foreclosed a modest home near a small 

town in California, removing and destroying nearly all of an old couple’s 

belongings … Currently there are >50 homeowner lawsuits that claim 

contractors break into and damage still-occupied homes … The bank is 

offering the couple $260,000
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01.10.2012 FAZ 20 Frank Schirrmacher: „Ich beginne zu glauben, dass die Linke recht hat“ {ich 

auch}
16.10.2012 Telepolis 20 Transaktionssteuer und Mifid sollten die superschnellen 

Finanzmarktgeschäfte aus Europa vertreiben - was die betroffenen 

Handelsplätze langfristig stärken sollte

19.10.2012 _RT 20 Only four out of every 10 adults in the US is employed

27.10.2012 Haaretz 20 Protocols of the Elders of Zion read aloud in Greek Parliament {key to 

understanding the crisis}
05.11.2012 Guardian 20 Apple pay less than 2% tax overseas [essence of multinat. corp.]

06.11.2012 Guardian 20 George Osborne and Wolfgang Schäuble agree to pursue tax avoidance by 

multinational companies

13.11.2012 _RT 20 Top US corporations faced tough questioning by British MPs who accused 

Google, Starbucks and Amazon of leaking tax revenues from the UK to tax 

havens abroad, labeling their actions as “immoral” … making billions on the 

British market

23.11.2012 Blog 20 Google paid just $AUD781,471 of taxes in Australia, on estimated revenue of 

$AUD1bn [< 0.1%]

08.12.2012 Telepolis 20 Warum negative Zinsen ein Weg sind, wie man wirkungsvoll das spekulative 

Finanzkapital in die Realwirtschaft lenken kann

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 20 Old-fashioned Capitalism prosper with modern globalization

01.08.2005 Blog 21 Medicine
22.01.2012 Independent 21 Rate of abortion is highest in countries where practice is banned

04.02.2012 Guardian 21 Leading US experts call for permanent restrictions on research to prevent 

outbreak of engineered virus [bird flu] - Rivero: we are a clumpsy postman 

away from a new pandemia

08.02.2012 Independent 21 Prof. Keim recommended that researchers be stopped from publishing the 

precise mutations needed to transform the H5N1 strain of birdflu virus into a 

human-transmissible version

13.02.2012 Naturalnews 21 Neotame the next aspartame? FDA doesn't require labeling of latest 

chemical sweetener from Monsanto {show how corrupt they are}

21.02.2012 Blog 21 In the late 1940s, United States citizens were injected with plutonium without 

their knowledge

27.02.2012 _RT 21 Hepatitis C kills more in US than HIV

02.03.2012 Guardian 21 Two transplant patients needed chemotherapy after receiving organs from 

woman with rare form of cancer

07.03.2012 BBC 21 Since Scotland introduced a ban on smoking in public places in 2006 there 

has been a 10% drop in the country's premature birth rate

09.03.2012 BBC 21 Coca-Cola and Pepsi are changing the recipes for their drinks to avoid being 

legally obliged to put a cancer warning label

14.03.2012 _MM 21 Schon ein Jahr nach der Einführung der Nichtraucherschutzgesetze 2007 

und 2008 gingen die Klinik-Behandlungen wegen Herzinfarkten um 8,6% 

zurück [Angina pectoris 13% weniger]

22.03.2012 BBC 21 The discovery of a biological trigger for male baldness raises hopes for 

developing new treatments … Half of men have thinning hair by 50 … The 

research could lead to a cream to treat baldness

27.03.2012 _tagesanzeige

r

21 Novartis bringen deutsche Ärzte dazu, ihre Patientendaten zu kopieren und 

einem Berater zu übergeben, der auf der Honorarliste des 

Pharmaunternehmens steht

29.03.2012 Guardian 21 British health officials are investigating whether a steep rise in narcolepsy in 

other countries is linked to a specific flu vaccination

31.03.2012 Guardian 21 X-rays to reveal asylum seekers' age - Plans dropped three years ago to be 

revived despite opposition from medical profession

31.03.2012 Blog 21 [FDA] will deny a National Resources Defense Council petition asking it to 

prohibit the use of bisphenol A, commonly known as BPA, in products 

manufactured in the United States

01.04.2012 Independent 21 Babies left to die as Romanian doctors refuse to work without bribes 

07.04.2012 Press.tv 21 ~150 soldiers feared to have been buried by an avalanche in [Kashmir]

08.04.2012 _Paktribune 21 135 persons – 124 soldiers and 11 civilians – were hit by the avalanche … 

contrary to local media reports, no bodies or survivors had been found

09.04.2012 _RT 21 [Russia] A plane crash victim who was assumed dead has been found alive 

in a hospital under a different name [31 dead, 11 survived]
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23.04.2012 Rian 21 The govt: of Vietnam intends to ask for international help to find out what is 

causing a skin infection that has already killed 19 people

15.05.2012 _RT 21 An antiviral drug Truvada may soon become the next solution to HIV 

prevention … ‘pre-exposure prophylaxis’

25.05.2012 _RT 21 Missouri has chosen propofol – [which] killed Michael Jackson – as its instrument for 

future lethal injections. Opponents say the drug has not been properly tested, and 

may cause suffering or even unsuccessful executions {wakeful relaxation}
14.06.2012 BBC 21  [Chinese woman] allegedly made to undergo [‘abortion’] by local officials in 

the 7th month of pregnancy … one-child policy

21.06.2012 Independent 21 Uruguay unveils plans to allow government to sell marijuana … making it the 

first country in the world to do so

25.06.2012 Independent 21 Lawyer spoke of agonising scene after he advised doctors they must let a 22-

year-old man die who wanted to live

27.06.2012 _MM 21 Wer Jungen aus religiösen Gründen beschneidet, macht sich wegen 

Körperverletzung strafbar. Landgericht Köln … "schwere und irreversible 

Beeinträchtigung der körperlichen Unversehrtheit"

06.07.2012 Guardian 21 Indian police still using truth serum - Use of Sodium Pentothal to secure 

confessions still common in … India {more modern than waterboarding}

07.07.2012 Telepolis 21 Der Einzeller Toxoplasma gondii soll auch bei Menschen zu Verhaltens-

veränderungen führen, 1/3 bis 1/2 der Menschen ist von ihm infiziert

11.07.2012 _RT 21 Officials in Florida closed one of the leading tuberculosis hospitals, even amid 

one of the worst TB epidemics in decades

13.07.2012 Guardian 21 Turkish doctors face caesarean fines - Law prohibits procedure except in 

emergencies, after caesarean rate doubles to 48% of births 

18.07.2012 BBC 21 Lack of exercise, contributing to diseases such as diabetes and cancer, 

causes as many deaths as smoking across the world

19.07.2012 BBC 21 Texas has executed its first death row inmate with a single lethal injection of 

the sedative pentobarbital 

01.09.2012 Guardian 21 Thalidomide campaigners dismiss 'insulting' apology - Group representing 

victims of birth defect drug say Grünenthal Group's apology is 'insincere'  

04.09.2012 Guardian 21 Women who become pregnant with previously frozen IVF embryos tend to have 

healthier babies and fewer complications than those who have fresh embryos 

implanted … babies born from previously frozen IVF embryos had 16% less risk of 

being preterm, and half the chance of being small for their gestational age, compared 

with babies born from fresh embryos {in from the cold}
04.09.2012 Independent 21 Beware of the cat: Britain's hidden toxoplasma problem  ... 350,000 Britons a 

year are being infected with pet-borne parasite linked with schizophrenia and 

increased suicide risk

12.09.2012 TAZ 21 Fresenius Kabi beschränkt mit sofortiger Wirkung den Vertrieb seines Narkosemittels 

Propofol in [USA] … „nicht an Gefängnisse, nicht an Strafvollzugsbehörden und nicht 

an Gefängniskrankenhäuser zu liefern“ … Die Nutzung des Medikaments für 

Todesspritzen in amerikanischen Gefängnissen widerspreche dem Auftrag des 

Unternehmens, Leben zu schützen
20.09.2012 Wash Post 21 [USA’s] legal adviser, said a cyber-operation that results in death, injury or 

significant destruction would probably be seen as a use of force in violation of 

international law {Iran, you may defend now}

21.09.2012 Independent 21 The 30-day mortality rate following abdominal surgery ranged from 3.6% in 

the best performing hospital {Liars!} to 41.7% in the worst
21.09.2012 Telepolis 21 Wie viele Patienten überleben Operationen? [~96%] - Nach einer EU-Studie 

liegt die Todesrate höher als bislang geschätzt [P 6,9%, N<1%]

25.09.2012 BBC 21 one donor was found to have passed on a rare genetic condition to at least 

five of the 43 babies he is thought to have fathered [in DK] … Donors will now 

only be allowed to donate for 12 inseminations

04.10.2012 _RT 21 In an attempt to save money on insurance, a city in South Florida has banned 

hiring employees who smoke

09.10.2012 _RT 21 USA: A deadly meningitis outbreak … killing seven people and leaving 91 ill 

… caused by contaminated steroid injections

18.10.2012 _RT 21 FDA ... raided the Massachusetts pharmacy responsible for the meningitis 

outbreak that has left 247 infected and 19 dead.

07.11.2012 Independent 21 Colorado becomes first US state to legalise cannabis [&Washington]

09.11.2012 Telepolis 21 Implantate wie Herzschrittmacher oder Defibrillatoren sind gegenüber 

Hackerangriffen nicht geschützt [und Insulinpumpen]

10.11.2012 Guardian 21 Ian Paterson is suspected of misdiagnosing at least 450 women with breast 

cancer and performing unnecessary surgery
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13.11.2012 BBC 21 A Canadian man who was believed to have been in a vegetative state for >a 

decade, has been able to tell scientists that he is not in any pain {non-

responsive is not necessarily unconscious}
21.11.2012 Haaretz 21 found that the unconscious part of the human brain is capable of carrying out 

activities requiring complex, rule-based thinking, including reading 

comprehension and solving arithmetic problems

21.12.2012 Telepolis 21 Psychiaterin verurteilt [F], weil ihr Patient einen Mord beging
01.08.2005 Uruknet 22 Computers, Internet etc.
02.01.2012 Independent 22 Gordon Brown's Downing Street emails 'hacked' - Computer crime by press 

may be as widespread as phone scandal

12.01.2012 Blog 22 Das BKA testet FinSpy als Ersatz für den Bundestrojaner – [Fefe fordert die 

Schließung des BKA:] Wer über den Einsatz so einer Software auch nur im 

Vorbeigehen nachdenkt, der gehört in den Knast und nicht in eine Polizeibehörde

20.01.2012 BBC 22 Megaupload, one of the internet's largest file-sharing sites, has been shut 

down by officials in the US … two co-founders .. were arrested in Auckland, 

New Zealand … at the request of US officials {world police}

21.01.2012 Haaretz 22 U.S. Congress halts anti-piracy bills after Wikipedia-led online protest

28.01.2012 Telepolis 22 Das Land Berlin hat bei der Software-Firma Syborg eine Überwachungs-

software für 280.000 Euro in Auftrag gegeben … die Berliner Polizei mithilfe 

der Software Computer von Verdächtigen überwachen solle

01.02.2012 _RT 22 British tourists imprisoned and deported from US… for Twitter jokes {Big 

Brother sees everything – even on Twitter}

03.02.2012 _RT 22 The US is seeking to control the Internet, which is an instrumental of its 

foreign policy

04.02.2012 _MM 22 ACTA's EU future in doubt after Polish pause - PM Donald Tusk said he was 

suspending ACTA's ratification in his country … ACTA is effectively an 

international treaty aimed at criminalising copyright infringement

04.02.2012 Blog 22 Pickpockets no longer need to touch their victims — they can use cheap 

technology to read credit cards through peoples’ pants - With a $50 Vivotech RFID 

credit card reader, she wirelessly read a volunteer’s credit card standing near her on a stage 

before using a $300 magnetizing tool to put the data onto a blank card, then used a credit card-

swiping iPhone attachment and stole $15 from her “victim” 

11.02.2012 Telepolis 22 Deutschland unterzeichnet ACTA vorerst nicht [Vorerst?]

23.02.2012 Guardian 22 ACTA approval stalled by European commission

25.02.2012 Blog 22 das Bundesverfassungsgericht .. sieht derzeit keine ausreichende 

gesetzliche Grundlage für die bisherige Praxis, von TK-Anbietern die 

Auskunft zu verlangen, welchem Kunden zu einem bestimmten Zeitpunkt 

eine ermittelte IP-Adresse zugewiesen war

27.02.2012 _RT 22 Every time you use your smartphone app your personal information – emails, 

phone numbers and even photos – is sent off to dozens of Internet 

companies all over the world … it’s all buried in the small print of the license 

agreement few bother to read

29.02.2012 BBC 22 Police in [Argentina, Chile, Colombia and Spain] have arrested 25 suspected 

members of the Anonymous hacking group … follows cyber attacks on 

Colombian and Chilean websites … Anonymous protests tackle issues of 

free speech and preserving the openness of the net

29.02.2012 _RT 22 Anonymous brings down Interpol website in retaliation for 25 arrests

29.02.2012 Telepolis 22 Joachim Gauck sieht Internet als Bedrohung der Meinungs- und 

Pressefreiheit {missverstandenes Meinungsmonopol}

02.03.2012 _RT 22 48 high-tech computing devices disappeared from the offices of NASA over a 

two-year span, including one laptop that contained the code needed to 

command the International Space Station

03.03.2012 BBC 22 Hackers gained "full functional control" of key Nasa computers in 2011

03.03.2012 _RT 22 Danish cops block Google, Facebook for 'child porno'... by mistake

03.03.2012 Blog 22 Windows 8 will have a .. kill switch that can remotely delete software and edit 

code without the user’s permission

03.03.2012 _RT 22 The owner of Firefox is backing an add-on which would allow users to 

monitor in real-time how their actions are tracked and shared by various 

websites as they surf the net

04.03.2012 _RT 22 UK web surfers have caught a grim glimpse of the future with Internet users 

being threatened with 10 years in jail for “illegal downloading”

05.03.2012 Reuters 22 Google Inc's new {anti-}privacy policy is in breach of European law
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06.03.2012 _RT 22 Hackers change Hungarian constitution - IT workers retire at 32 and get 

pensions equal to 150 per cent of their salaries

13.03.2012 _RT 22 NSA refuses to disclose its links with Google

14.03.2012 Blog 22 The UK Home Secretary has today agreed to extradite O'Dwyer over US 

copyright infringement charges for running a "linking site"

18.03.2012 Blog 22 “Items of interest will be located, identified, monitored, and remotely 

controlled through technologies such as radio-frequency identification, sensor 

networks, tiny embedded servers, and energy harvesters” Petraeus

19.03.2012 Blog 22 Who Pays for Online Surveillance?:[Canadian] Police Recommended "Public 

Safety" Tax on Internet Bills

24.03.2012 Blog 22 Anonymous droht aus Protest gegen die Vorratsdatenspeicherung, einen 

gigantischen Politik-Skandal loszutreten – man sei an Daten gelangt, gegen 

die der U-Ausschuss zur Korruption nur "eine Spitze des Eisbergs"  sein soll

24.03.2012 Telepolis 22 Sarkozy will den Besuch von terroristischen Webseiten bestrafen {wie 

fbi.gov?}

04.04.2012 Blog 22 Shady Companies With Ties to Israel Wiretap the U.S. for the NSA … just 

how careless it is with that ocean of very private .. Communications

04.04.2012 _RT 22 A judge in New Zealand has allowed the founder of the Megaupload files 

sharing service [Kim ‘Dotcom’] to get back online

05.04.2012 BKA 22 [BKA sucht] Technische Unterstützung bei der Bekämpfung der Computer-

Kriminalität [mit kriminellen Mittel]

18.04.2012 _RT 22 The Member of the European Parliament responsible for monitoring its 

progress through the European Union says [ACTA] should be rejected

25.04.2012 EFF 22 CISPA would let companies bypass all existing privacy law as long as they 

claim a "good faith" belief that they are doing so for cybersecurity purposes. 

These exemptions would allow a huge trove of data to end up in the 

government's hands with no judicial oversight

01.05.2012 Blog 22 Kim Dotcom booked a valuable victory this week when a court ruled that 

$750,000 in funds and cars should be returned to the Megaupload founder

27.05.2012 _Daily Mail 22 Revealed: Hundreds of words to avoid using online if you don't want the 

government spying on you (and they include 'pork', 'cloud' and 'Mexico')

30.05.2012 Independent 22 Israel hints it may be behind super-virus targeting Iran -  'Flame' cyber attacks 

that can steal vast amounts of sensitive data [Flame]

05.06.2012 _Twitter 22 Using Windows Update itself as an infection vector has always been 

something we've been scared about

06.06.2012 Telepolis 22 Die Ergebnisse einer Onlinedurchsuchung seien nicht beweissicher zu 

dokumentieren: Es sei nicht auszuschließen, dass einem Verdächtigen 

Beweise untergeschmuggelt würden

08.06.2012 _RT 22 Right to copy vs. copyright: FBI accused of ‘stealing’ Megaupload evidence  

… Kim Dotcom … "it is only digital" {so was Megaupload}

20.06.2012 Wash Post 22 ‘Flame’ created by Israel & U.S. - Computer virus was designed to collect 

intelligence in preparation for cyber-sabotage attacks aimed at slowing Iran’s 

ability to develop a nuclear weapon

04.07.2012 Press.tv 22 The British government is paradoxically sending out one of its citizens to 

stand trial in the US for alleged criminal copyright infringements committed in 

Britain

25.07.2012 Tagesspiegel 22 In US-Personalabteilungen wird man sogar misstrauisch, wenn Jobbewerber 

in Sozialen Netzwerken nichts von sich preisgeben wollen

02.08.2012 Telepolis 22 Skype: Microsoft hört jetzt mit - Der arme Kerl, der sich das alles anhören 

muss. Der Code von Skype wurde mithörfähig gemacht … Wenn dann fünf 

Minuten später die Türe eingetreten wird und dreissig Bewaffnete brüllend im 

Raum stehen, dann [ist es angekommen]

08.08.2012 _RT 22 A federal appeals court ruled that the government is immune to wireless 

wiretapping lawsuits

15.08.2012 _RT 22 The discovery of a surveillance system, TrapWire, has connected state & fed. 

law enforcement agencies with a vast intelligence infrastructure, raising 

questions everywhere — except in the mainstream media

25.09.2012 Blog 22 Das neue Projekt von EU-Kommissarin Cecilia Malmström sieht Internetfilter, 

Alarmknöpfe im Browser und eine Haftpflicht für Provider im Kampf gegen 

"terroristische Inhalte" vor
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27.09.2012 _RT 22 New Zealand PM John Key apologized to Megaupload founder Kim Dotcom, 

saying the file sharing tycoon was spied on illegally

16.10.2012 Telepolis 22 Britische Polizeibehörden beginnen mit einem lokalisierten Online-Pranger für 

alle verurteilten Straftäter [mit Name, Alter und Foto]

13.11.2012 _RT 22 Skype didn’t wait for a court order or warrant with a judge’s signature before it 

handed over the personal info of a 16-year-old Dutch boy

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 22 Americans will increase their domination of the Internet

01.08.2005 Raw Story 23 History (before 2001)
07.01.2012 Examiner 23 The US entered WW1 upon no national security threat to the US and put the 3rd 

party presidential candidate in prison for public speeches questioning the war

24.01.2012 Independent 23 UK came close to sharing Gibraltar with Spain ... Tony Blair … the Spanish 

got "cold feet" over the agreement

24.01.2012 You Tube 23 [Wie Rudolf Scarping mit falsch deklarierten Bilder für den Kosovo-Krieg 

warb (der Kriegsverbrecher wurde noch nicht verhaftet)]

24.01.2012 _RT 23 French Senate outlaws denial of Armenian Genocide 

punishable by a year in prison and a fine of 45,000 €

28.01.2012 Video 23 JFK – the documentary film of Oliver Stone {he and his brother were killed by 

a conspiration of the military industrial complex, the central bankers and the 

Zionists. Ron Paul challenges the same evil powers – with the same result in 

case of future succes}

29.01.2012 Quote 23 JFK [June 10, 1963]:What kind of peace do we seek? Not a Pax Americana enforced 

on the world by American weapons of war. Not the peace of the grave or the security 

of the slave … [weapons] which can only destroy and never create

05.02.2012 Blog 23 CIA: releasing the final volume of its three-decade-old history of the 1961 Bay 

of Pigs debacle would “confuse the public,” and should be withheld because it 

is a “predecisional” document

08.02.2012 WRH 23 "[Your information is] too precise, too complete to be believed. The ... information you 

brought spell out in detail exactly where, when, how, and by whom we are to be 

attacked. If anything, it sounds like a trap."  [FBI response to the top British spy, 

Dusko Popov on Aug. 10, 1941, dismissing Popov's report of the complete Japanese 

plan for the attack on Pearl Harbor]
11.02.2012 Guardian 23 Who first owned the Falkland Islands? - ... both sides have some substantial 

points, enough to keep diplomats busy and the military planners anxious … 

the lawyers always win

16.02.2012 Blog 23 Haaretz published a short, succinct and courageous report challenging the validity of the 

Wannsee Conference as proof of the Nazi ‘final solution’ ... the director of the “Wannsee 

Conference” Memorial Centre in Berlin has challenged some of the most widely-accepted 

historical ‘facts’ associated with the conference and its meaning … “decades of Holocaust 

research could not find a clear and explicit command made by high-level Nazi officials to 

engage in systematic mass extermination of Jews”
19.02.2012 BBC 23 It's 70 years since Japanese bombers swooped on Darwin, in northern 

Australia, sinking Allied ships in the harbour and killing hundreds of people 

[10 weeks after Pearl Harbor but neglected in history]

21.02.2012 Blog 23 The Secret Team, L. Fletcher Prouty’s exposé of the CIA’s control over the 

government was first published in the 1970s. However, virtually all copies of 

the book disappeared upon distribution, having been purchased en masse by 

shady “private buyers” [history of CIA]

04.03.2012 Guardian 23 Lockerbie: fresh moves to clear Abdelbaset al-Megrahi - Evidence not seen 

by the defence includes a break-in at Heathrow in the early hours of 21 Dec. 

88, that could have allowed a device to be planted among security-screened 

Pan Am luggage

05.03.2012 BBC 23 Lockerbie bomber 'visited Malta for sex' [not for terror]

11.03.2012 Independent 23 Lockerbie: information that could have cleared [Megrahi] was never passed to 

his defence {isn’t that a crime?}

11.03.2012 Haaretz 23 Berlin wax museum unveils model of Anne Frank {more appropriate would be 

a model of Hannah from Gaza}

31.03.2012 You Tube 23 Originally aired on BBC2 in 1992, Operation Gladio reveals Gladio, the secret 

state-sponsored terror network operating in Europe

03.04.2012 Independent 23 The sinking of the former US warship [Belgrano] was controversial because 

at the time it was outside a British 200-mile Total Exclusion Zone around the 

Falklands and was steaming away from the UK Task Force. The cruiser went 

down with the loss of 323 lives

16.05.2012 You Tube 23 Epic time-lapse map of Europe {very instructive}

17.05.2012 Haaretz 23 Were Jews ever really slaves in Egypt [no], or is Passover a myth? [Yes]
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02.06.2012 BBC 23 Serbia's new president, Tomislav Nikolic, has said the Srebrenica massacre 

of 1995 was not genocide … grave war crimes" were committed

15.06.2012 Haaretz 23 A few days after the Six-Day War, Israel destroyed the Mughrabi quarter to build the 

Western Wall Plaza, incl. one of few remaining mosques from the time of Saladin … 

Israel Antiquities Authority did not realize its importance

15.07.2012 Telepolis 23 Tod eines Politikers [Der Mord an Barschel. Täter unbekannt, vielseitige 

Behinderungen der Ermittlungen]

18.07.2012 Haaretz 23 2,000-year old port discovered in Acre

15.08.2012 Haaretz 23 European rabbi group protests Protocols of the Elders of Zion app … will urge 

Apple to remove the app {recommended reading}
15.08.2012 Protocols of the 

Elders of Zion
23 See separate table – and compare to history – Goldfinger, an amateur – 

power gives money, money gives power {understanding “banking-crisis”}

08.10.2012 Independent 23 Alexandretta (now Iskenderun) was the finest port in Syria … the French 

decided to hand the whole place over to the Turks – in the hope that Turkey 

would join the Allied side against Hitler

16.10.2012 Maan 23 Abbas says Olmert was 'two months' from peace deal [2008]

26.10.2012 Independent 23 How MI5 plotted to use radio-controlled bomber pigeons

02.11.2012 _RT 23 Israel admits killing Arafat deputy in 1988 

12.11.2012 Haaretz 23 Secret protocols reveal: Yitzhak Rabin approved an Israeli operation to kill 

Saddam Hussein

23.11.2012 Haaretz 23 On December 17, 1948, PM David Ben-Gurion told his cabinet, "We might 

benefit from conquering Gaza. But it's clear to me that Gaza won't be in our 

hands even if we conquer it 1,000 times."

08.12.2012 Haaretz 23 The Arab villages that were: a new Israeli guidebook

29.12.2012 Haaretz 23 In his search for Jewish ancestry, researcher Eran Elhaik says he has 

discovered that Jews originated in the Khazar empire, not the kingdom of 

Judah.
01.08.2005 Toronto Star 24 Various
01.01.2012 Quote 24 Mark Twain once opined, “A lie can travel halfway around the world while the 

truth is still putting on its shoes”

05.01.2012 Guardian 24 Call to legalise assisted suicide for terminally ill

08.01.2012 _RT 24 A Russian tanker is carrying an emergency fuel delivery through thick ice to 

the Alaskan city of Nome, where a severe storm has left ~3,500 people 

without enough fuel to last through the harsh northern winter

14.01.2012 BBC 24 A German Catholic priest has admitted 280 counts of sexual abuse involving 

3 boys in the past decade, saying he did not think he was doing harm … After 

being banned by his diocese from making further contact with the boy, he 

abused two brothers, aged 9 and 13 years

09.02.2012 Rian 24 With 12 fatalities in unprovoked attacks across the globe, 2011 was the worst 

year for shark-inflicted deaths since 1993 {maritime terror}

15.02.2012 Telepolis 24 Spanien, England, Frankreich, Brasilien, Argentinien, Italien, Deutschland, 

Portugal und die Niederlande. Auf diese wenigen Länder fallen [in 50 Jahren, 

Fußball] alle WM-Titel minus zwei (Uruguay)

20.02.2012 Guardian 24 Swedish man survived in snowed-in car for two months

04.03.2012 _RT 24 Deadly asteroid bounds towards Earth - scheduled for February 15, 2013

14.03.2012 BBC 24 After 244 years the Encyclopaedia Britannica will no longer be produced in 

print, new editions will appear only online

15.03.2012 _RT 24 Italian mayor bans dying over lack of space in local cemetery

24.03.2012 Independent 24 Venice's 117 islands are also sinking, with those in the north dropping 2-3 

mm /year and those in the south sinking 3-4

01.04.2012 Guardian 24 Wanted: Archbishop of Canterbury. Must be man of faith and diplomacy - 

Church of England takes uprecedented step of advertising for position … 

"submissions will be gratefully received" {your future job?}

04.04.2012 BBC 24 An 80-year-old US woman with little flying experience successfully lands a 

plane after her husband suffers a fatal heart attack at the controls

21.04.2012 Bild 24 seine Rolle als Räuber bei „Aktenzeichen XY ... ungelöst: Weil ein Fern-

sehzuschauer meinte, [ihn] als Dieb entlarvt zu haben, wurde er in Stuttgart 

festgenommen {überzeugend gespielt!}

23.04.2012 Telepolis 24 Tokio will Nummernschilder für Fahrräder einführen

25.04.2012 Guardian 24 Harvard says journals too expensive - wants scientists to make research 

open access and resign from publications that use paywalls 
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30.04.2012 Independent 24 Vatican 'accepted one billion lire' to bury crime boss in basilica next to former 

popes {a good catholic, at least}

01.05.2012 Rian 24 An old 10-ton heavy railway bridge was dismantled and stolen during a broad 

daylight in the west of the Czech Republic {see comment 1}

02.05.2012 Telepolis 24 Religiöse Menschen zeigen weniger Mitleid gegenüber Mitmenschen als 

Atheisten … lassen sich Atheisten und wenig Religiöse eher von Gefühlen. 

stark Religiöse eher von Prinzipien leiten

09.05.2012 _RT 24 Home of Disney World became the porn capital of the US- It suddenly makes sense 

why Donald Duck was drawn without pants on for all these years

19.05.2012 BBC 24 [prisoner at Bastoey]if this wasn't a prison, the Norwegian government could 

rent it out for holidays

24.05.2012 _RT 24 A teenage girl was kidnapped for Vatican sex parties by a gang involving 

Vatican police and foreign diplomats 30 years ago [later murdered]

28.05.2012 Independent 24 Spanish artist faces prison over film made in 1978 … facing up to a year in 

prison over … "how to cook Jesus Christ" … 54-second film

31.05.2012 Haaretz 24 The White House said President Barack Obama misspoke when he referred to a 

"Polish death camp" {every American knows that Auschwitz is in Germany}

02.06.2012 Guardian 24 Spanish man lay dead for 20 years - Neighbours thought he had moved away 

[in a way he had]

05.06.2012 Independent 24 Breivik judge caught playing solitaire in court 

30.06.2012 Independent 24 ~1 million people have had to evacuate homes as floods from the swollen 

Brahmaputra River swamped 2,084 villages

05.07.2012 Independent 24 [CERN] It has taken nearly 50 years and cost £2.6bn. Now, at last, the Higgs 

boson particle has been found

24.07.2012 _RT 24 the world's Santas have gathered for a feast near Copenhagen, as the 55th 

annual World Santa Congress has kicked off in the town of Bakken

06.08.2012 Guardian 24 For every 100 hardback and paperback book sold in UK, 114 ebooks are 

downloaded {e.g. my 8 titles, see www.schou.de}
18.08.2012 BBC 24 Arctic Ramadan - When do you eat if the sun never sets? {or why Islam 

never spread across the polar circle} follow Mecca's timetable

22.08.2012 Telepolis 24 Der Rabbiner [in Bayern] soll erst durch den Rundfunk von der Anzeige 

erfahren haben und sie als "Antisemitismus" gewertet haben

22.08.2012 Guardian 24 Correa: sex allegations would not amount to a crime in Latin America 

{“legitimate rape” again?}
03.09.2012 Independent 24 Hours after Milan's former Archbishop, Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini, died 

[31/8] at the age of 85, Corriere della Sera printed his final interview, in which 

he attacks the Church for being "200 years out of date"

08.09.2012 Independent 24 We want our masterpiece back – Italians petition France to return Mona Lisa 

to Florence ... he took it with him when he moved to France in 1516. The 

French royal family acquired it

10.09.2012 Independent 24 Jewish organisations denounce Estonian newspaper over concentration 

camp [picture] advert for weight-loss pills 

19.09.2012 Haaretz 24 Israeli man confesses to killing wife, 21 years after murdering first spouse - 

spent 14 years in psychiatric hospital after court declared him mentally unfit to 

stand trial for 1991 murder 

11.10.2012 _Telegraph 24 Lance Armstrong doping case findings revealed {why so late?}
29.10.2012 Telepolis 24 10 von 33 republikanischen Kandidaten für den Senat gegen Abtreibungen im Fall 

einer Schwangerschaft nach einer Vergewaltigung – „Gott wollte es so“

10.11.2012 _RT 24 the convicted murderer is “too fat” to receive a lethal injection and is therefore 

unable to be executed {>200 kg, and he is still hungry}
21.12.2012 Jojo 24 Maya-prophesy in one picture

30.12.2012 _RT 24 The statue of Adolf Hitler placed in former ghetto in Warsaw caused public 

uproar
02.08.2005 Reuters 25 Torture Scandal - American Inquisition
05.01.2012 _RT 25 Florida Sheriffs pepper-spray retiree to death ... stripped him naked, strapped 

him to a chair, bound his mouth and placed a hood over his head — and then 

discharged pepper-spray on him 10 times for two days … prosecution has 

photographic proof

10.01.2012 Press.tv 25 Obama is still determined to shut down the Guantanamo

11.01.2012 Independent 25 The UK Government has spent £274,345 fighting Mr Aamer [10 year in 

Guantanamo] in court, including preventing his lawyers viewing evidence that 

may prove his innocence
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14.01.2012 Blog 25 Craig Murray: Torture gives you false intelligence; it does not give you the 

truth. There was an appetite for false intelligence

15.01.2012 Independent 25 Leading article: Britain's reputation is in the dock over rendition … British 

officials were never accused directly of torture, but rather of turning a blind 

eye to the practices of the US and its Arab allies

13.02.2012 Independent 25 the last UK resident in Guantanamo Bay pleads [after 10 years] with his 

captors: "Please torture me in the old way ... Here they destroy people 

mentally and physically without leaving marks"

15.02.2012 Independent 25 Dogan Eslik is suing the generals who seized power in Turkey in 1980 and 

tortured hundreds of thousands of people … “Working as a jail torturer ruined 

my life” {and that of some others’, too}

29.02.2012 Blog 25 the British spy agency MI6 has been cooperating with its American peer, the 

CIA, in the torture and rendition of terror suspects around the world

02.03.2012 Independent 25 Mubarak's colonel – locked up for six years without trial in a Swiss prison 

after accusing the Swiss security services of blackmailing him

13.03.2012 Guardian 25 Bradley Manning's treatment was cruel and inhuman, UN torture chief

21.03.2012 Independent 25 US soldier who abused prisoners at Abu Ghraib (Lynndie England) refuses to 

apologise for her actions 

01.04.2012 _Huffington 25 "Poland will no longer be a country where politicians – even if they are 

working arm-in-arm with the world's greatest superpower – could make some 

deal somewhere under the table and then it would never see daylight," said 

[PM Donald] Tusk

11.04.2012 Independent 25 American intelligence agencies .. won a court ruling [in USA] allowing them to 

withhold evidence from British MPs about suspected UK involvement in 

"extraordinary rendition"

17.04.2012 _RT 25 The US is refraining from defining waterboarding and other questionable 

interrogation methods it used to apply to terrorist suspects as torture, possibly 

with a view to using them once again someday

18.04.2012 Telepolis 25 Eine von US-Präsident Obama eingesetzte Arbeitsgruppe sucht nach neuen 

Verhörtechniken im Antiterrorkampf, die legal sein sollen

28.04.2012 Independent 25 An exhaustive and systematic analysis has found that so-called "enhanced 

interrogation techniques" used by the CIA to disrupt potential terror plots by al-

Qa'ida were largely ineffective

11.05.2012 _RT 25 Thousands of supporters of Colonel Gaddafi are being detained, with some 

tortured in secret prisons by revolutionary brigades

08.06.2012 _RT 25 > half of the detainees cleared for release from Gitmo are still imprisoned 

there

25.06.2012 _Daily Mail 25 UK soldiers 'beat innocent Iraqi men in black ops jails but new secret justice 

law means their torture will be hidden forever'

06.07.2012 _RT 25 Guantanamo upgrade: US to spend $40 mil on renovation

12.07.2012 Telepolis 25 Wurden Gefangenen in Guantanamo bei Verhören psychoaktive Drogen 

gegeben? … lässt dies vermuten

07.09.2012 TAZ 25 Bremen will ein Jahr lang den Einsatz sogenannter Spuckschutzhauben bei 

Festnahmen testen {Abu Ghraib und Guantanamo rücken näher}

12.09.2012 _RT 25 A Guantanamo Bay detainee who was found dead in his cell ... was 

desperately battling his confinement for over a decade and had been court-

ordered to be released in 2010

26.10.2012 _RT 25 Whistleblower who revealed CIA torture sentenced to prison [2 ½ year]

01.11.2012 Guardian 25 UK supreme court says US forces' detention of Yunus Rahmatullah since 

2004 is unlawful … imprisoned ever since he was handed over by the SAS to 

American forces in Iraq in 2004, and has never been charged

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 25 Guantanamo prevails, rendition may increase

02.08.2005
_Global Research 26 Iran 

05.01.2012 Haaretz 26 EU reaches agreement to ban imports of Iranian oil

07.01.2012 Press.tv 26 Japan has become the latest country to hint at its intention to ignore US-led 

oil sanctions on Iran, after South Korea's recent dismissal

09.01.2012 Blog 26 American, British, Israeli and Iranian Warships Sailing Towards Confrontation

11.01.2012 _RT 26 USA is sponsoring the construction of facilities [hospitals] in Georgia on the 

threshold of a military conflict in Iran
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12.01.2012 BBC 26 Japan says it will take "concrete steps" to reduce its oil dependency on Iran, 

in support of US sanctions

14.01.2012 _RT 26 The United States is not at war with Iran yet, but just in case … has 

dispatched 15,000 troops to the neighboring nation of Kuwait

14.01.2012 You Tube 26 Ron Paul: War with Iran has already been decided by the Financial Elite

14.01.2012 _MSNBC 26 Israel's Assassinations Intended to Provoke US-Iranian War

23.01.2012 Independent 26 an immediate embargo on new contracts for crude oil and petroleum 

products while existing ones are allowed to run until July … Iran says its 

nuclear programme is exclusively for peaceful purposes

24.01.2012 Guardian 26 Tehran threatens to close Strait of Hormuz over EU sanctions

24.01.2012 _RT 26 Iran 'definitely' closing Strait of Hormuz over EU oil embargo

26.01.2012 Press.tv 26 China: EU Iran sanctions blind pressure

26.01.2012 Blog 26 EU Obediently Pushes Toward War with Iran {DK abuses my absence}

28.01.2012 Independent 26 Israel warns time is running out before it launches strike on Iran {whoever 

starts a war is criminal - high grade}

29.01.2012 Press.tv 26 The coalition of left parties in Greece has denounced the European Union's 

decision to ban oil imports from Iran

31.01.2012 Blog 26 Israel Warns Time is Running Out Before it Launches Strike on Iran - The 

fastest way to stop a mad dog from chasing cars is to let it catch one

02.02.2012 Press.tv 26 The widow of an assassinated Iranian nuclear scientist has criticized the 

United Nations for failing to adopt measures to stop terrorist attacks against 

Iranian scientists

03.02.2012 Haaretz 26 Navid is the third small satellite Iran has launched over the past years. Earlier 

ones lasted about a month each

04.02.2012 Independent 26 Robert Fisk: An attack on Tehran would be madness. So don't rule it out 

05.02.2012 Press.tv 26 “The media coverage on Iran is mirroring the coverage in the lead-up to the 

Iraq war, grand claims about a smoking gun that doesn't exist,” said US 

Congressman Dennis Kucinich

05.02.2012 _RT 26 Europe coughing up cash for US military gamble in Iran

15.02.2012 Rian 26 Iran will insert the first nuclear fuel rods produced in the country into a 

research reactor in Tehran {congratulations}

16.02.2012 Haaretz 26 Japan PM to Barak: Israel must not strike Iran over nuclear program

16.02.2012 Press.tv 26 Iran is cutting oil exports to six European countries including Netherlands, 

Spain, Italy, France, Greece and Portugal

19.02.2012 Press.tv 26 Iran’s 18th Fleet has sailed through Egypt’s Suez Canal and into the 

Mediterranean Sea

22.02.2012 Press.tv 26 British lawmakers have overwhelmingly rejected a motion to rule out an 

invasion of Iran in line with their govt’s warmongering policies [6:285]

29.02.2012 _RT 26 Iran has proposed a ban on nuclear weapons, calling their production or 

possession as “a great sin”

07.03.2012 _RT 26 Iran will allow the UN nuclear watchdog to inspect the facility where the West 

suspects work is under way to develop nuclear warheads

08.03.2012 Haaretz 26 Most of the [Israeli] public [58%] opposes an Israeli strike on Iran

10.03.2012 Haaretz 26 Senator Carl Levin [D]: [suggest] naval blockade of Iranian oil exports

17.03.2012 _RT 26 The US Navy is doubling the number of minesweepers in the Persian Gulf

17.03.2012 Steinberg R. 26 StDGB §80: Wer einen Angriffskrieg ... an dem die Bundesrepublik 

Deutschland beteiligt sein soll, vorbereitet und dadurch die Gefahr eines 

Krieges für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland herbeiführt, wird mit 

lebenslanger Freiheitsstrafe oder mit Freiheitsstrafe nicht unter zehn Jahren 

bestraft {ohne Ausnahme}

18.03.2012 Haaretz 26 Mossad, CIA agree Iran has yet to decide to build nuclear weapon'

21.03.2012 Independent 26 Pentagon predicts Israel will drag US into war with Iran 

21.03.2012 Haaretz 26 U.S. exempts Japan & ten European nations from Iran sanctions {Sanctions? 

Which sanctions?}

21.03.2012 CNN 26 Iran is buying American wheat for the first time in three years as it seeks to 

hedge against the growing impact of sanctions and weather-related crop 

shortages {Sanctions? Which sanctions?}

21.03.2012 Blog 26 Today, 3/20/12, is the day that Iran stops accepting $ for its oil and gas... and 

Iraq and Libya were invaded when they did the same

22.03.2012 _RT 26 12 countries which may be subjected to American financial sanctions for 

failing to cut oil imports from Iran

29.03.2012 Haaretz 26 Azerbaijan granted Israel access to air bases on Iran border'
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31.03.2012 _RT 26 Did the US just break the secret Israeli-Azerbaijani alliance against Iran? ... 

alleged leak

03.04.2012 Press.tv 26 South Africa has increased its crude imports from Iran to USD 364 million in 

February, up from zero in [Jan.], firmly ignoring the US-led oil embargo

04.04.2012 Rian 26 Azerbaijan denies reports that Israel is to set up military bases aimed at Iran 

on its territory

05.04.2012 J_lem Post 26 Israel is demanding  that its allies set Iran's complete surrender of its 

stockpile of uranium enriched to 20% as one of the goals for the nuclear talks 

set to begin with the Islamic Republic in mid April

06.04.2012 Haaretz 26 China ups the pressure to prevent a strike on Iran's nuclear facilities

09.04.2012 Press.tv 26 German FM has underlined Iran's right to develop its nuclear energy program 

as a member of the IAEA and a signatory to the NPT

03.05.2012 Press.tv 26 Iran … has stressed the importance of dismantling the world’s arsenal of 

23,000 nuclear weapons

03.05.2012 _RT 26 Pentagon strategists estimate that they would need less than a month to 

defeat Iranian forces, should a military conflict take place

12.05.2012 Press.tv 26 South Africa would likely face sanctions from the United States if [it] fails to 

meet the deadline to cut its crude oil imports from Iran

15.05.2012 Press.tv 26 The man convicted of espionage for Mossad and assassinating a top Iranian 

nuclear physicist has been executed

23.05.2012 _RT 26 A military strike against Iranian facilities is not out of the question, even 

though Tehran has reached agreement on a probe with the UN’s nuclear 

watchdog, says Israeli Defense Minister Ehud Barak

25.05.2012 Haaretz 26 Iran insists on right to continue uranium enrichment … [In accordance with] 

the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty {which Iran signed, Israel not}

31.05.2012 Press.tv 26 “Producing 20%-enriched uranium is our legal right, although, we are not 

interested in making use of this right,” Ahmadinejad stated

13.06.2012 Telepolis 26 Indien, die Türkei und [Malaysia, Südkorea, Südafrika, Sri Lanka, Taiwan] 

sollen weiterhin mit Erlaubnis der USA iranisches Öl kaufen dürfen

18.06.2012 Independent 26 Ahmadinejad to quit politics when term ends 

25.06.2012 Blog 26 Former Senator calls on congress to provide Israel with 200 bunker busters 

and aerial refueling military aircrafts

26.06.2012 Rian 26 A court in the Iranian province of Khorasan sentenced to death two local men 

caught drinking alcohol for the third time

01.07.2012 Haaretz 26 Iran says 'having no trouble' selling oil despite global sanctions

12.07.2012 Haaretz 26 U.S. sends forces to Persian Gulf ahead of possible clash with Iran - Buildup includes 

small unmanned submarines recently purchased by the navy

12.07.2012 Spiegel 26 Pentagon hat das Transportschiff USS "Ponce" in die Meeresstraße von 

Hormus verlegt. Offiziell, um iranische Minen zu räumen … sollte im März 

2012 abgewrackt werden [*1966] {evtl. provokatorisches Kriegsanlass 

falls es versenkt wird}
16.07.2012 Rian 26 Egypt will not stop transporting Iranian oil through the Suez Canal and 

internal pipelines despite the EU embargo on oil exports

17.07.2012 Independent 26 US Navy insists it had no option after killing 'fisherman' in Gulf  - Tensions and 

patrols rise as ship opens fire on small boat said to have ignored warnings

18.07.2012 Haaretz 26 Iran offers to insure ships entering its territorial waters – EU preventing EU 

insurers from covering tankers carrying Iran's crude anywhere in the world

18.07.2012 Press.tv 26 The Indian fishermen who survived a deadly attack by a US Navy ship in the 

Persian Gulf say they received no warnings

03.08.2012 Press.tv 26 Ron Paul says the US is “obsessed with” keeping Iran under illegal sanctions, 

while pushing for furthering the embargoes in an "act of war" [then new 

sanctions approved 421:6]

09.08.2012 _RT 26 South Korea, the fourth largest importer of Iranian crude, plans to resume 

purchases after a two-month pause

12.08.2012 _RT 26 Unless Tehran retracts its lawsuit over Moscow's refusal to deliver S-300 

surface-to-air missile systems, Russia will take a tougher stand on the Iranian 

nuclear issue

16.08.2012 Haaretz 26 >400 Israelis have recently signed an online petition calling on IDF 

pilots to refuse to obey if ordered to bomb Iran
16.08.2012 Welt 26 Israel bereitet sich auf 30-tägigen Krieg vor {wie mehrfach angekündigt}

16.08.2012 Maan 26 War with Iran would probably turn into a month-long conflict … with missile 

strikes on Israeli cities and ~500 dead [in Israel alone]
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18.08.2012 Haaretz 26 Bradley Burston: Mr. Netanyahu, before you bomb Iran, say goodbye to 

everyone you know {almost impossible to fly there, but did you think 

of the German submarines?}
23.08.2012 Haaretz 26 Iran to Security Council: Israeli threats to strike nuclear plants violate UN 

charter

05.09.2012 _RT 26 Iran plans to deploy warships off US coast {why not?}
15.09.2012 Rian 26 The United States has extended an exception to its sanctions list affecting a few 

European countries over their purchases of crude oil from Iran by 180 days 

18.09.2012 Haaretz 26 U.S. will go to war with Iran in 2013

23.09.2012 _RT 26 Rand Paul stands alone against Senate's 'preemptive war' resolution for Iran 

[1:90]

24.09.2012 Haaretz 26 Iran could launch a pre-emptive strike on Israel if it was sure the Jewish state 

were preparing to attack it

29.09.2012 Press.tv 26 USA has formally removed the anti-Iranian Mujahedin-e Khalq Organization 

from the US State Department's list of terrorist organizations {terrorists 

unite but why in USA?}
04.10.2012 Independent 26 Mobs brand Ahmadinejad a 'traitor' as rial loses 40% of its value

11.10.2012 Telepolis 26 Iran könnte "in wenigen Monaten" die Atombombe haben – seit 1979 - ein 

Evergreen

26.10.2012 Guardian 26 Britain has rebuffed US pleas to use military bases in the UK to support the 

build-up of forces in the Gulf, citing secret legal advice which states that any 

pre-emptive strike on Iran could be in breach of internet. law

29.10.2012 Press.tv 26  [Iran] is in possession of intelligence on Israeli secret sites obtained by 

Hezbollah’s Iranian-developed drone Ayub, which recently flew over [Israel] 

{how does it feel being watched from above?}
04.11.2012 Guardian 26 Iran suspends uranium enrichment - gesture of goodwill before negotiations 

begin with US over nuclear programme 

09.11.2012 Haaretz 26 U.S. says [drone] was flying routine surveillance mission off the Iranian coast, 

when Iranian jets tried, unsuccessfully, to intercept it

09.11.2012 Haaretz 26 Bushehr reactor not considered a serious proliferation threat by nuclear 

inspectors … to go online in early 2013

12.11.2012 Haaretz 26 Iran believes U.S. drone was spying on oil tankers

13.11.2012 Press.tv 26 IPPNW: Opponents against nuclear war in Tehran

15.11.2012 Guardian 26 Teenage Iranian boy suffering from haemophilia died due to a shortage of 

medicine in the country [sanctions]

15.11.2012 Haaretz 26 At 15 U.S. cents a liter, subsidized diesel fuel costs less than bottled water in 

Iran, leading to wasteful consumption and smuggling into neighboring 

countries ... plans to ration diesel supplies

18.11.2012 Guardian 26 US denies visas to Iran's UN officials

05.12.2012 Press.tv 26 Iran has extracted data from the US ScanEagle spy drone, which the IRGC 

captured upon the aircraft's intrusion into the Iranian airspace

08.12.2012 Haaretz 26 The United States granted 180-day waivers on Iran sanctions to China, India 

and seven other countries in exchange for those nations cutting purchases of 

oil from the Islamic Republic {an act of war}

08.12.2012 Haaretz 26 Israeli spy satellites spot Iranian ship being loaded with rockets for Gaza

20.12.2012 You Tube 26 Interview mit Christoph Hörstel 

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 26 Will the looming war against Iran finally break open out?

03.08.2005 You Tube 27 Environment, Globalisation
02.01.2012 Rian 27 The European Union imposed carbon taxes on airlines in order to combat 

climate change, the fee get into force from January 1, 2012

04.01.2012 _RT 27 Ohio has put a temporary ban on fracking after experts say it is certain that 

recent fracking caused an outbreak of earthquakes

05.01.2012 BBC 27 China's biggest airlines will not pay a new European Union tax aimed at 

cutting carbon emissions

05.01.2012 BBC 27 US rejects EU airline carbon rule

07.01.2012 Rian 27 Bulgaria needs no more nuclear power plants but should focus instead on 

energy efficiency [opposition party said]

08.01.2012 Telepolis 27 Thorium als Brennstoff der Zukunft?

01.02.2012 BBC 27 Canadian mining company Osisko has suspended a gold mining project in 

Argentina after protests by locals
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04.02.2012 Naturalnews 27 Monsanto is selling off its GE crop labs across the UK, France, Germany and 

other countries. It has concluded that introducing GMOs into Europe is 

"impossible" due to a powerful consumer educational effort

11.02.2012 Blog 27 deeper into world control … the interconnectedness between the largest 

global companies

14.02.2012 _RT 27 A French court ruled that .. Monsanto is guilty of unintentional chemical 

poisoning of a French farmer

23.02.2012 _RT 27 the Obama administration is refusing to comply with calls to disclose 

discussions with Monsanto-linked lobbyists

07.03.2012 Blog 27 US gov’t estimate showed 40,000 microsievert thyroid dose for California 

infants from Fukushima — Kept secret from public

29.03.2012 Independent 27 radiation levels at Fukushima can kill in minutes 

30.03.2012 Independent 27 New pesticides linked to bee population collapse 

01.04.2012 Independent 27 How banks gamble on food prices – and the poor lose out

06.04.2012 _RT 27 The US Coast Guard has opened fire to sink the Japanese “ghost ship” cast 

adrift by last year's massive tsunami, which was approaching the shores of 

Alaska {disregarding pollution of environment, 4000 l Oil}

08.04.2012 _RT 27 A US Geological Survey research team says a remarkable increase in 

earthquake occurrence in the US in the past decade is “almost certainly man-

made.”

09.04.2012 Independent 27 Myrna Shiboleth, who has devoted years to ensuring the survival of [desert 

dogs] at the Shaar Hagi kennels south of Jerusalem, is now fighting an 

eviction order … If forced to leave her home of four decades

09.04.2012 Csmonitor 27 A corn pesticide manufactured by Bayer has come under scrutiny in 2 

scientific studies that indicate it is responsible for mass deaths of pollinating 

bees

11.04.2012 BBC 27 Half of the UK's population cannot see many stars because the night skies 

are still "saturated" with light pollution {new term}

12.04.2012 Guardian 27 [UK] Energy minister to visit Iceland in May to discuss connecting the UK to 

island's abundant geothermal energy

12.04.2012 _RT 27 A lawsuit … claims that the Monsanto corporation knowingly poisoned 

farmers that were pressured to use the company’s chemicals

12.04.2012 _RT 27 EPA [Environmental Protection Agency] approves 'Agent Orange' pesticide

29.04.2012 Independent 27 Slaughter of rhinos at record high - could lead to extinction by 2025

04.05.2012 umweltinstitut 27 zum 1. April 2012 hatte Japan die Grenzwerte für Radioaktivität in Lebens- 

und Futtermitteln gesenkt … Nun hat auch die EU nachgezogen und die 

Höchstwerte für den Import japanischer Nahrungsmittel entsprechend 

angeglichen {wozu dann Höchstwerte?}

05.05.2012 Press.tv 27 Japan is set to shut down its last operating nuclear reactor … last of 54

10.05.2012 Spiegel 27 Die Staatsanwaltschaft wirft Neupert und 3 weiteren Envio-Managern hingegen vor, 

Gefahrstoff-Messgeräte in den Werkhallen ausgeschaltet zu haben, um den 

laufenden Betrieb nicht ständig unterbrechen zu müssen. Darüber hinaus wurden die 

Arbeiter nur mit nutzlosen Schutzanzügen und Handschuhen ausgestattet, die billiger 

waren als die eigentlich erforderlichen
16.05.2012 Independent 27 François Hollande's reported plans to close France's nuclear plants

19.05.2012 _Sueddeutsche 27 Bei den japanischen AKW ist der Schutz vor Erdbeben und Tsunamis trotz 

des Super-GAUs 2011 nicht verbessert worden

26.05.2012 _RT 27 Monsanto has once again demonstrated its ability to crush countries on the 

legal battlefield. The EFSA has ruled there is no “scientific evidence” of 

damage caused by consuming genetically-modified maize

26.05.2012 Blog 27 [Fukushima] TEPCO says they don't know what to do if Reactor 4 collapses, 

instead declaring it safe from earthquakes after finding it leaning and with a 

bulged exterior wall

31.05.2012 Blog 27 [Japan] Unveils World’s First Phone With Radiation Detection

04.06.2012 Independent 27 Build more turbines: poll shows public wants wind farms [instead of nuclear 

power-plants]

16.06.2012 _RT 27 Back to nuclear: Japan to restart two reactors

23.06.2012 Telepolis 27 In dem schwedischen AKW Ringhals mit vier Reaktoren wurde Sprengstoff entdeckt 

… auf einem LKW ohne Zünder {s. ‚when civil servants fail‘}
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15.07.2012 JS 27 Seing the smoke from these explosions let me consider (apart from the intended and 

collateral damage caused) how many km must a vehicle drive to produce as much 

deleterious substances as just one of these ignitions? It may appear a comparative-ly 

unimportant side-effect but, discussing environmental issues, it seems that we have 

ignored the increasing warfares of our “dear” allied as a detrimental source.

25.07.2012 BBC 27 Greenland's massive ice sheet has melted over an unusually large area this 

summer … Nasa said that nearly the entire ice cover of Greenland, from its 

thin, low-lying coastal edges to its centre, which is 3km (two miles) thick, 

experienced some degree of melting at its surface

04.08.2012 Independent 27 82-year-old nun beats guards to break into nuclear facility … successful 

incursion expose security failings at uranium plant 

24.08.2012 Telepolis 27 Der Vormarsch von Monsanto ... schürt nun Spekulationen über die Rolle der 

einflussreichen Agrarunternehmen auf die innenpolitische Lage [in Paraguay] 

{Monsanto kann jetzt Regierungen stürzen}
01.09.2012 Telepolis 27 neben Deutschland hätten Belgien, die Schweiz und Taiwan den langfristigen 

Ausstieg aus der Atomwirtschaft beschlossen ... beim sogenannten Ausstieg 

in Deutschland im Grunde um eine Verlängerung der Laufzeiten auf 35 bis 40 

Jahre handelt

02.10.2012 tagesanzeiger 27 Wir lassen zu, dass multinationale Nahrungsmittelkonzerne und Spekulanten 

täglich darüber entscheiden, wer isst und lebt und wer hungert und stirbt

08.11.2012 _RT 27 Monsanto Co. and the billion-dollar business behind genetically modified 

foods were victorious in California, where a measure that would've required 

the labeling of GMOs lost at the polls

22.11.2012 _RT 27 Toshiba launches radiation-proof robot to clean up Fukushima {long 

overdue in the world’s leading robot-producing country}
01.01.2013 Prediction 13 27 Propaganda is stronger than radiation, Japan returns to nuclear power

04.08.2005 Google Video 28 Weapons
03.01.2012 LA_Times 28 168 people are needed to keep a single Predator aloft for 24 hours … The 

larger Global Hawk surveillance drone requires 300 people. In contrast, an F-

16 fighter aircraft needs <100 people per mission … >50 drones around the 

clock over Afghanistan and other target areas

24.01.2012 _RT 28 The arms black market has been flooded with weapons from war-torn Libya

28.01.2012 Maan 28 humanitarian organization Roots of Peace has demanded that Israel works to 

remove landmines from the Palestinian territories … 1.5 million landmines … 

prevent access to >50,000 acres of productive land

28.01.2012 Rian 28 Pentagon is stepping up efforts to make a bomb capable of destroying Iran's 

most heavily fortified underground facilities

30.01.2012 Press.tv 28 Iran is set to unveil a new domestically-built unmanned [Drone]

01.02.2012 Independent 28 Obama admits use of drones in Pakistan - insists drones performed 

"precision strikes" 

01.02.2012 Blog 28 US govt. has used depleted uranium … 340 tons during the first [Persian] 

Gulf war in 1991; every missile used during the 1998 Yugoslavian; ~1,000 

tons in Afghanistan in 2001; and 2,400 tons in Iraq in 2003

08.02.2012 _RT 28 nerve gases to be used on UK streets? ... include substances whose use in 

warfare is banned by the Chemical Weapons Convention of 1993

11.02.2012 _RT 28 Congress approves $82 million for army’s biggest weapon

14.02.2012 Press.tv 28 US-led warplanes dropping cluster bombs in war-torn Afghanistan

16.02.2012 Press.tv 28 Amnesty Internat. has urged US police and law enforcement agencies to limit 

the use of Tasers which have killed 500 people [in USA] since 2001

17.02.2012 Independent 28 UK to take major role in making new 'eurodrones' - a way of keeping military 

casualties to a minimum {and ignoring collateral damage}

23.02.2012 Telepolis 28 mindestens 17 Drohnen [5%] sind bereits abgestürzt

27.02.2012 Blog 28 Israeli defense officials confirmed $1.6 billion in deals to sell drones as well 

as anti-aircraft and missile defense systems to Azerbaijan

29.02.2012 Blog 28 Stephen Harper’s [Canada's] pro-war plan to waste more than 9 billion public 

dollars on U.S.-built F-35 stealth fighters … The planes are late, they perform 

poorly, and the cost is rising

05.03.2012 Blog 28 Police agencies in the United States to begin using drones in 90 days 

{coming also to the sky over your house soon}
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05.03.2012 Landmine.de 28 Finland’s action to join the international treaty banning antipersonnel 

landmines should spur the United States and others to get on board without 

delay, Human Rights Watch said [15 years after Ottawa-Treaty]

07.03.2012 Press.tv 28 Netanyahu has requested the United States to approve to sell GBU-28 

bunker-buster bombs and advanced refueling aircraft to Israel

13.03.2012 _RT 28 The American military have presented the world with a new weapon, 

informally named the heat ray or microwave cannon. The “Active Denial 

System” is a non-lethal weapon primarily designed for crowd control

18.03.2012 Haaretz 28 IDF officers believe that Hezbollah use of advanced antiaircraft missiles could 

jeopardize Israeli aerial supremacy {I hope it will be}

24.03.2012 _RT 28 F-35 - a trillion dollar disaster … almost ten years past due

01.04.2012 _RT 28 US Navy may deploy lasers in four years … will be used against fast-moving 

targets like cruise missiles, speedboats and drones … 2 km

05.04.2012 _RT 28 NY cops break into Marine vet's home and Taser him to death 

05.04.2012 WRH 28 a "hollow point" bullet has a cavity at the tip which causes the bullet to flatten 

out on impact, causing far more injury than a non-expanding full metal jacket 

round. Hollow points are illegal to use in war

01.05.2012 _RT 28 United States' F-35 jet fighter program is expected to exceed the entire gross 

domestic product of Spain. But will it be worth the decades of research and 

$1.5 trillion price tag? {the Emperor's new NATO-jet}

02.05.2012 _RT 28 F-22 is the world’s most sophisticated operational fighter plane, and one of 

the most expensive. But due to an unexplained and potentially deadly 

problem that causes oxygen to drain out of the cockpit, pilots are refusing to 

be assigned to it … hypoxia has been reported for years

11.05.2012 _RT 28 US is planning to spend $4 billion to upgrade NATO’s Eruopean nuclear 

arsenal. The “unnecessary and expensive” initiative is likely to stir new 

animosity with Russia … replace “dumb” free-fall nuclear bombs with new 

generation of precision-guided nuclear gravity bombs … require F-35

17.05.2012 _RT 28 Pentagon restricts flights of F-22 fleet that choked pilots [from hypoxia]

30.05.2012 Independent 28 US deal to arm Italy's drones opens new front in arms trade 

30.05.2012 Blog 28 To avoid counting civilian deaths, Obama re-defined "militant" to mean "all 

military-age males in a strike zone"

04.06.2012 AFP 28 Israel is arming submarines supplied and largely financed by Germany with 

nuclear-tipped cruise missiles {for nuclear warfare against Iran}

05.06.2012 _Springer 28 Heikler U-Boot-Deal mit Israel [orig. Geman article]

05.06.2012 _RT 28 The US Navy is readying a $7 billion boat that can launch attacks faster than 

the speed of sound and is practically invisible to detection. China says it will 

only take a few fishing boats to blow up the DDG-1000

15.06.2012 _RT 28 Pilots continue to risk their lives flying the Air Force’s deadly F-22 jets, even 

after reporting > two-dozen incidents onboard the craft

17.06.2012 _RT 28 Saudi Arabia wants to buy 600-800 Leopard II main battle tanks from 

Germany … opposition politicians in Germany, who were discontent that 

German arms would be supplied to a country with poor human rights record 

{but OK with nuclear submarines to Israel}
18.06.2012 Telepolis 28 FB 11.10.2003: Israel hat aus Deutschland stammende U-Boote mit 

Atombomben ausgestattet {schon vor >8 J.}

25.06.2012 _RT 28 In the era of remote-controlled drones, invisible planes and microwave guns, no 

military innovation should come as a surprise. But among the array of new weapons 

none are more satisfying than a cannon that allows you to unleash bolts of lightning 

{weapons should be illegal when they are new, not wait to be forbidden}
05.07.2012 Press.tv 28 Switzerland has decided to suspend arms shipments to the United Arab 

Emirates following a report that Swiss-made hand grenades are being used 

by militant groups in Syria

25.07.2012 _RT 28 Russia is allocating $1.2 billion to modernize the weapon that renders the US 

missile defense in Europe useless [Iskander-M]

02.08.2012 _RT 28 F-22's latest problem: Can't win over cheaper rivals in close-range fights

16.08.2012 _RT 28 the US Social Security Administration is … placing an order for 174,000 

rounds of hollow point [expanding, ‘dum-dum’] bullets

18.08.2012 _RT 28 Social Security Adm. says hollow point bullets necessary for staff's safety

20.08.2012 Press.tv 28 UN has called on the US to release the footage of its deadly assassination 

drone strikes in different parts of the globe or face an international inquiry
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21.08.2012 Press.tv 28 US routinely engages in launching follow-up assassination drone attacks in 

Pakistan, aimed at targeting people who arrive at the site of an initial attack 

for rescue operations [UN: war-crime]

07.09.2012 _RT 28 Pentagon plans drone sales to 66 countries

16.09.2012 Press.tv 28 German government has dismissed Israeli pressure to obstruct the probable 

sale of two attack submarines to Egypt, saying no country is entitled to ‘veto’ 

Berlin’s decisions

25.09.2012 Guardian 28 report says drones kill large numbers of civilians and increase recruitment by 

militant groups

25.09.2012 Independent 28 just 1 in 50 victims of 'surgical' US strikes in Pakistan are known militants

28.09.2012 WDR 28 "Gezieltes Töten ist ein Fortschritt" Thomas de Maiziere {98% collateral killing}

28.09.2012 _RT 28 High-level Air Force experts were aware of now-notorious flaws in the F-22 

Raptor fighter jet’s oxygen supply system more than a decade ago. A range 

of solutions were proposed as early as 2005

02.10.2012 Press.tv 28 Iran says the Western producers of chemical weapons that helped the 

regime of Saddam Hussein develop such arms must be punished … Nearly 

100,000 Iranians were affected by nerve and mustard gases

10.10.2012 _RT 28 Two Texan police officers are being sued for using a Taser to shock a man 

who was having a seizure, causing the 50-year-old to suffer a heart attack 

and permanent brain damage

16.10.2012 timesofisrael 28 there is much speculation as to what exactly an EMP [Electromagnetic Pulse] 

would do to electrical appliances and digital devices — scientists have 

differences of opinion over how badly they would be affected (the world hasn’t 

really experienced a direct EMP blast yet, so much of the speculation is 

based on educated guesses) {The new WMD-ghost}

31.10.2012 _RT 28 Cop shoots 10-year-old boy with Taser for refusing to clean patrol car... to 

show him what cops do to people who don’t follow orders

22.11.2012 Haaretz 28 Iran has supplied Hamas in Gaza with the technology to "quickly" produce 

longer-range missiles on their own without needing direct shipments

22.11.2012 Press.tv 28 US military has begun work on developing unmanned submarine drones 

capable of navigating oceans to track underwater vessels

23.11.2012 Haaretz 28 The porous shield of Israel's Iron Dome … shrapnel from interceptor missiles 

can cause serious damage.

08.12.2012 _RT 28 Canada to reject overpriced F-35s
05.08.2005 _Wake up 29 Election & Vote Fraud
02.01.2012 Independent 29 With enemies like these, does the President need friends? [From comments:] 

is it that you are too scared to mention Ron Paul or your editor instructed you 

to omit him from your article

04.01.2012 Blog 29 [Iowa Caucus, exit poll: Ron Paul: 29%, Romney: 23%, Santorum: 17%. End 

result: Rumney & Santorum: 24.5%, Paul 21%]

08.01.2012 Blog 29 [press] the arms dealer for a $10 million bribe in exchange for Gingrich using 

his influence as Speaker to get the Iraq arms embargo lifted so Soghanalian 

could collect $54 million from Saddam Hussein’s regime

09.01.2012 Haaretz 29 Sheldon Adelson gives $5 million to pro-Gingrich group … has previously 

supported Gingrich's claim that Palestinians are 'invented people'

11.01.2012 Blog 29 90% of the votes in the GOP New Hampshire primary are counted by 

notoriously suspect Diebold electronic voting machines [no paper-trail]

11.01.2012 You Tube 29 NH exit polls Romney 29% (37%), Ron Paul 27% (24%) (final results)

15.01.2012 Haaretz 29 Ron Paul runs into anti-Zionist rabbi amid Israel policy debate

18.01.2012 Independent 29 Super-rich Romney admits paying only 15% in taxes 

19.01.2012 Guardian 29 Gingrich says as president he would order military to defy judges' ruling 

extending legal rights to terror suspects

21.01.2012 Telepolis 29 Eine Nachzählung der Vorwahlstimmen ergab, dass Mitt Romney doch knapp 

hinter Rick Santorum liegt. Aufgrund verschwundener Stimmzettel gibt es 

jedoch kein offizielles Ergebnis

22.01.2012 Blog 29 how on earth could Newt Gingrich win the South Carolina primary when the 

day before the vote he had to cancel a major campaign stop because of lack 

of attendance? {in USA, vote fraud starts with the polls}

23.01.2012 _MM 29 South Carolina's attorney general has notified the U.S. Justice Department of 

potential voter fraud
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26.01.2012 Rian 29 Newt Gingrich has promised to build a moon base by 2020 if he becomes the 

next U.S. President {send him there on a one-way ticket}

06.02.2012 Examiner 29 Paul camp cries fraud over Nevada Caucus results

06.02.2012 Blog 29 Over 900 ‘dead people’ cast their votes in South Carolina

13.02.2012 BBC 29 The President of Turkmenistan has been re-elected [>97%] – [7 other 

candidates share the rest] {in comparison, most GOP-candidates in USA are 

amateurs}

15.02.2012 Press.tv 29 1 out of every 8 voter registrations in the United States is invalid

15.02.2012 _RT 29 1.8 million deceased Americans are still listed as active voters … ~1/4 of the 

United States’ eligible voters are also not even registered

16.02.2012 Blog 29 Maine GOP Covering Up a Ron Paul Landslide? ... The official results from 

the Maine GOP show 50% the towns with ZERO turnout

17.02.2012 WRH 29 The 2012 GOP Primary: Unmasking the Vote Manipulation - Ron Paul 

averaged 24% in precincts where <250 people voted; he averaged <12% in 

precincts with >800 [stolen for Romney]

24.02.2012 Guardian 29 Paul's tightly-organised campaign is racking up delegates even in states 

where he did poorly in the popular vote. It's all part of a complex system that 

could make Paul the election kingmaker {or king}

26.02.2012 Fefe 29 Wie die konservative Regierung in Kanada die Wahl "gewonnen" hat

01.03.2012 Blog 29 it appears we have statistical proof of vote flipping in the Primary. Much of the 

research focuses on South Carolina, but we have extremely suspicious data 

on most other states as well … an election fraud, not a vote fraud

03.03.2012 _RT 29 Who let the dogs vote? The State of New Mexico! - The pup’s owner says he 

had no problem signing up Buddy to cast a ballot

03.03.2012 Blog 29 Within 48 hours of the system going live, we had gained near-complete 

control of the election server. We successfully changed every vote and 

revealed almost every secret ballot

04.03.2012 Press.tv 29 Western media that is under absolute influence of Israeli lobby is trying to 

dampen the high voter turnout [65%] of Iran’s parliamentary elections

04.03.2012 _RT 29 With a record number of ballot observers and almost 200,000 webcams in 

place to monitor the voting process online, the 2012 presidential elections are 

being billed as Russia’s most transparent yet {USA could learn}

05.03.2012 Rian 29 Russia's presidential election, which was won by Vladimir Putin [63%], was 

transparent and conducted fully {?} in accordance with Russian law 

05.03.2012 Blog 29 As long Ron Paul keeps having the election victories stolen from him. The US 

has no say criticizing how other nations conduct their elections

06.03.2012 Rian 29 Russia is preparing to launch a distant monitoring system to observe the U.S. 

presidential elections in Nov. {there you can learn much about vote-fraud}

07.03.2012 Press.tv 29 Ron Paul has denounced the US military presence in the Middle East, calling 

for a full withdrawal of American troops from Iraq and Afghanistan

14.03.2012 You Tube 29 Ron Paul Openly Calls GOP Election Fraud 

26.03.2012 You Tube 29 Hidden Camera Catches Missouri GOP Admitting They rigged the St. Charles 

County Caucus

27.03.2012 _RT 29 Mitt Romney has branded Russia as America’s nr. 1 geopolitical enemy

30.03.2012 BBC 29 Galloway takes seat from UK's Labour [56% vs. 20%]

31.03.2012 Blog 29 Rick Santorum slips and calls President Obama a government nigger and 

then catches himself and says “ah fuck” under his breath

09.04.2012 Blog 29 Mr. Romney has suggested that he would not make any significant policy 

decisions about Israel without consulting Mr. Netanyahu {USI}

18.04.2012 _RT 29 Ron Paul says he'd protect Bradley Manning and other whistleblowers

03.05.2012 BBC 29 Gingrich suspends presidency bid

15.05.2012 Independent 29 [Ron Paul] would continue the fight for delegates, taking the battle to the 

Republican convention in Tampa. But… he would not spend "many tens of 

millions of $ we simply do not have"

24.05.2012 _RT 29 Egypt’s presidential election have been described as “free and fair.” But along 

with optimistic reports, some witnesses say candidates are blackmailing and 

bribing poor Egyptians with food

11.06.2012 Blog 29 Rand Paul could destroy the Ron Paul Revolution [by supporting Mitt 

Romney]

27.07.2012 Guardian 29 Florida leads assault on voters' rights ... restrictions are imposed that target 

poor and black voters disproportionately 
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02.08.2012 Wash Post 29 Mitt Romney didn’t pay taxes for 10 years

06.08.2012 Guardian 29 [Mr & Mrs. Romney] recorded an income of $21.6m in 2010. Of that, they 

handed over $3m in tax at a rate just shy of 14%

16.08.2012 _RT 29 A Pennsylvania judge ruled in favor of upholding the state’s new voter 

identification law, which may cause many minorities and college students to 

be ineligible to vote in the presidential election – even if they registered

17.08.2012 _RT 29 RNC: Ron Paul delegates not welcome in Tampa - Republican Governor 

Paul LePage has declared he will not attend the Republican National 

Convention unless Ron Paul’s delegates … are seated

22.08.2012 BBC 29 [Tampa:] In May, a four-day mock hurricane drill was held. That drill ended 

with planners cancelling the [Republican] convention

25.08.2012 Haaretz 29 Jewish Democrats slam GOP over planned Ron Paul tribute {United States of 

Israel}

28.08.2012 _RT 29 As 77-year-old Ron Paul retires and brings his campaign to an end, he is 

refusing an opportunity to speak at the Republican National Convention to 

avoid endorsing Mitt Romney

31.08.2012 _RT 29 Ron Paul delegates furious over RNC shut-out

05.09.2012 _RT 29 Separatists win Quebec elections [not quite majority]

06.09.2012 Guardian 29 Row over Israel mars second day of [Democratic] convention as party moves 

to add back 'God' and 'Jerusalem' language to platform

06.09.2012 You Tube 29 [the undemocratic party decides on the Jerusalem question]

07.09.2012 Press.tv 29 An Occupy Wall Street (OWS) activist has slammed [the] two dominant US 

political parties as servants of the 1 percent corporate executives {and the 

1% wins}
12.09.2012 _RT 29 17 [US] presidents have been elected by a tiny minority
18.09.2012 Independent 29 Mitt Romney: it's not my job to worry about the poor {it is the job of the 

poor to prevent that}
19.09.2012 Independent 29 Romney refused to apologise for describing 47% of Americans as government-

dependent "victims" in a covertly recorded video that has thrown his presidential 

campaign into disarray … He contentiously described the the Palestinians as 

"committed to the destruction and elimination" of Israel and indicated he was unlikely 

to pursue the creation of a Palestinian state (original link lost)
08.10.2012 _RT 29  “If you were to hand your vote to a man in a magician’s suit who then went 

behind a curtain and came out having first shredded the ballots, to tell you 

who won – would you trust that process?”

25.10.2012 Independent 29 Mitt Romney's campaign has been hit by his links to a firm providing the 

voting machines that will be used to tally the ballots in Ohio

25.10.2012 OECE 29 grave concern over the threat of criminal prosecution of OSCE/ODIHR 

election observers [in Texas]

01.11.2012 Blog 29 Romney Donating Sandy Supplies To GOP Swing States — Not NY

01.11.2012 _RT 29 Presidential election monitors under threat of arrest in Iowa [& Texas]

07.11.2012 Telepolis 29 USA: Land der großen Möglichkeiten der Wahlmanipulation

07.11.2012 Fefe 29 Übrigens sei zu dieser langen Liste mal angemerkt, dass das alles 

irgendwelche Lokalzeitungen sind. In den landesweiten Medien ist 

Wahlbetrug kein Thema [Obama gewann doch]

07.11.2012 Wash Post 29 a partial look at reported incidents of voter registration and election 

irregularities, with links to full stories
06.08.2005 Alternet 30 Libya
08.01.2012 Guardian 30 What Saif does not get is access to a lawyer, or any sight of the charges that Libya's 

new rulers say he faces … And the ruling National Transitional Council now appears 

to be on a collision course with the ICC over its failure to hand him over to The 

Hague to face charges of crimes against humanity … >7,000 prisoners of war 

languish in makeshift prisons across Libya
08.01.2012 BBC 30 [visiting] Sudan's President Omar al-Bashir has offered to help Libya disarm 

former rebel groups

10.01.2012 BBC 30 ICC has accepted that Saif al-Islam will be tried in Libya but wants 

assurances that the country's justice system can produce a fair trial {“first we 

hang him, then he gets a fair trial”}

16.01.2012 Al_Arabiya 30 Fresh clashes erupted between fighters in neighboring Libyan towns [in 

Gharyan], killing two people and wounding at least 36

19.01.2012 Independent 30 NATO accused of war crimes in Libya … for bombing civilian targets in Sirte 

{what about the other civilian targets bombed?}

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/2chambers/post/harry-reid-mitt-romney-didnt-pay-taxes-for-10-years/2012/07/31/gJQADXkSNX_blog.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/aug/05/romney-tax-debate-obama-israel
http://rt.com/usa/news/pennsylvania-judge-law-election-766/
http://rt.com/news/blogs/contrarian-view/ron-paul-delegates-tampa-welcome/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-19339528
http://www.haaretz.com/jewish-world/jewish-world-news/jewish-democrats-slam-gop-over-planned-ron-paul-tribute-1.460630
http://rt.com/usa/news/ron-paul-romney-rnc-671/
http://rt.com/usa/news/ron-paul-rnc-convention-955/
http://rt.com/news/parti-quebecois-win-quebec-389/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/sep/06/democratic-convention-reinstatement-jerusalem
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cncbOEoQbOg&feature=youtube_gdata_player
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2012/09/07/260311/us-political-parties-servants-of-1/
http://rt.com/politics/russian-boss-blasts-worst-866/
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/mitt-romney-its-not-my-job-to-worry-about-the-poor-8145203.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/romneyshambles-2-and-this-time-its-really-serious-for-mitt-8153551.html?origin=internalSearch
http://rt.com/usa/news/us-election-voting-system-785/
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/ohios-voting-machines--brought-to-you-by-the-romneys-8225216.html
http://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/96639
http://thenewcivilrightsmovement.com/romney-donating-sandy-supplies-only-to-gop-swing-states-not-nj-or-ny/politics/2012/10/30/52648
http://rt.com/usa/news/election-iowa-state-united-701/
http://www.heise.de/tp/artikel/37/37956/1.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/election-2012/wp/2012/11/06/roundup-voter-irregularities-2/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/jan/07/saif-gaddafi-libya-human-rights
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-16454493
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-16479494http:/www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-16479494http:/www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-16479494http:/www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-16479494http:/www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-16479494
http://english.alarabiya.net/articles/2012/01/15/188510.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/nato-accused-of-war-crimes-in-libya-6291566.html


21.01.2012 Independent 30 Inspectors uncover Gaddafi's secret stash of chemical weapons ...Tony Blair 

accepted the former dictator's promise to destroy them

24.01.2012 Guardian 30 Gaddafi loyalists retake Bani Walid

26.01.2012 BBC 30 Libyan militias are out of control and secretly holding thousands of detainees

28.01.2012 BBC 30 a recent demonstration in Martyrs' Square which was attended by thousands 

of disgruntled Tripoli residents, who want former fighters to turn in their 

weapons and go back to their home towns

31.01.2012 You Tube 30 The tribes are such a huge part of Libya that it is hard to separate them from 

any activity there – and so little is known about them worldwide

16.02.2012 Independent 30 [35%] Libyan wants return to authoritarian rule ... [<1/3] welcome democracy

16.02.2012 BBC 30 at least 12 detainees held by militias have died after being tortured … ~8,000 

pro-Gaddafi supporters are being held by militia groups

03.03.2012 Rian 30 60 civilians were killed and 55 wounded in NATO airstrikes last year in Libya, 

said a UN report 

10.03.2012 _RT 30 As Libya’s eastern region of Cyrenaica declares its semi-autonomy from the 

central government … no one will be intervening this time to stop a war 

among Libyan tribes should it kick off … center in Benghazi

26.03.2012 _RT 30 Gaddafi was wanted dead so his secrets would die with him. So insists 

Mahmoud Jibril, the man who led the NTC uprising to overthrow his regime

01.04.2012 Guardian 30 Libyan tribal clashes kill at least 147 … southern town [Sabha]

08.04.2012 Guardian 30 Tripoli blocking efforts of war crimes tribunal to try late dictator's son in the 

Hague {in Tripoli they can kill him without any evidence of crime}

12.04.2012 _RT 30 [Libya] oil giants Total from France and ENI from Italy are just going to wait in 

the sidelines while the hungry American and British big boys take their juicy 

oil slices first… ExxonMobil, Chevron, Texaco, BP, Shell 

15.04.2012 _RT 30 Libya's National Transitional Council has suspended a multi-million-dollar 

payout program to former anti-Gaddafi rebels after admitting it was steeped 

in fraud. Officials cited duplicate payouts, and claims from impostors and 

even the dead

19.04.2012 Rian 30 The Russian emergencies ministry’s plane landed late in Tripoli to deliver 

humanitarian aid

29.04.2012 Press.tv 30 Armed militiamen have seized the main airport in Benghazi

14.05.2012 Guardian 30 NATO 'killed 72 civilians' in Libya {probably hundreds}

14.05.2012 Independent 30 Libyans want answers over deadly NATO airstrikes

05.06.2012 Independent 30 Libya: Rival troops clash in battle for control of airport [Tripolis]

06.06.2012 Rian 30 Russia will take drastic measures … after heavy sentences were handed out to 

Russian, Ukrainian and Belarusian nationals for helping Gaddafi’s troops 

10.06.2012 Guardian 30 ICC delegation detained in Libya - were on way to meet Saif Gaddafi in Zintan 

and had assurances from authorities 

07.07.2012 Guardian 30 Can Libya's elections [today] reconcile opposing forces?

18.07.2012 _RT 30 Send this to Assad': New shock video shows rebels mocking Gaddafi body 

{to anyone who may doubt attempted similarities}
18.10.2012 Independent 30 at least 66 members of Gaddafi's convoy were summarily executed by the 

militias after their capture … the evidence amassed by HRW strongly 

suggests that he was effectively lynched

03.11.2012 _MM 30 The mission was mainly a CIA operation, adding that of the 30 American 

officials evacuated from Benghazi following the assault, just seven worked for 

the State Department

01.01.2013 Prediction 13 30 We are still waiting to hear details about how Libya has been changed and the exact 

amount of fatalities from NATO’s ‘precision-bombings’ 2011-12

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/inspectors-uncover-gaddafis-secret-stash-of-chemical-weapons-6292670.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/jan/23/gaddafi-loyalists-bani-walid
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-16735217
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-16187211
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-juqG_YcMGI&feature=player_embedded
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/one-libyan-in-three-wants-return-to-authoritarian-rule-6950631.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-17053836
http://en.rian.ru/world/20120303/171698294.html
http://rt.com/news/libya-war-tribes-cyrenaica-229/
http://rt.com/news/gaddafi-death-ntc-jibril-451/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/mar/31/libya-tribal-clashes-sabha-deaths
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/apr/07/libya-saif-gaddafi-war-crimes-hague
http://rt.com/news/libya-all-about-oil-818/
http://rt.com/news/libya-ntc-payouts-veterans-065/
http://en.rian.ru/world/20120419/172903826.html
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/238620.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/may/14/nato-killed-72-libya-hrw
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/libyans-want-answers-over-deadly-nato-airstrikes-7745306.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/rival-troops-clash-in-battle-for-control-of-airport-7815148.html
http://en.rian.ru/russia/20120605/173860147.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/jun/10/icc-delegation-saif-gaddafi-libya
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/jul/06/can-libyas-elections-reconcile-opposing-forces
http://rt.com/news/gadaffi-new-footage-death-372/
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/the-final-hours-of-gaddafi-8215767.html
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/breaking-news/us-intelligence-denies-libya-embassy-delay/story-fn3dxix6-1226509103230

